Broadcast news again wins vote of confidence from public
The plenty among the problems of children’s TV

AP Through the Years--

GANDHI AND THE AP

“I suppose that when I go to the Hereafter and stand at the Golden Gate, the first person I shall meet will be a correspondent of The Associated Press.” These words of Mohandas Gandhi to AP correspondent Jim Mills in 1932 were spoken in mock seriousness after the Mahatma had been secretly released from a British prison. When Gandhi was whisked away to a railroad station miles from where he was confined, Mills was waiting on the platform to interview the great leader of India. It was before his confinement that the Mahatma had sought a promise from Mills that says something further about the AP. He asked that The Associated Press continue to inform the American people of the exact situation in India at that time, with fairness and full justice to all sides.

This is one more example of the faith placed in The Associated Press and the dedication and accuracy of its staff in serving the AP membership for the last century and a quarter.

In 1940, The Associated Press inaugurated its specialized news report to the broadcast industry. Today, the AP Broadcast News wire is the longest single circuit in the world, operating 24 hours a day, every day, serving more than 3,300 radio and television station members. The national, regional and state reports are prepared by staffers exclusively for broadcast. In this age of electronic journalism, the same priorities of accuracy and dedication prevail while delivering all reports in unprecedented amounts with unparalleled speed. It assures AP members of news that is correct, readable and airable.

AP Broadcast News
50 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10020 • (212) 262-4011
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AFTRA says it will join IBEW in CBS walkout Tuesday.

How a domestic broadcast-advertising strategy paid off for a foreign car.

All those slings and arrows—and politicians—haven’t diminished broadcasting’s stature in public’s eyes. Television remains far and away the leading medium in public confidence.

TVB advises its riding-high members to stay on top of the tiger.

The nonpenalty of clustering highlights advertising research conference.

It’s TV’s time to take it again at church group’s hearing on drugs.

Children’s TV may not yet be everything to everyone, but it’s still a lot to many. A Broadcasting special report takes the measure of the state of the art—and the controversy.

Tell it (positively) like it is, promoters advised in Boston.

The program-scheduling backfield’s in motion again at ABC and CBS.

NBC’s David Brinkley takes to offensive in defense of news media.


Whitehead takes the message to Disneyland, lifts curtain on administration’s cable policy.

Foster of Microband: One man who sees riches over the hill for MDS.

The sure-footed career climb of WRG’s accident-prone Charles Moss.
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By order of the General Assembly the Ruffed Grouse has the distinction of being the official game bird of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

No other quite like it - WGAL-TV

No other station in its area provides advertisers with its unique benefits. WGAL-TV has the distinction of providing reach and penetration of the entire market. No other station is quite like it when you want to sell effectively in this great multi-city plus-market Lancaster-Harrisburg-York-Lebanon.

WGAL-TV
Channel 8 • Lancaster, Pa.
Representative:
THE MEEKER COMPANY
New York • Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco

STEINMAN TELEVISION STATIONS • Clair McCollough, Pres.
Oversight revived

There's good chance that Harley O. Staggers (D-W. Va.) will beef up Investigations Subcommittee of Commerce Committee (he heads both) in next Congress. Aim is to enlarge membership, staff and budget to exercise closer legislative supervision over independent agencies, particularly FCC. Mr. Staggers has often said that FCC acts too independently for his tastes and should perform as creature of Congress.

Change in emphasis and structure could lead Investigations Subcommittee back toward form of old Oversight Subcommittee that Oren Harris (D-Ark.) headed in late fifties, early sixties, before leaving Congress to be federal judge. It was Oversight unit that conducted hearings on quiz scandals, clouded TV-station grants, ex-parte contacts between broadcasters and FCC members and chairmen.

Emergency call

Furor that has sprung up over multiproduct 30's and particularly over Alberto-Culver's Brunnettes Only hair-coloring-Calm 2 deodorant TV spot, has spilled calling of special meeting of time-standards subcommittee of National Association of Broadcasters' television code review board. Subject of split 30's was hot in corridor talk at last week's Television Bureau of Advertising meeting (see page 18). It is, however, no new concern in broadcast circles: earlier this year James C. Richdale Jr. and Charles H. Tower of Corinthian Broadcasting tried unsuccessfully to persuade NAB's TV board to clamp down.

Last year, TV code's multiple-product standard was tightened by requiring integrated commercials to advertise related products, use same voice and background. Members of code review board subcommittee, which will meet Dec. 4 in New York: Roger D. Rice, KTVU-TV (San Francisco-Oakland); Charles A. Batson, Cosmos Broadcasting, Columbia, S.C.; Max H. Bice, KNTV-TV (Tacoma-Seattle, Wash. (he is chairman of code review board); Alfred Schneider, ABC; Thomas Swafford, CBS, and Herminio Traviaas, NBC.

Snap, crackle—crunch

Next round of demands for counteradvertising time on television is to come from Robert Chotee, enemy of cereal advertisers. As head of Council on Children, Media and Merchandising, he's attempting to recruit local activists—from list supplied by Dr. Everett Parker of Office of Communication of United Church of Christ—to form "viewer committees" that will put heat on local stations. Committees will demand that stations carry "compensatory advertisements" on nutrition to counter cereal, candy and snack commercials carried in children's shows. Countercommercials are being prepared under Mr. Chotee's supervision, though he won't say by whom. Plan is that stations rejecting Chotee-committee demands will face FCC complaints—which Mr. Chotee says he is prepared to provide, with help of foundation-funded law firms specializing in that work.

Scenario reads like that developed by Washington-based Stern Community Law Firm (one of those now helping Mr. Chotee) and its ad-producing affiliate, Stern Concern, in effort to get time for countercommercials on children's programs that have led to recalls for repairs. So far Chevrolet counterads have had little exposure.

Tenure

Turns out chairmen of FCC and Federal Trade Commission aren't among presidential appointees under orders to submit resignations in Nixon-administration overhaul. FCC Chairman Dean Burch and FTC Chairman Miles W. Kirkpatrick made specific inquiries at White House last week, were told no letters were expected. Week earlier both had said situation was unclear (BROADCASTING, Nov. 13). P.S.: Neither has volunteered letter of resignation.

Went thataway

Cyclical pattern of television is pin-pointed with dumping of Bonanza and Atlas Smith and Jones series. Prime-time network TV now has only one remaining western, Gunsmoke (with ABC-TV's new Kung Fu set in West, but not in typical western genre). When Bonanza started in 1959, it's estimated there were 35 westerns on air; the staple of television. Some in Hollywood production community feel that cycle, after season or so of dearth of westerns, will be ready to repeat.

Try again

CBS-TV's You Are There series of historical half-hours for young people, hosted by Walter Cronkite, which lost ratings battle Saturday afternoons at 12:30 during 1971-72 season and was taken off air, will return Sunday, Jan. 28, at 5 p.m. NYT. There'll be no new episodes, however, just repeats of shows from previous season.

Milder rule?

FCC appears to have reduced options on amending rule banning crossownership of cable systems and television stations in same markets to two: grandfather existing crossownerships or retain rule but invite requests for waivers. Chairman Dean Burch is said to be pushing latter. Whichver way it goes, more choices must be made. If grandfathering is decision, what will be effective date and what kinds of situations will be covered—only those involving operating CATV's, or will unbuilt franchises be covered too? If waivers are course chosen, FCC would have to decide whether to announce criteria to be used in evaluating waiver requests—and to devise criteria if such announcement were indicated. In any case, decision to waive would require extension of present Aug. 10, 1973, deadline for divestiture.

FCC staff is preparing papers on alternatives for submission to commission on Nov. 29. There's pressure, however, for postponement of all decisions. Broadcasters now holding crossownerships want FCC to defer action until White House policy committee submits report on cable future (see page 78). Some say programs will see new on air from four ships—conclusion broadcasters hope FCC will find persuasive.

That's show biz

Irony of midseason prime-time network TV programing changes is that summer replacement show considered least likely to succeed is one that made it to regular schedule. Last summer, with general dearth of fanfare, ABC-TV and CBS-TV announced what essentially was summer tryout period for programs being groomed as midseason replacements (BROADCASTING, May 29). ABC-TV's candidates were The Super, The Corner Bar and Ken Berry Show. At CBS-TV there were The David Steinberg Show, The John Byner Show, The Melba Moore-Clifton Davis Show and The Jerry Reed When You're Hot Your Hot Hour. NBC-TV's Dean Martin Presents the Bobby Darin Amusement Co. was billed merely as replacement for Dean Martin. Now it's given new life, while ABC-TV and CBS-TV entries are sidelined.

Rerun fallout

Aside from other issues in current controversy over network reruns, trend of television networks to produce fewer and fewer episodes of series is disturbing syndicators of off-network product. With original episodes running as few as 18 per season and not often as many as 24, programs must remain on air from four to five years or more to accumulate 90 or more segments needed for off-network stripping. Distributors say supply is already short.

Lease on life

National Association of Broadcasters executives, returning from fall conferences, are cheery, by what they see as strong membership support. It's in contrast to dissension of year ago—and attributed in part to appointment of experienced broadcasters, Grover Cobb, Burns Nugent, Charles T. Jones, to key posts.
Double jeopardy at CBS: AFTRA may walk Tuesday

Newsmen, actors in live broadcasts would be affected; union to repay IBEW for not crossing its lines in 1967; management personnel standing by to take on-air roles

CBS, already beset by technicians' strike, faces double work stoppage beginning at 6 p.m. tomorrow (Nov. 21) when estimated 1,700 performers, announcers and newsmen—members of American Federation of Television and Radio Artists—are under orders to start honoring picket lines of International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers.

CBS said management and other non-union personnel would take over for AFTRA members, as others had taken over for technicians since IBEW strike started Nov. 2.

Impact of AFTRA action would be felt first and most strongly in news. Walter Cronkite, Roger Mudd, John Hart, Daniel Schorr and number of other key CBS newsmen had said in statement, after AFTRA board acted, that as AFTRA members they would comply although they did not agree with objectives of IBEW strike. Action, following AFTRA convention, CBS had been auditioning management and other personnel to take over newscasts and weekend football coverage if need be. Late Friday, auditioning was reported still going on and due to continue early this week, with no substitute assignments yet made. "We don't know yet who the new Arnold Zenker may be," said one official, referring to CBS News administrative aide who zoomed to nationwide attention—and subsequent career in on-air journalism, now at WCBV-TV Boston (and now, also, AFTRA member)—as sit-in for Walter Cronkite during 1967 strike by AFTRA against all networks.

Aside from news and sports, two daytime soap operas, *Edge of Night* and *As the World Turns* are CBS-TV's only regularly scheduled live broadcasts. They would be replaced, network sources said, by filmed programs or reruns of other programs. Performers in taped as well as live programs are under AFTRA jurisdiction, but taped programs were not expected to pose immediate problem, except perhaps for *Sonny and Cher*, whose episodes have been pre-taped through Dec. 13. *All In The Family* through Dec. 16, *Maude* Dec. 19 and *Bill Cosby* show through Jan. 8. Filmed programs were said to present no problem: most of this season's filming has been completed.

There was possibility CBS might encounter problems from members of another union, Writers Guild of America East. Union spokesmen said some 60 members had asked for clarification of their position. They were told Friday, he said, that guild's contract with CBS has no-strike provision and runs to Feb. 13, but that contract also stipulates writers may not be used for other duties and may not be required to work more overtime than they normally put in.

AFTRA's contracts with all major TV and radio networks expired at midnight Wednesday. Negotiations for new ones, including negotiations with CBS, were recessed at AFTRA's request and set to resume Nov. 27. AFTRA said it would indemnify any member who might be successfully sued by CBS or any producer as a result of honoring IBEW lines.

There was some speculation that AFTRA's job action might be relatively short-lived. Speculation was based on assumption that AFTRA primarily was repaying "debt" to IBEW for similar job action, lasting few days, in support of AFTRA strike against all networks in 1967.

Dispute between CBS and IBEW is complex, but rub is jurisdiction over new technology—such as devices that electronically project drawings, news bulletins, football scores and the like, or that are used in electronic editing or in some automation processes. Dispute may in fact be as much concerned about future technology as about that which has already emerged. This speculation— that the real dispute is over "futures"—is supported by estimates that relatively few people are currently involved (one source guessed about 50 out of some 1,200 IBEW employees) in key-issues area.

Other issues include one having to do with use of home-type video recorders in executives' offices to record programs off air, and where such recordings may be played back. CBS wants right to play them back in offices for legal, program-practices and program-content purposes, but union apparently objects. Other issues, according to CBS sources, relate to meals missed or shortened when on news assignments—CBS says it's willing to pay penalty in such cases but that union is asking for too big penalty—and question of freelance special film editors. Union is said to want to eliminate freelancers: CBS, to feel category must be retained to help handle heavy news loads but also to have offered to employ no more than 10 at any one time. Freelancer issue is reported to be striking point raised by union as condition for accepting CBS's proposal to merge special film editors with technicians so that editors can edit both news film and news tape.

Wiley shows cable profile at California convention

Whether he's friend or foe still to be judged; Baruch calls for program-advertising standards; Trans-World's pay-TV plans; big news in equipment exhibits

Is FCC Commissioner Richard E. Wiley friend or foe of cable TV industry? Acknowledging he's "something of an unknown quantity" to many in cable, Commissioner Wiley, addressing California Community Television Association convention in Anaheim, gave several reasons to believe he's friend, but on copyright issue concedes he may have removed himself from categories of unknown quantity and friend in one swoop.

(Also see earlier story on speech by Clay T. Whitehead, director of Office of Telecommunications Policy, on page 78.)

But, Mr. Wiley warned industry that its own interest and public interest should not be mutually exclusive and "development of a strong, healthy and economically viable cable industry...is very much in the public interest." He said industry complaints about being stymied by commission's backlog in processing certificates of compliance "are entirely reasonable." He also came out flatly against rate regulation for cable industry, stressing it "would be nothing short of catastrophic." And he views "with considerable skepticism" municipal ownership in cable systems.

However, on copyright issue, Commissioner Wiley took stand that was met with hushed quiet by cable executives. "In my personal opinion," he said, "your industry will not attain the growth and maturity which its technological promise suggests until it is clearly established that cable will be a paying customer for the service it employs." He indicated that "reasonable" copyright payment would be in best interest of industry, but he made no judgment on terms or amount of such payment.

Ralph M. Baruch, president and chief executive officer, Viacom International Inc., New York, in earlier address, recommended that cable TV industry establish committee to define kinds of programming and advertising cablecasters could bring into homes. Such recommendations would form basis for industry self-regulation, according to Mr. Baruch's plan. He empha-
sized that cable TV should not be bound by codes governing television or radio and should reflect times we live in but not standards to cover program origination, public access channels, advertising material and use of subscriber lists. Mr. Baruch also wants high priority to be given to industry drive for establishing equitable rates and for ease to be brought to program so that each cable system, on own merits, would have right to amend price regulations to reflect proper rate increases.

Highlight of technical exhibition was introduction by Trans-World Communications, closed-circuit television division of Columbia Pictures Industries Inc., of hardware that will allow cable TV system operators to transmit up to four channels of pay-TV programing into homes. Plan calls for cable TV operators to install converters—priced at $65.00 per unit—in homes of subscribers and contract with Trans-World for feed of motion picture and special event programing. Trans-World would supply cable homes with minimum of 18 hours daily, seven days per week. First 10,000 units are scheduled in January.

Convention was said to be largest ever held by California association, with more than 2,000 attending.

**Pepper committee expected to recommend banning TV drug ads before 9 p.m.**

Representative Claude Pepper’s (D-Fla.) Select Committee on Crime is expected to complete its report this week on drug problem that will, among other things, recommend that TV advertising of all drug products be banned prior to prime-time viewing hours. According to subcommittee spokesman, report is groundwork for legislation Mr. Pepper plans to introduce early next year. One of committee’s concerns, spokesman said, is that TV “creates a climate of ready acceptance of drugs,” thereby fostering drug abuse.

Report and legislation to follow will call for appropriation of over $500 million for local school boards to set up programs for drug education, counseling and therapy, he said, and proposal on television advertising will suggest ban on drug ads before 9 p.m.

Committee believes that youths get most information on drugs from TV rather than print media, he said, and drug researchers say commercials lead youth to believe that pills can solve their problems and make life more pleasant.

**KPOK-AM-FM sold to Stevens**

KPOK-AM-FM Portland, Ore., under same ownership for past 28 years, have been sold to group headed by Richard Stevens for $1,050,000, it was announced last week. Stations’ licensee, KPOK Inc. (R. M. Brown, president), acquired facilities in 1944. Transfer is subject to FCC approval.

Stevens group operates, through various corporate subsidiaries, WGVU (AM) (Charlotte, N.C.), KDON (AM) (Salinas, Calif., and KGJ (AM) Los Angeles. It also has received FCC authorization to purchase WFLA-TV Tampa, Fla. Jack W. Fritz, John Blair & Co., succeeds John Dickinson, Harrington, Righter & Parsons, for two-year term as reps’ member on board.

**TVB elects.** Jack McGrew, KPRC-TV Houston, was elected board chairman of Television Bureau of Advertising for one-year term at last week’s annual meeting (see page 18). He succeeds Albert J. Gillen, Poole Broadcasting, who remains as chairman ex-officio. James Rupp, Cox Broadcasting, and Alexander W. Dannenbaum, Group W, elected secretary and treasurer, respectively. New board members elected for four-year terms: Walter Bartlett, Avco Broadcasting; Albert P. Krivin, Metromedia Television; James Richdale, Libertarian Broadcasting, and William B. Faber, WFLA-TV Tampa, Fla. Jack W. Fritz, John Blair & Co., succeeds John Dickinson, Harrington, Righter & Parsons, for two-year term as reps’ member on board.

In brief. On another, non-CBS union front, IBEW technicians and Avco Broadcasting reached agreement late last week. Terms were not disclosed. It had been five-week strike against five Avco TV’s. • FCC said Friday it will not take action against network-affiliated stations that broadcast movies, previously seen on network, in time periods cleared by access rule. At least, not until conclusion of Federal Communications Commission’s investigation. • National Association of Theatre Owners has asked FCC to put “freeze” on filing and grant of applications for authorization to use spectrum space in connection with pay-cable-television and closed-circuit “hotelvision” systems until commission has considered public-interest policy questions involved. • Columbia, S.C., chapters of National Organization for Women and Women’s Equity Action League, which had filed petitions to deny renewal of 10 stations there for discriminating against women, dropped action against WIS-AM-TV. No reason was given for change of heart. • Radio Advertising Bureau board of directors, meeting in Palm Springs, Calif., urged National Association of Broadcasters to make industry effort to defeat banning of proprietary drug advertising from broadcast media. (See Pepper committee story this page, earlier story page 28). It said RAB would help.

kzh with 5 kw, KPOK-FM is on 98.5 mhz with 100 kw and antenna 1,036 feet above average terrain. Larson-Walker & Co., Washington, and Howard Haman, Lafayette, Calif., co-brokered sale.

**Loomis says he favors keeping federal money out of controversies**

CPB chief leans toward zero as share government funds should have in PTV

Suggestion that public broadcasting should avoid using federal funds for production or distribution of controversial programs is advanced by Henry Loomis, new president of Corporation for Public Broadcasting. In TV program taped for broadcast on wNYC-TV New York Wednesday (Nov. 22), Mr. Loomis said he thought public television “must deal with important subjects—most of which, by definition, are controversial,” but suggested these programs should be underwritten with nonfederal funds. He also questioned, on similar grounds, whether such programs should be distributed by Public Broadcasting Service. CPB distributes system’s federal money, which is currently represented by all of funds in noncommercial broadcasting.

Mr. Loomis, asked specifically whether it would be permissible for hard-hitting station documentary to be put on PBS, emphasized he has been in job only six weeks and that “this is a very complex issue [about which] I personally haven’t really determined what I think should be done.” KERA-TV’s Mr. Wilson wanted to know if it was type of issue CPB would try to resolve “right at the top.”

“Oh, yes,” Mr. Loomis replied, “I think there’s no question ... Let’s say you did this program. You certainly would be at liberty to mail tapes to any station who wanted it. The only difference here would be in using the interconnection, which is, in fact, paid for by federal money.”

He cited Eastern Educational Network, “which does not have our money in it” and “can carry programs, which is their problem.” Later, he remarked that “... I think this should curtail you from adding our money, when it’s only 5% of the program cost, because then you’re getting all the problems of having to deal with us, and, therefore, presumably you would take it in bigger chunks, where it was 25%, or 40%, or some number like that, which would make it worthwhile to you to bother to put up with the fairness thing.”

Whether federal share of public TV funds should remain 20%, or go up or down, “is not an easy question,” Mr. Loomis said at another point, adding that “I think most of us would [consider] it very wrong if more than 50% were federal.” There are many views on what that percentage should be, he said, including “many people who say it should be zero and I think you can make a perfectly good case for this.”
It's a big step. Maybe the biggest one kids ever take.

One day they're deep into cramming down the 3 Rs. The next, or so it seems, they suddenly start to apply what they've learned to what's happening around them.

They're beginning to use their heads. To think.

Because the transition from rote to reason is so vital to youngsters, we devote a lot of time, and thought, to "thinking kids' television." To programs that go beyond c-a-t to heavier stuff.

A 60-minute on-air magazine for kids called "Patchwork Family," produced in cooperation with Rutgers University, may delve into weightlessness on the moon. Or African folk art. Or children reading their own poetry.

Another, "Dusty's Treehouse," blends wit and whimsey to explore the hows and whys of everything from forestry to the U.S. postal system. Still another, "The Young Reporters" gave some bright high school kids a chance to talk back to their elders. Men like John Wayne, Walter Cronkite and U Thant.

Developed by the individual stations, these and other children's series are part of our Community Affairs Program Exchange Which means we swap the best of each other's programs.

So the next time your kid fills you in on why water drains clockwise north of the equator, or quotes something U Thant said, remember—he may have learned it from us.

It's worth thinking about.
After they learn to spell C-A-T

Who's going to teach them to F-H-I-N-K?

For a more detailed look at our innovative children's programming, send for our booklet, "After they learn to spell C-A-T..." Write: Post Office Box 1, Radio City Station, New York, N.Y. 10019.

The Five CBS Stations
CBS Owned television stations: WCBS-TV New York, KNXT Los Angeles, WBBM-TV Chicago, WCAU-TV Philadelphia, KMOX-TV St. Louis
How to protect yourself against Broadcasters Liability losses

Figure out what you could afford to lose, and let us insure you against judgments over that amount. We're experts in the fields of libel, slander, piracy, invasion of privacy and copyright. We have 5 U.S. offices so we're instantly available for consultation in time of trouble. Drop us a line, and get full details from our nearest office.


Open Mike

An Outstanding 5 KW AM Transmitter...

For reliability, economy and a high fidelity sound, the CCA AM 5000D is unsurpassed. Contact your CCA representative or, better yet, ask your "Good Sounding" fellow broadcaster.

The Journal Co.'s side

EDITOR: I have read your story in the Oct. 23 issue headlined, "Standoff: Maier and Journal Co." In the article you quote Robert Welch, the Milwaukee mayor's communications director, as saying, "The agreement between the two parties, in writing, stated that the column would not be edited for content or subjected to editor's notes."

Actually, the letters exchanged between myself and the mayor before the series of 57 columns was commenced, specified that we reserved the right to edit for legal reasons. When we were advised by our attorneys that a portion of one of the 57 columns was capable of libel, we deleted the objectionable material, as we had said we would when we made arrangements for the series of columns by the mayor.

Mr. Welch is also quoted as saying, "To this date the Journal Co. has not submitted anything of a legal nature which would remove the constraints imposed upon the mayor."

The fact is that the mayor has been given both verbal and written assurance that no legal action was contemplated by our newspaper or the reporter involved.


Manoff responds

EDITOR: My "time bank" suggestion [about which Broadcasting editorialized Nov. 6] is an effort to be constructive. You do the media a disservice by pretending all is well and no improvement is needed. Ask public-service organizations what they think. You'll discover we had better do something rather than construe every suggestion for change as an assault on the industry.

The Ad Council does the best job possible. But the media don't. For example, the 47.2 billion "home impressions" delivered by network and local TV are really poor public-service performance.

Assuming a 10 rating for TV (17 for prime time for three and a half hours; 8 for fringe for five hours; 7.5 for daytime for seven hours), the average TV station (700 VHF and UHF) gave about 11 announcements to Ad Council campaigns for the whole year.

That's not good for television and it's not good for the country. Family planning is not "fetish." President Nixon first asked urgent attention to it in 1969 in a major address. The Ad Council's public-policy committee approved it as a number-two priority effort and asked Richard K. Manoff Inc. to take it on. It is also the law of the land, enacted in the Tydings Act of 1951, which provides family-planning services and education.

All three networks approved our campaign. And so did the Ad Council's board on which sit many of media's leaders.

Legal opinion is that the fairness doctrine does not apply. So, if it's my "fetish" then I share it with a lot of our nation's leaders.

Yet, with all of this, we received less than 10% of the anticipated coverage. What's an agency man to do when a client gets bad handling from media? Pretend all is well? That's not how we handle our business regardless of client.

The 10% suggestion is not mine, but NBC's (see the New York Times, Jack Gould, Nov. 16, 1971). I agree there may be a danger of political control in the suggestion of a public corporation. Okay. Let's consider alternatives of form, but let's not toss away the content because you don't like the package.

The media are important to an advertising agency, not because they "have made him," as you put it, but because we need to retain public trust in them as a responsibility to the client who truly make the media.—Richard K. Manoff, chairman, Richard K. Manoff Inc., New York.

(The Advertising Council disputes Mr. Manoff's arithmetic, saying home impressions cannot be translated back into announcements. What is meaningful, a council spokesman says, is that each of the TV networks averages "well over 100" council messages per month, according to logging, and local support. It is estimated, "doubles or triples" the network total.)

An earlier precedent

EDITOR: In "Closed Circuit," Broadcasting, Oct. 30, you mentioned a current [American Research Bureau] "lawsuit that could produce benchmark or non-subscriber use of local television ratings." The benchmark already exists, as a result of an action our company took in Idaho back in 1963. This litigation resulted in an order and judgment dated Dec. 16, 1963, enjoining the defendant station from publicizing any Pulse reports, and also granting a money judgment to The Pulse Inc. for damages.—Sydney Roslow, president, The Pulse Inc., New York.

Cold shoulder to public service

EDITOR: For perhaps half a century, the government has issued daily weather forecasts at 5 a.m., 11 a.m., 5 p.m. and 10:30 p.m.

The broadcaster has used the 10:30 p.m. forecast as a basic staple of his 11 p.m. newscast. And clients of Americans "wait up for the news" to see what the weather for tomorrow will be like.

As of last Aug. 15 there no longer is a 10:30 p.m. forecast (Broadcasting, Sept. 11). The U.S. Weather Service says the evening forecast is "redundant and only news is for 5:15 p.m. forecast." It promises "updates" if certain undefined "significant changes" occur. These have been few since August . . . but the 11 p.m. news across the nation now ad-
Advances weather facts routinely that are six hours old. Sign-off weather is even older.

If the weather service wants to delete a forecast for reasons of economy, how about dropping out the 11 a.m. prediction? The 25% reduction in weather service robs the 11 p.m. news of a valuable component, and would seem to argue that weather systems halt and developments stop after 5 p.m. A Missouri broadcaster told the National Association of Broadcasters: "From a practical point of view, I've seen the Weather Bureau sit on a 'fair' forest when it's raining or snowing...what's more, they don't permit a small weather station to change a forecast—that must be done at a major office."

Already, several stations have deleted full-scale weatherecasts from their 11 p.m. news. Simply repeating bare forecasts without maps, boards and meters. It decreases service to the public and the attractiveness of late news.

Should any station people want to remonstrate, the man in charge is Robert M. White, administrator, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Rockville, Md. 20852. Or, a letter to your senator may get you the same form reply from White's office that the station has been given. The National Association of Broadcasters, 31 East 42nd Street, New York City.

Re-regulation

EDITOR: Regarding the Nov. 6 lead story on radio re-regulation: The Committee for Community Access has completed a major piece of research work on radio in Boston. Its title is "Racism in Radio," and it is currently being revised for publication. Our feelings might be summed up in the slogan: "re-regulation, yes; de-regulation, no." Our findings suggest that further diversification of ownership will be necessary if radio is to project the racial and cultural diversity of the people of greater Boston. We are presently inundated with pop-rock and easy listening on both radio bands.—Jacob Bernstein, Committee for Community Access, Boston.

Religious record

EDITOR: We want to know some history of religious radio across the country. What local churches are there that have been broadcasting their morning worship services live every Sunday over radio and how long have these churches been doing this? Our church in Topeka, Kan., began broadcasting over WBW(AM) here almost 40 years ago and continues today. We think this is one of the oldest local, continuous, live Sunday, worship-service broadcasts in the nation. As a part of our 40th anniversary celebration we want to check and see what of this is factual.—E. Merrill Braddy, pastor, First United Methodist church, 601 Harrison, Topeka.

Picky, picky?

EDITOR: After reading your story on the Dallas radio sex show [Oct. 23], I can picture Mike Shapiro as unbuttoning his stiff upper lip and after an appropriate number of knee jerks to the right, keynoting his objections with, "If God had wanted us naked he would have had us born that way!"

With all the real problems facing this nation, and broadcasting as a relatively minor facet of those problems, it surely seems silly that grown people still get so shook about sex. I sure hope you keep your moral fiber well-protected, Mr. Shapiro.—J. David Truby, Indiana, Pa.

When you slip, it hurts . . .

And when you fall, it's a disaster. That's why so many of our clients who are Number One in their markets retain us year after year— they want to keep from slipping. It's so easy to get a little bored or a little careless when the ratings look good. Even when the ratings drop a few points, somehow it can be rationalized; then suddenly, your station is in trouble. When you finally know it, the situation is often panicky, and the changes that are made accelerate the decline.

If you study your audience in depth every year, you know just what's going on, and we harass you to make sure you don't get careless, that the corrective action you take will be productive.

For other clients who are second, third, or even fourth in their markets and heading for Number One, their ability to always move constructively, with a sound knowledge of the strengths and weaknesses of their station and every other station in town, makes the difference. Our use of social scientists for basic information helps immeasurably to keep decisions out of the personal opinion area.

It also helps that the big leader in town usually sleeps while he slips. It's unfortunately not just a game, but a deadly serious business, and mistakes can be worth millions. If you want to find out more about getting to be Number One or about staying there, please call us for a no-obligation presentation.

Datebook

This week

Nov. 2-23—Eighth annual Chicago International Film Festival Competition includes television production Category. Entry form and fee due Sept 25, annual film on Oct. 12, 12:15 E. 40th Ave., Room 301, Chicago, 60611.

Nov. 26—Fall meeting, National Association of Broadcasters—radio code board—Regency-Hyatt House, Atlanta.

Nov. 28—13th annual Station Representatives Association—timetable of the year's events luncheon, Continental Plaza hotel, Chicago.

Nov. 27—Fall conference, National Association of Broadcasters. Featured speakers: FCC Commissioner Richard E. Witty, and James Harvey (R-Mich.), House Commerce Committee, Regency Hyatt House, Atlanta.

Nov. 24-26—First Science-Fiction and Fantasy Film Convention, sponsored by Fantasy Films Fans International (P.O. Box 7498, Los Angeles). Speakers include Gene Roddenberry, creator of 'Star Trek,' and Stan Robinson, vice president, film programming, NBC West Coast, Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.

Nov. 28-29—Meeting, Association of National Advertisers, Ceromar hotel, Dorado Beach, Puerto Rico.

Also in November

Nov. 27-28—Forum on TV production issues, including prime-time access rule, reruns and runaway production, sponsored by New York Chapter, National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences. Moderators: Louis Nizer, participants to include Clay T. Whisner, head, Office of Telecommunications Policy, Americans Inc., New York, 22101.


Nov. 27-30—Conference, North American Broadcast Section of World Association for Christian Communi- cation, Tides hotel, St. Petersburg, Fla.

Nov. 27-30—14th annual convention, National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners, Marriott hotel, New Orleans.


McHugh and Hoffman, Inc.
Television & Advertising Consultants
7900 Westpark Drive
McLean, Virginia 22101
Area Code 703
790-5050
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workshop, with Frederick Douglas, WKZO-TV Kalama-

Nov. 27 - Dec. 2 — Annual meeting, National Broad-
cast Editorial Conference, in connection with the
Television News Directors Association convention
(see above). Among principal speakers will be the Rep-
resentative Lionel Van Deventer (D-Calif.); FCC
Commissioner Richard Milley; Eleanor Applewhite, CBS
lawyer, Larry Schaff, Washington lawyer; R. Peter
Stuts, WMCA(AM) New York; and Philip Geleyin,

Nov. 28-30 — Workshop seminar on fighting for TV,
sponsored by Klieg Bros. Fee is $250. Contact: Wheel-
ier Baird, Klieg Bros., 33-33 68th Avenue, Long
Island City, N.Y., 11101. San Francisco.

Nov. 28 — Dec. 2 — Special meeting, Association of
Maximum Service Telecasters, board of directors.
Cerromar Beach hotel, Puerto Rico.

Nov. 29 — Final date for filing reply comments in
matters of amendment of Part 76, Subpart G of
FCC's rules and regulations pertaining to the cable-
casting of programs for which a per-program or per-
channel charge is made.

Nov. 30 — Dec. 2 — Seventh annual Radio Program
Conference. Featured speakers: FCC Commission-
er Charlotte, T. Reid, and R. Buckminster Fuller. St.
Francis hotel, San Francisco.

December

Dec. 1-2 — Practising Law Institute program on "FTC
in Action." Speakers will include the following Fed-
eral Trade Commission officials: Miles W. Kelkpatrick,
chairman; Robert Pfitschly, director, and Gerald J.
Thain, assistant director (national advertising), both
of FTC's Bureau of Consumer Protection; plus these
others from that bureau: Joan Z. Bernstein, assistant
to director; Nancy L. Buc, assistant director (educa-
tion); William D. Dixon, assistant director (rules and
guides); Sheldon Feldman, assistant director (con-

Dec. 7 — National Association of FM Broadcasters'
East Coast seminar, New York Hilton.

Dec. 7-9 — Winter meeting, Arizona Broadcasters Asso-
ciation. Mountain Shadows, Scottsdale.

Dec. 12 — Public demonstrations of MCA Inc.'s new

Dec. 13 — Association of National Advertisers' work-
shop on new product marketing. Waldorf-Astoria
hotel, New York.

January 1973

Jan. 9-12 — Joint board meeting, National Associa-
tion of Broadcasters. Canyon hotel, Palm Springs,
Calif.

Jan. 12-14 — Annual midwinter conference, Florida
Association of Broadcasters. Daytona Plaza hotel,
Daytona.

Jan. 12-16 — Consumer Electronics Show, sponsored
by Electronic Industries Association. To be shown:
TV, radio, phonograph, tape and audio equipment.
 Conrad Hilton hotel, Chicago.

Jan. 25-27 — Annual winter conference, Alabama
Broadcasters Association. All American inn, Aubur-

Jan. 28-29 — Meeting, Oklahoma Broadcasters Asso-
ciation. Lincoln Plaza, Oklahoma City.

Jan. 28-31 — Annual convention, National Religious

Jan. 28-31 — American Advertising Federation publica-

Jan. 31 — Deadline for entries in annual Edwin H.
Armstrong awards for best FM programs broadcast in
1972. Awards will be presented at National Associa-
tion of FM Broadcasters convention, March 22-25 in
Washington. Entry forms may be obtained from Ken-
neth K. Goldstein, Room 510, Mudd Building, Co-
lumbia University, New York.

February 1973:

Feb. 1 — Deadline for entries in 41st annual Sigma
Delta Chi Distinguished Service Award contest. Awards
are offered for notable performance in print and
broadcast journalism. Entry blanks may be ob-
tained from Sigma Delta Chi, 35 East Wacker Drive,
Chicago 60601.

Major meeting dates in 1972-73

Nov. 26-28 — Annual meeting, Association of
National Advertisers. Cerromar Beach hotel,
Dorado Beach, Puerto Rico.

Nov. 26 - Dec. 1 — Annual convention. Radio
Television News Directors Association, Nassau,
Bahamas.

Feb. 13-16, 1973 — Convention, National Associa-
tion of Television Program Executives.
Royal Sonesta Hotel, New Orleans.

March 25-26, 1973 — Annual convention, Na-
tional Association of Broadcasters. Sheraton-
Park and Shoremont hotels, Washington.

March 25-28, 1973 — Annual convention, Na-
tional Association of FM Broadcasters. Wash-
ington Hilton hotel, Washington.

BROADCASTING® magazine was founded in 1931
by Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the
title BROADCASTING®—The New Magazine of the
Fifth Estate. Broadcast Advertising acquired in
1932, Broadcast Residents in 1933, Telecast® in
1953 and Telecasting in 1961.

Broadcasting-Telecasting* was introduced in 1946.

© 1972 by Broadcasting Publications Inc.
A tale of Toyota: Timing was the essence

In the Toyota story, there is a “B.C.” (before cars) and an “A.D.” (after deliveries). In 1960 “B.C.” the initial marketing input for us ran something like this:

Whoever heard of a Japanese car harnestorming the U.S. market way back in 1960?

The fierce foe of competition constituted General Motors, Ford, Chrysler, American Motors, Volkswagen and a host of imported brands.

Japanese product reputation in 1960 was of 10-cent toys and cheap quality. How could Japan build a competitive automobile when it didn’t even have a highway system of its own to gain product experience?

The name on our car was to have been Toyota, a combination of English words as far as connoting a solid, gutsy automobile as one could dream of—yet, our name at the time.

The few passenger vehicles imported for test purposes in 1958, 1959 and 1960 were underpowered, overpriced and ugly.

With these withering facts confronting them, the people at Toyota worked from 1961 to 1965 and evolved a new strategy. They would offer a car in the under-$2,000 price range, but this would not be just another small car. They would take the big-car features appealing to Americans and put them in a smaller package. VW had said, “Think small.” Toyota said, “Think big and miniaturize it very carefully.”

The result was the Toyota Corona. There was just one basic model, the four-door sedan. It had 90 horsepower (nearly twice as powerful as VW) and offered the comforts Americans wanted such as arm rests, sun visors, tinted glass, carpeting, glove compartments, chrome wheel covers and white-sidewall tires. And the Corona’s power made it possible to offer options like air conditioning and automatic transmission, which were unheard of on small-car imports at that time.

Toyota’s marketing strategy was rather simple. Since the company was headquarted in Los Angeles, it was decided to concentrate the initial sales effort in the four major West Coast markets—Los Angeles, San Francisco, Portland, Ore., and Seattle. This would enable Toyota to concentrate its forces and maintain quality control of the entire marketing, merchandising and advertising process, penetrating each market thoroughly before expanding into new markets.

It was also decided to position the Toyota Corona against other imports instead of the domestic-car market, where its small size could look like a disad-

vantange. We would appeal to the consumer who was already in the market for a small imported car and prove to him that ours had the American power, feel and comfort features he wanted.

The fall of 1965 marked the beginning of Toyota’s “A.D.” marketing growth. The timing and product seemed right. Toyota research had found that American consumers, both male and female, were tiring of the fact that their social status was being determined by the size of their tailfins. We had the start of a strong sales and strong service base. Toyota was now ready to start telling people about the all-new Toyota Corona.

With a very, very tiny advertising budget, Toyota had to make itself look just as strong, just as important, and just as well established as the formidable competition of Detroit and VW.

We decided to use the regional pages of prestige national magazines covering the four markets to set the stage for Toyota’s believability and prestige. What you might call an “umbrella” campaign appeared in such magazines as Life, Look, Saturday Evening Post, Time, Newsweek, etc., and the base of credibility was established.

Now Toyota needed immediate action. Knowing its two biggest sales points were American-type styling and higher horsepower-type of performance, it needed to demonstrate the Corona to the public. The best visual medium was television, so Toyota made the boldest decision of all. It put almost all of its advertising eggs into the television basket.

With the high cost of TV time in the four markets, Toyota, alone, could not compete effectively. So it took a leaf out of Ford’s marketing book and formed the first Toyota Dealer Advertising Association. The dealers and Toyota pooled their resources on a 50-50 basis. Toyota provided all the advertising materials. Almost overnight, Toyota was all over television in these key Western markets, demonstrating the competitive advantages of the new Corona.

No other import was using television, so in our four markets, we were able to get into the game right beside GM, Ford and Chrysler. And we were able to demonstrate Toyota’s performance positioned against other imports, which was our marketing strategy.

Our spots were on color film but very primitive by today’s standards. Yet, back in 1965, it was a critical marketing decision which ate up our entire production budget of $4,827.18. That gave us a minute, a 30-second and a 10-second version which had to run for eight months as there wouldn’t be any more production dollars until May 1966.

That was the beginning. Not only did the spot get results for the dealers, but the dealer association concept worked well. The message was reaching the consumer. The dealers became involved in Toyota’s ever-growing merchandising-selling program. It allowed Toyota to provide dealers with local tie-ins, newspaper mats, billboards and radio spots. And through the association concept, the dealers had a solid, coordinated Toyota look which was used to position Toyota as a strong, dependable force in the U.S. automotive marketplace.

The “A.D.” phase of Toyota’s marketing success to date can be summarized as follows. In 1965, 6,404 Toyota Coronas were sold in the West. During the next seven years, Toyota expanded the same marketing concept across the entire country, and in 1971, it sold over 300,000 units, pushing VW hard for supremacy in the import-car field.

I can remember just a few years ago when people thought a Toyota Corona was probably some kind of cigar. Today, they’re driving Toyota Coronas in every part of the country.

And “Get Your Hands on a Toyota, You’ll Never Let Go” has become a familiar theme for all Toyota products...one that is saturating TV and radio stations across the nation.
And now, the good news from the Middle East.
Farideh was abandoned when she was four days old. Another victim of turmoil. Another forgotten child of the Middle East.

Today, this little Arab orphan has a home at the Pontifical Mission Orphanage in Bethlehem. It’s need, not creed, that brings all these children together.

Mom, or “ma mere”, is a loving English nun. Sister Elizabeth Marie. “Abuna”, the Arabic word for “father,” is Monsignor John G. Nolan. An American.

These compassionate people are working to mend the wounds of war. Saving the children, so that one day, they may return to their native villages as future emissaries of peace.

Yes, it’s a touching story. But hardly sensational. Newsworthy enough for a T.V. show? Most filmmakers wouldn’t think so.

But Capital Cities Broadcasting’s Milton Fruchtman was looking for a special story. An overlooked story. One with universal appeal. Like his Peabody award-winning “The Secret of Michelangelo”.

So when Fruchtman found the orphanage, Capital Cities sent its people halfway around the world to record this bit of good news. This “Untold Story”.

Someone else shared Capital Cities’ interest in the orphanage. Pope Paul VI.

Pope Paul invited Sister Elizabeth Marie, Monsignor Nolan, and three Mid-East orphan girls to his home in Rome.

And gave Capital Cities permission to record the event on film. It was the first time anyone was allowed to film a private audience in the Apostolic Palace. Another story within “The Untold Story”.

For little Farideh and her friends, it meant the first journey away from their birthplace. The fountains of Rome, to children who knew only an arid land. And “Baba Boulas”, Arabic for the Pope, who met the children in one of the most intimate segments of the film.

“The Untold Story” spoke to people throughout the world. Of peace, humanity, hope and love. It was newsworthy, for all time.

So Capital Cities presented the program to the Catholic Near East Welfare Association, which in turn arranged for its broadcast on more than 150 T.V. stations. And for anyone who wants it, “The Untold Story” is still available.

People who’ve seen the film have responded. With thousands of dollars. With letters. And Concern. All the proceeds go to the Catholic Near East Welfare Association to advance its work in the Holy Land, the Near East, and in India.

The truth is, people still want to hear good news. And television is the place to hear it. As long as there are untold stories, Capital Cities will be telling them.

Capital Cities Broadcasting
We talk to people.
We've got the competition's number.

And

65% more besides.

Every week, WGN reaches 1,488,800 Chicago adults 18 and over. That's 65% more than the second best station. And 78% more than the third best station. And why we say, if you want to talk to Chicago, you talk to WGN. First.

Massive vote of confidence in TV news

Reliability of all journalism media gets high scores in new research, but television maintains leadership as nation's number-one news source

The beleaguered news media, pressured, hailed and attacked by critics in and out of government, win the one that counts in a new survey out today (Nov. 20). The survey shows that, for all the criticism, the people in large numbers trust U.S. journalism.

The broadcast media came off with higher marks than either newspapers or magazines. In the study, conducted by the Television Information Office but conducted by an independent research organization, 74% of the respondents said they regarded almost all or a good part of the news in all media as reliable. I believe we find a strong endorsement by the public of the news it is getting from the large number of competing media sources we have in this country. We are pleased by that as much as we are by the showing of television, with 76% voting in these two categories, and by the showing of radio with 72%. These figures are heartening, particularly at a time of social change and the questioning of many institutions.

TIO officials said returns from some questions asked in the latest survey were still being tabulated last week and would be released shortly. The other results made public last week carried on a tradition established early in the survey series by again showing TV dominant as a primary source of news and also as the most believable.

The questions and answers: "First, I'd like to ask you where you usually get most of your news about what's going on in the world today—from the newspapers or radio or television or magazines or talking to people or where?" (see table 2).

The believability question was: "If you got conflicting or different reports of the same news story from radio, television, the magazines and the newspapers, which of the four versions would you be most inclined to believe—the one on radio or television or magazines or newspapers?" (see table 3).

The most recent prior study in the series was made public at the National Association of Broadcasters convention in 1971 (Broadcasting, April 5, 1971). The current study was by personal interviews in 2,544 homes among persons 18 years of age and older. The Roper studies, also by personal interviews, used samples of approximately 2,000 persons aged 18 and over (21 and over in studies prior to 1971).

1. How reliable is the news?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>All media</th>
<th>Newspapers</th>
<th>Television</th>
<th>Radio</th>
<th>Magazines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Almost all of it is reliable</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A good part of it is reliable</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only some of it is reliable</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very little of it is reliable</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don't know/no response</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. What is the source of most news?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Roper</th>
<th>Bruskin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Television</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newspapers</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magazines</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don't know or no answer</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total mentions</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Multiple answers were accepted.*

3. Which source of news is most believable?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Roper</th>
<th>Bruskin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Television</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newspapers</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magazines</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don't know or no answer</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The other half got new questions about the reliability of media generally and of specific media. These questions and results follow:

"Considering the news you get from all sources combined—from newspapers, radio, television and magazines—which of these statements best describes how reliable you feel it is? Now, taking these news sources separately, which of these statements best describes how reliable you feel the news is?" (see table 1).

TIO director Roy Danish said: "We asked this question to get a fix on how much confidence the American people have in their sources of news information. The question asked previously compared media to each other. Now we have a benchmark indicating how much confidence the public places in media, both generally and specifically.

"With 74% of the people saying that almost all or a good part of the news in all media is reliable, I believe we find a strong endorsement by the public of the news it is getting from the large number of competing media sources we have in this country. We are pleased by that as much as we are by the showing of television, with 76% voting in these two categories, and by the showing of radio with 72%. These figures are heartening, particularly at a time of social change and the questioning of many institutions."
Maintain that momentum on TV ad sales

Way to do that, broadcasters are told at three-day TVB meeting, is to fight declining advertiser budgets with more sales pressure and build new sources for dollars.

Television business may be excellent but it's hardly the time for broadcasters to rest easy on a rising sales curve.

That was the news the Television Bureau of Advertising had promised in advance and what it delivered to an estimated 300 broadcasters attending TVB's three-day (Nov. 14-16) annual meeting in New York.

The challenge for the TV business, they were told, is two-fold: the need to increase sales pressure to combat erosion of advertiser TV budgets and to build new advertiser sources for the medium.

In this context, the bureau spotlighted TV's planned retail chains, which had once been wedded to print media, particularly Sears, Roebuck and Co., Chicago, giant retail chain, and now the most active national retailer in television, and Colonial Stores, supermarket chain with headquarters in Atlanta.

During the three-day meeting, broadcasters received an ample dose of issues affecting the business spectrum; among them, the threat of further proliferation of multiple-product commercials; the nagging problem posed by the FCC's fairness doctrine when applied to commercial messages, and allusions to potential moves against drug advertising on TV.

The highlights:

* In setting the scene for the meeting, President Norman E. (Pete) Cash noted that spot and network are healthy and local business is moving up, filling the vacuum left when cigarette advertising was banned from TV. And Albert J. Gillen, Poole Broadcasting, TVB board chairman, observed, "TVB's purpose is to create sales, to attract new advertiser dollars to television, more new dollars, more old dollars—we don't care, just more dollars will do."

K. Ingraham, national retail sales-promotion and advertising manager of Sears, Roebuck, disclosed at a session with newsmen following his acceptance of the TVB "advertiser of the year" award that Sears plans to increase its TV budget nationally next year (its fiscal year ends Jan. 30, 1973). Mr. Ingraham said that at present Sears' four advertising agencies involved with handling TV billings nationally (Foote, Cone & Belding; Ogilvy & Mather; McCann-Erickson, and J. Walter Thompson) have been asked "to look into TV specials that would fit into our merchandising timing cycle . . . and come up with something for us."

In response to an inquiry, Mr. Ingraham said that Sears had spent about $4.5 million for the summer Olympics coverage on ABC-TV in which it participated as an advertiser in late August-early September (Sears advertised 15 different products and involved different divisions of the department store group). According to Sears officials, the coverage fitted the stores' pattern of promoting their wares in the period of autumn sales, which peak on Labor Day weekend.

Mr. Ingraham explained that Sears operates on two levels in its advertising-promotion—one to promote national brand identification, the other, its "market clusters" (the Greater New York group of 46 stores, he said, is "the largest single advertiser in the New York market").

Asked why Sears had been so "slow" in embracing TV, Mr. Ingraham said that Sears had been "built by newspapers" but that as the market changed "and the need increased to reach customers," Sears conducted tests of buying habits and with TVB's aid in researching, learned more about television. He noted that there was a traditional "lack of understanding between the retailer and the television industry." He said that Sears estimates "80% of the people in the U.S. can buy from us — television, therefore a viable buy.

* Release of research of a cooperative study by Colonial Stores and TVB conducted in January and April of this year showing increases in consumer attitude and in sales with use of "image TV advertising." The study, according to TVB's Richard Noll, vice president, sales, measured the response of consumers to advertising (TV, newspapers and other media) of all Colonial Stores' supermarkets in the test area (Durham county, N.C.).

"Most significant," he said, "was the dramatic increase for Big Star [Colonial Stores] in consumer awareness, attitude and behavior, backed up by sales increases as a result of its image TV advertising campaign." Mr. Noll, who in mid-December will show the study's results in a presentation to the National Association of Food Chains (whose board of 40 members includes 23 retail executives who are either presidents or chairman of the 25 largest 25 retail chains in the country), cited these findings:

Of the five major supermarket chains in the test area, all with varying budgets in television or newspapers, or in both:

Big Star achieved the greatest increase in consumer attitude as the "best all-round store" once TV was introduced. And, after Big Star's use of TV, the chain realized the greatest percentage increase in women doing most of their shopping with that chain as against five other food chains studied, and the "most dramatic growth among women who spent most." TVB obtained double exposure for its study—Dr. Leon Aron, the bureau's vice president, research, presented findings at an Advertising Research Foundation meeting, also held last week in New York (see page 24).

(Earlier in the TVB meeting, Chairman Gillen noted that the bureau was aiming for a $15 million intake in new TV business in the supermarket area.)

A new film presentation by Mr. Cash of "The Ups and Downs of Sales," emphasized that before ad budgets obtain approval they often face as much if not more resistance within the companies as the advertising can be expected to fight on the outside against the advertising weight of companies with competing products.

The presentation dealt with spot TV's target sales impact as an answer to what Mr. Cash said was advertising's declining share of the gross national product. He said spot not only fits the need of advertisers to keep budgets "lean and effective" but also for protection from other company demands for the same dollars.

Two active rep members of TVB reps teams discussed the "making of the sale" during a panel session. Teams visit advertisers and agencies to stimulate new business or to encourage additional spending by existing TV advertisers—or perhaps to help solve a problem in the use of television.

James R. Sefert, senior vice president, Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Chicago, said the team in the Midwest counted up 218 accounts it had called on during the year, of which 185 use TV. He said that personal sales calls of this kind benefited all stations, noting that in the Midwest alone such efforts played at least some role in the increase of TV spending over the past decade by Sears, which puts some $40 million in TV; Kraft with $9.5 million in spot; McDonald's with $25 million in TV;
You let go with it.

There's one sure-fire method for putting pow into certain commercials. Animate them with color film. Because animation is one of the strongest attention-getting techniques you can use.

"But," you ask, "in these hard times of cost-conscious clients, isn't animation an expensive way to go?" The answer is "No!" Hard to believe, but an animated film spot costs less than an average spot using living, breathing people. That wasn't true a while back but it's true today.

With animation you can let your imagination go as far as it will take you, and at the same time hit hard at the market you're after. Of course, film is the best way to animate, hands down. Now about that spot you were thinking of doing with the stand-up announcer...

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ONE NAME
THAT GIVES YOU
TWO ADVANTAGES
IN CATV FINANCING

TAKE
Walter E. Heller International Corporation.

One of the world's largest business finance companies experienced in all sizes and types of lending and leasing with annual advances exceeding $5 billion.

ADD
Oak Industries Inc.

A leading producer of CATV equipment with design, manufacturing, and research expertise serving the television industry for a quarter of a century.

YOU GET
Heller-Oak Cable Finance Corp.

A very special finance company that has confidence in cable with funds and expertise to develop an individual financing program for any size cable need including systems, equipment, and expansion of services.

Ask for our "Confidence In Cable" brochure or for one of our representatives to call on you.

Call or write:

CABLE FINANCE CORP.

Samuel L. Eichenfield, Vice President
105 West Adams Street
Chicago, Illinois 60690
(312) 346-2300

Or

Loren N. Young, Vice President
Crystal Lake, Illinois 60014
(815) 459-5000
You let go with it.

There's one sure-fire method for putting pow into certain commercials. Animate them with color film. Because animation is one of the strongest attention-getting techniques you can use.

"But," you ask, "in these hard times of cost-conscious clients, isn't animation an expensive way to go?" The answer is "No!" Hard to believe, but an animated film spot costs less than an average spot using living, breathing people. That wasn't true a while back but it's true today.

With animation you can let your imagination go as far as it will take you, and at the same time hit hard at the market you're after. Of course, film is the best way to animate, hands down. Now about that spot you were thinking of doing with the stand-up announcer....

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ONE NAME
THAT GIVES YOU
TWO ADVANTAGES
IN CATV FINANCING
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Seven-Up with $13.5 million in spot. All these advertisers, he said, spent negligible or modest amounts of money in TV previously.

Mr. Sefert said the team in the Midwest was concentrating on a "piece of the direct-mail business which accounts for $3 billion": and on such advertisers as United Airlines, which he said, is print-oriented: on United Van Lines and National Food Stores. He said that Northwest Orient Airlines in Minneapolis had started spot-TV activity last year and had increased it this year and that Encyclopædia Britannica was on the verge of a "breakthrough" in the use of television.

Gene Mitchell, director of marketing services, RKO Television Representatives, New York, said his team in the Northeast (mostly New England) reported much of the effort was placed behind TV indoctrination of brand managers in large companies (most, he said, are print-oriented) and in correcting the lack of understanding, "even in the biggest corporations," of spot-buying procedures. He also stressed the need for being accomplished in the area of direct-response advertising.

In other areas, Virgil Day, vice president, business environment, General Electric, discussed his company's program to meet consumer demands for "better" or "quality" products while continuing to fulfill wants for quantities of goods. George H. Merritt, advertising manager, Milton Bradley Co., (games) described his company's use of network and spot TV, which represent 92% of total budget, or $4.6 million. Most of the remaining 8% is in radio. Other events included a special award made to Martin Neeh Jr., executive director, who accepted for the Lutheran Church—Missouri Synod (Christmas Is, a half-hour syndicated program carried in its second year in 1971 and 439 stations), and a panel on computer systems. Appearing on that panel were Jack Finlayson, president, Broadcasting Computer Services, Colorado Springs; James Rupp, vice president, marketing, Cox Broadcasting, New York; and Norflec Turner, Data Communications Corp., Memphis.

**Table Talk**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Norman E. (Pete) Cash</td>
<td>President of the Television Bureau of Advertising</td>
<td>TV commercials which do not explicitly discuss controversial issues do not invoke the fairness doctrine. (false)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Sefert</td>
<td>Advertising Bureau</td>
<td>Other questions on the quiz:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Miller</td>
<td>Milton Bradley Co.</td>
<td>&quot;When a station presents one viewpoint on a controversial issue of public importance in its area, the fairness doctrine obligates it to afford equal time to representatives of significant opposing viewpoints. (false)&quot; 25% answered correctly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Neeb</td>
<td>Executive director</td>
<td>&quot;If one side of a controversial issue has been presented only via spot announcements, the station must discharge its fairness obligation by making spot announcements available to the opposing side. (false)&quot; 41% answered correctly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Cash</td>
<td>Milton Bradley Co.</td>
<td>A station can rely on material in entertaining programs which deals directly with a controversial issue to show a balanced treatment of that issue. (true) 30% answered correctly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Neeb</td>
<td>Executive director</td>
<td>Where a station affords opportunity to respond to a sponsored broadcast, and where the responding organization claims inability to pay, the station may require the organization to substantiate that claim when it is known to be spending large amounts of money promoting its viewpoint on other stations in the community. (false) 31% answered correctly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Cash</td>
<td>Milton Bradley Co.</td>
<td>A guest on a woman's cooking show surpises the hostess by interjecting a personal attack on the character and integrity of a third person. The FCC's personal-attack rule requires the licensee to advise the attacked person and offer an opportunity to reply. (false) 29% answered correctly when &quot;A station endorsing candidate A, and thus obligated to offer reply time to candidate B, may require that candidate B appear through a spokesman rather than personally. (true)&quot; 24% answered correctly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Cash</td>
<td>Milton Bradley Co.</td>
<td>Warren Zwicky, attorney for Storer Broadcasting, devised and discussed the quiz. It was presented at the outset of the panel session. The results were tabulated and presented at the end.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Miller</td>
<td>President of CBS Television Stations Division</td>
<td>D. Thomas Miller, president of CBS Television Stations Division, explained how his stations dealt with questions of fairness in the areas of commercials, entertainment programing and public service announcements. CBS does not accept commercials or public-service announcements on controversial issues and he cited specific examples of what in his judgment, constituted a controversial issue.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

He cited, for instance, the case of South California Edison, which wanted to build a nuclear plant. Although no mention of the plant proposal was in any commercial for the company, CBS stations would not clear the spots because the matter was on the ballot and, therefore, a controversial issue. Mr. Miller also noted that, while public-service spots for the United Fund are usually approved without much thought, the United Fund drive in Dayton, Ohio, had indeed become the target of rival charity groups. He emphasized that broadcasters must keep a close watch on their particular communities, since no organization, not even a charitable one, is immune to controversy.

Mr. Miller also discussed the provocative first episode of this season's All in the Family, in which Archie Bunker made a response to a TV editorial against gun-control legislation, "and made a fool of himself." Mr. Miller said that requests for right-of-response to this episode will have to be worked out between local CBS stations and dissenting groups.

And Victor Ferrall, partner in the Washington law firm of Koteen and Burt, predicted: "Fairness is going to get very, very hot, particularly in response to commercial spots and the right to free spots to respond to commercials." He urged broadcasters not to rely on commercials and PSA's to satisfy the fairness doctrine, but rather to use their programing. Mr. Ferrall also cautioned them to give particular attention to last-minute heavy spot buys, or a potentially controversial spot could get on the air causing problems the station was not prepared to handle.

The panel moderator was Richard Block, vice president and general manager, Kaiser Broadcasting, San Francisco.
1928 They laughed at our "blue sky" ideas...until we started to rise, like wilf live coverage of an unforgettable balloon-gondola wedding.

1930 We proved our ability to innovate when we created a unique radio-mobile unit for the National Open in Minneapolis and provided the first live coverage of a golf tournament.

1948 Always ready to set the pace on new trends, we were the first TV station in the Upper Midwest, NBC-TV’s first affiliate and the first in full-color broadcasting in the nation.
HANG THE PAST.

WE'RE FRAMING THE FUTURE!

We've come a long way since our founder, Stanley E. Hubbard, pioneered one of the first autonomous commercial radio stations in 1924. In those 49 years, we've grown from one small voice to eight powerful communicators, expanding our circle of friends every step of the way. We're proud of our past, our growth record and our many firsts. But we say "hang the past," because we know it's what we do today that will make us great tomorrow.

We know it's a fast-changing world. But our goal remains the same as it was nearly 50 years ago... to provide continued innovative, responsible, "gold seal" service to our ever-growing markets. That's why in both radio and television, from Minneapolis-St. Paul to Albuquerque to Tampa-St. Petersburg to Cypress Gardens, Hubbard Broadcasting is on the move... framing the future.

Hubbard Broadcasting Inc.
TV ads in cluster don’t lose luster

That was just one message to ARF session in N.Y. that also heard upbeat reports from ARB and TVB and calls for enlightened research

A report on gains made by a supermarket chain through the use of image advertising on television and another on the effects of clustering TV commercials were among the highlights of the 18th annual conference of the Advertising Research Foundation in New York. The Nov. 13-14 sessions, which drew a record attendance of 900, also heard about the makeup and TV-viewing habits of the largely unknown group that has unlisted telephone numbers or no telephones at all. The message: They tend to be younger, have smaller families and higher incomes and spend more time watching TV—than do families in listed telephone households.

Dr. Leon Arons, research vice president of the Television Bureau of Advertising, told how Big Star discount supermarket stores, a division of Colonial Stores, improved both consumer attitudes and sales in a test using the unconventional (for supermarkets) approach of image advertising on TV in conjunction with traditional price/item advertising in newspapers. The test was sponsored jointly by TVB and Colonial Stores and was run in 11 supermarkets in April of this year in Durham county, N.C.

Dr. Arons said the tests showed “significant increases,” which “were linked directly to exposure to the television campaign,” in “housewife awareness of Big Star advertising, salience and favorable attitude” as well as in Big Star sales. Results of the test were also reported at TVB’s annual meeting (see page 18).

Some findings about the composition and habits of so-called nonphone homes—those without phones or with unlisted numbers—were presented by Rupert R. Ridgeway, president of the American Research Bureau, at one of 24 individual sessions scheduled on the ARF conference’s closing day.

Mr. Ridgeway reported on tests of ARB’s “Expanded Sample Frame” technique for getting nonphone homes into survey samples through the use of “occupant” mailing lists (Broadcasting, July 31). The findings were somewhat incidental to Mr. Ridgeway’s main message, which was that the tests showed the ESF technique works in TV surveys and that it will be tested in radio surveys beginning early next year.

Tests in Los Angeles, he said, compared a sample of ESF households with a sample selected by standard procedures from the telephone directory. Among other findings reported, having to do primarily with response rates, was that total weekly TV viewing was higher in the unlisted/no-telephone homes: The average number of quarter-hours viewed weekly by the ESF sample was 154.4 as against 142.2 for listed-telephone households.

In another of the multiple sessions, Robert A. Schneider, Burke Marketing Research, White Plains, N.Y., said tests his company conducted among some 1,700 heads of household in 12 cities in October showed that, in so-called “commercial cluster,” the position of a commercial has little or no bearing on its success in being remembered by the audience the next day.

But as the commercial sequence progresses, he said, audience drops off.

From its experience over the years, he said, Burke estimates that 70% of viewers are in a position to see the average commercial under the present system but that clustering the messages, as is done in some countries, would bring a 16% drop in that figure.

In the opening day’s keynote address, Charles Overholscher, senior vice president of Young & Rubicam and the conference chairman, dealt with broader problems facing advertising researchers—as did a number of subsequent speakers—in line with the conference theme: “Where Do We Go From Here?”

Said Mr. Overholscher: “By 1970, polls on attitudes toward advertising reached new lows . . . as advertisers and advertising researchers, we need as never before to evaluate our own course of action in the light of social trends, not only so that we can serve our principles well, by adjusting to underlying social trends beyond our control, but also we must ask ourselves what we can do with those tools that are at our command, to guide the direction of these trends and the realization of a Good Samaritan—whatever that is.”

In a luncheon address, Vance Packard, author of “The Hidden Persuaders,” “The Status Seekers” and most recently “A Nation of Strangers,” described “changing lifestyles in the 1970’s” including some of special interest to advertisers. Among them: A decline in interest in personal possessions, resistance to corporate personnel moves (increasing with the number of working wives resisting their husbands’ reassignments to locations less favorable to the wives’ professions), a redefinition of what constitutes personal success, and an increase in passivism.

ARB President Paul Gerhold called for a “joint attack on the remaining problems connected with measurements of the dollar output from advertising.”

He called specifically for the formation of a committee “of interested people” to prepare papers on (1) a summary of the present state of the art, including Association of National Advertisers analyses of the successes and failures of different approaches; (2) an analysis and assessment of critical problems related to advertising measurements and (3) a plan for action, covering the possibility of collective sharing of data, or of establishing separately funded programs for designing and testing facilities for this purpose.

For all to see

NARB, in latest revitalization move, establishes ‘open policy’ on public disclosure; new members also named

The advertising industry’s self-regulatory organization last week initiated a new “open policy” on all of its decisions in cases involving truth and accuracy in national advertising.

The action by the National Advertising Review Board, approved at a meeting held in New York last Wednesday (Nov. 15), came two months after NARB instituted a policy of publicly disclosing complaints against commercials, subject to the approval of the advertiser (Broadcasting, Sept. 18).

The new policy was announced at a news conference attended by Charles W. Yost, NARB chairman; William Ewen, the board’s executive director; Roger Purdon, vice president of the National Advertising Division (NAD) of the Council of Better Business Bureaus; Herbert M. Cleaves, president of the National Advertising Review Council, the board’s sponsoring organization, and William Tankersley, executive vice president of the CBBB. Chairman Yost, former U.S. ambassador for the United Nations, who presided at the conference, said the policy

BAR reports: television-network sales as of Oct. 29

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day parts</th>
<th>Total minutes week ended Oct. 29</th>
<th>Total dollars week ended Oct. 29</th>
<th>1972 total minutes</th>
<th>1972 total dollars</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monday-Friday</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>$598,200</td>
<td>$3,212</td>
<td>$19,184,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sign-on-10 a.m.</td>
<td>1,016</td>
<td>8,795,500</td>
<td>41,726</td>
<td>297,438,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday-Friday</td>
<td>1,016</td>
<td>8,795,500</td>
<td>41,726</td>
<td>297,438,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 a.m.-6 p.m.</td>
<td>337</td>
<td>6,109,100</td>
<td>13,323</td>
<td>171,850,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday-Sunday</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>2,091,700</td>
<td>4,042</td>
<td>74,014,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday-Saturday</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>351,300</td>
<td>573</td>
<td>12,769,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday-Sunday</td>
<td>429</td>
<td>23,958,200</td>
<td>17,023</td>
<td>779,805,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 p.m.-3:30 p.m.</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>5,350,200</td>
<td>10,990</td>
<td>33,705,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday-Sunday</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>351,300</td>
<td>573</td>
<td>12,769,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:30 p.m.-11 p.m.</td>
<td>429</td>
<td>23,958,200</td>
<td>17,023</td>
<td>779,805,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2,135</td>
<td>$44,149,800</td>
<td>86,388</td>
<td>$1,438,516,600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Broadcast Advertisers Reports network-TV revenues estimates.
A delightful series of children's books comes to life every week on the Corinthian Stations.

The "Let's Read and Find Out" science books, published by Thomas Y. Crowell Co., have been capturing the imaginations of children for years.

And now the Corinthian Television Stations are bringing youthful audiences a series of 26 half-hour programs based on these popular books.

HOW DO YOU KNOW, produced by KHOU-TV Houston, began last spring on all five Corinthian Stations. Each program features Sara Simmons, gifted teacher and headmistress of a Houston elementary school, guiding guest youngsters through fun-to-do science experiments.

HOW DO YOU KNOW involves young viewers in a valuable learning experience each week, as it helps satisfy their curiosity about the world around them.

Both Corinthian and Thomas Y. Crowell Co. are members of the Dun & Bradstreet Group.

HOW DO YOU KNOW is available for syndication. Contact Corinthian for screening.
Let's clear the air.

When you make steel, you're like the proverbial sitting duck. And anybody can take potshots at you.

From the number aimed at Republic Steel, our fight against pollution must be one of the best kept secrets in Cleveland.

That's why we're running this ad.

$143 million spent in all plant cities.

Republic Steel gives far more attention to the total environmental control situation than is generally recognized. In fact, Republic has been among the leaders in the steel industry in environmental control spending.

Since 1950, Republic has spent more than $143 million for environmental control in plant cities, a considerable portion of it in the past seven years. Facilities under construction or in the engineering stage will add another $11 million this year.

7.5% of shipments. 10% of pollution control dollars.

In a normal year, Republic accounts for about 7.5% of steel industry shipments. Yet Republic has spent or committed more than 10% of the industry's environmental control dollars. We believe this indicates that we are, at the very least, as responsive to the problems as are our competitors.

$53 million spent here.

Our Cleveland District plant is our largest facility. So a substantial part of our total environmental control expenditures have been made here. In the period since 1950, we have spent more than $53 million (almost as much as was collected last year by the City of Cleveland in general property and income taxes). Water pollution control accounts for $29 million of this total. Air quality control accounts for another $24 million.

There's not the slightest doubt that these many projects and the dollars they represent have made a significant contribution to cleaner air and water in the Cleveland area.

Greater Cleveland is bigger.

Greater Cleveland has a much larger population today than it had in the early 1950's. The number of motor vehicles registered in Cuyahoga County has nearly doubled. Electric power consumption in the county was three times as great in 1971 as in 1950. There's even more industrial activity in and around the county.

Cleveland continues to be a city of heavy industry. Urban renewal and other construction activity has been brisk for most of the two decades. This is especially true in highway construction where large amounts of earth must be graded and moved, creating much dust and particulate matter.

Progress is being made.

With more people, more power consumption, more automobiles and trucks, more construction, and more industrial activity, one would have reason to expect substantially more air pollution.

But this is not the case.

The conclusion is inescapable that progress is being made. Despite the burgeoning activity of the area, Clevelanders are enjoying a cleaner atmosphere than before. We think Republic's air quality control program has contributed significantly to this result.

Additional air quality control projects.

In addition to the substantial progress made over the past several years, we're starting on another program directed toward controlling some of the remaining air emission problems connected with our operations.

When our current program is completed, we'll be on our way to having an even cleaner steelmaking complex in Cleveland. We will still have some areas requiring attention. But, on balance, we will have reduced our emissions to the atmosphere to the lowest practicable level within the framework of present technological and economic resources viewed from the overall good of the community as well as the company.

11 new projects. $13 million.

The first part of our program involves 11 different projects plus a number of studies necessary to evaluate the feasibility of additional control systems using evolving technology.

1. Convert to the use of an alternate supplemental fuel for steam generation at our West 3rd Street Power Station. This should substantially minimize emissions of particulates and sulphur.

2. Add a fourth bank of precipitators to the Basic Oxygen Furnace melt shop and upgrade the Open Hearth system.

3. 4. 5. Reduce miscellaneous smoke and fumes in the BOF shop resulting from:

   a. Reloading molten iron from blast furnaces.
   b. Charging iron into the BOF.
   c. Tapping finished steel from the BOF.

6. Install a system to eliminate dust which gets into the air during the filling of lime storage bins in the BOF building.

7. Modify charging methods on coke oven batteries to achieve better control of emissions.

8. Institute a developmental program to reduce the sulphur content of coke oven gas.

NOTE: A large-space version of this ad appeared in Cleveland metropolitan and suburban newspapers this fall. Similar ads in this series are planned for other cities in which Republic makes steel. This is our way of telling our employees and neighbors about industry's side of the environmental control problem.
about Cleveland's sitting duck.

9. Install another mist suppressor at another coke oven quenching station to reduce the fallout of water droplets.
10. Reduce emissions from scarifying machines by adding:
   a. Electrostatic precipitator at our 44-inch blooming mill.
   b. Electrostatic precipitator at our 18-inch billet mill.
   Appropriations for the projects listed above represent combined expenditures of about $13 million, a major addition to the $24 million already spent for air quality control at our Cleveland District operations.

More to come.
Even with the expenditure of $13 million for the 11 projects listed above, there will still remain areas that need attention. These are areas where there's no present technology for satisfactorily dealing with emissions. Or where the technology is either changing or not yet developed to a point that expenditures for control equipment can be made with confidence of solving the problem. To stay abreast of the technology, however, we have appropriated additional funds for extensive engineering feasibility studies relative to these problems.

Water quality control. Another $11 million.
In addition to our air quality improvement and control measures, we are continuing the job of getting our water quality control program in the same degree of order.

Again, much has already been completed. Our huge treatment plant on the Cuyahoga River processes 100 million gallons of water per day, equivalent to the consumption of a city of 500,000 people. New waste water treatment facilities have been built for the blast furnaces on both sides of the river. Other installations include a coke-plant water dephenolizer, an approved pickle solution collection system, a plant for recycling and cleaning soluble oils, and many more installations.

These water quality control facilities in Cleveland rank with the best in the country. They represent an expenditure of more than $29 million. And completion of future programs, including new water treatment facilities inside the steel plants, will cost an additional $11 million at least.

Our programs are ambitious.
When our programs are completed, we will have a cleaner operation. And we know we already have a good one.

We believe that good progress is being made in improving the quality of Cleveland's air and water. And we're committed to doing what we can to continue that improvement.

The bounds of economic reason.
All of us want the cleanest environment we can have within the bounds of economic reason. However, we must be careful not to put any segment of our nation's industry in an untenable competitive position.

Our resources to continue to make expenditures of the scope discussed here are not unlimited. And the costs of maintaining and operating such facilities are already penalizing our operating costs to the extent of several dollars per ton.

In these days of intense domestic and foreign competition, all of us must balance what a dollar will do for us and what priority should be given to its use.

Again this year, for instance, foreign steel imports are continuing at a high level. This continues to cost American steelworkers jobs. And American steel companies dollars. (Some of which could be used to expand environmental control capabilities.)

Sure, we get blamed for a lot of Cleveland's pollution. But there is another side to the story.

For even more facts and figures on our air and water quality control programs, write for our free information kit. Republic Steel Corporation, Public Relations Department, Cleveland OH 44101.

Last year was one of the worst years in the steel business. Yet Republic Steel spent 24% of its total capital expenditures to fight pollution in Cleveland and other plant cities.

Bill Boyer, President of Republic Steel, tells exactly what his company is doing in Cleveland to help clean things up.

We live here, too.

Republic steel
he received The Pulse Inc.’s “1972 Man of the Year” award, Mr. Lowey suggested that the advertising industry is going to have to mature, particularly as more agencies go public. “The sooner we begin learning how to sell ourselves, even half as well as we sell the products of our clients, the sooner others will begin to look at us as the businesses and businessmen that we really are,” he said. Clinton E. Frank is one of 18 publicly-owned advertising agencies.

Mr. Lowey was presented with the Pulse award—given annually since 1941 to those who have made significant contributions to the broadcast advertising industry—for his role in the development of advertising for Toyota, the second leading car import in the U.S. (see “Monday Memo,” page 13). Mr. Lowey, based in Los Angeles, is the first West Coast agency executive to win the award.

TV gets villain role at church group’s hearings on drug ads

Johnson and Braren strongest in criticism of medium, although television has some defenders

The gathering push to proscribe drug advertising on television perceptibly moved another step forward last week, putting into jeopardy $300 million in TV revenues—as well as an estimated $30 million in radio revenues.

But while other threats have been based largely on the implied causal relationship between over-the-counter drug advertising and drug abuse, last week’s consideration was directed theoretically toward the ethics of drug advertising.

The social responsibility of drug makers and the media for drug advertising was the subject of a three-day hearing by a group of church leaders, held in Washington. Sponsor was the National Council of Churches of Christ in the U.S.A.

Despite the effort to elicit testimony of witnesses on the morality of drug advertising, it was again the possible relationship between media advertising and the tragedies of drug abuse that was in the forefront—just as it has been in hearings and comments by Senator Gaylord Nelson (D-Wis.), Senator Frank E. Moss (D-Utah), Representative Paul G. Rogers (D-Fla.), and the National Commission on Marijuana and Drug Abuse.

The NCCC president, who included Cynthia Wedel, president of the council, and William Thompson, stated clerk of the United Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A., were told time and again that there is no hard-and-fast, proved relationship between drug advertising and drug abuse.

But they also heard a vivid, almost evangelical call for a complete ban on drug advertising from FCC Commissioner Nicholas Johnson—who termed TV the “principal pusher to a junkie nation”—as well as from Warren Braren, now an associate director of Consumers Union and former manager of the New York office of the National Association of Broadcasters Code Authority. Mr. Braren, among other things, challenged the testimony of NAB President Vincent T. Wasilewski last July before the National Commission on Marijuana and Drug Abuse.

No media representatives testified at the hearings, principally because they said they had made their positions clear at earlier hearings before the marijuana and drug-abuse commission. Even the newly formed National Advertising Review Board declined, saying it was not ready yet to discuss such issues.

The tone of the hearings was established at the outset by Dr. Michael C. Watson, a Bamberg, S.C., physician who is chairman of the panel. Dr. Watson stressed in his opening remarks that it was the ethical aspects of drug advertising that were of interest to the panel. He wondered whether the public is using drugs indiscriminately “as panaceas for all human conditions of tension and stress. . . .” He said he was interested in learning whether drug advertising is contributing to the lowering of individual tolerance to the physical and emotional, “thus paving the way toward a society in which individuals will not confront serious social problems because the process is painful?”

And, Dr. Watson added: “Does the information value of drug advertising justify the increased costs to the consumer made necessary by large advertising budgets?”

He, and the other members of the panel, got answers on both sides of the questions.

From one viewpoint, two professors

(“Broadcast Advertising” continues on page 55. A “Special Report” on children’s television begins on page 31.)
Pittsburgh turns us on!

WIIC-TV/PITTSBURGH
TV-for-children that parents love.

Most children’s television isn’t what adults want to have their kids glued to. But at The Post-Newsweek Stations we’ve proven that television can inform as well as entertain. Parents are applauding our efforts.

Miami area pre-schoolers have joined WPLG’s production of Arthur & Company, a 60-minute daily primer that takes 3 to 5 year olds out of their environment and into a world of things that fly and crawl and walk on all fours, a world of color and form. Arthur and Company is a travel guide, a dictionary, a kaleidoscope of sights and sounds to intrigue the youngest mind.

In Jacksonville, WJXT is experimenting with a new kind of teaching tool — television. Reading is designed to help 8-to-13-year olds learn to read and love it. We’ve taken an old-time serialized thriller, superimposed words and symbols in stop-action sequences, and then provided youngsters with a word for word script. Now they can read along with the show (or ahead of it, if they’re interested) and the words they read have meaning.

Doing/Being, produced at WTOP-TV, is a platform for communication with Washington teen-agers. It’s concerned with real people doing real things. It’s conversation and controversy about issues that range from politics to pill-popping.

Produced in different cities, these programs are seen on all 3 Post-Newsweek Stations. But that’s not all the Post-Newsweek Stations are doing to improve the quality and caliber of children’s programming. In our locally produced and originated shows for kids, we’ve clustered commercial messages either before or after the program. In this way a child’s concentration is not interrupted. We’ve also labeled all our programs by age group — pre-school, grade school, and teenager, so that parents can pick and choose between programs.

At The Post-Newsweek Stations, children’s television has come of age.

THE POST–NEWSWEEK Stations
WTOP-TV-Washington, D.C.
WJXT-TV-Jacksonville, Florida
WPLG-TV-Miami, Florida
Television for children: There’s more than may meet the eye

As an FCC threatens sanctions and militant mothers keep up attack, broadcasters loosen show budgets and tighten advertising controls; survey finds them doing more now than they may be credited for

Television programing and advertising directed to the young are subjects of intensifying dispute.

Prouded by Action for Children's Television, which started as a coffee break for a neighborhood of Boston housewives and has become a fixture on the national scene, the FCC is enveloped in a major inquiry. The pressure is on for an increase in the quantity of children's programing and a reduction if not prohibition of the advertising it contains.

At the television networks experts have been hired and program budgets enlarged to elevate the standards of the children's shows of Saturday and Sunday mornings. At television stations, which have generally been thought to be doing little programing of their own in the juvenile field, there is more activity than has met most eyes. The situation is described in this and ensuing stories.

* Many local stations have no children's programing of their own. What others call "children's programing" may be a collection of old syndicated series. Some stations even list as "children's programing" a variety of series that were originally shown in network prime time—Green Acres, The Munsters, Andy Griffith and the like. But many others are making sustained, serious efforts to produce at least one local children's show of real distinction. This sampler shows what some of those efforts look like.

If there is a common thread running through them, it is the recognition that genuinely "educational" material need not be presented with a stern face and a pointer. The more interesting local shows, like their national counterparts, are consciously trying to produce both a learning experience and a good time. That was the theory behind Sesame Street, which three years after its advent—remains the standard against which other programs are judged (see page 50). It is the theory behind all real education, at any age and any time.

The programs vary widely in cost: some may require several hundred dollars per program, some about $50. The amount of commercial time also may vary, from nothing to perhaps 16 minutes. And the formats are almost as numerous as the programs. But the best of them share a concern for children and an awareness of that most widely quoted of statistics—that an American who graduates from high school has spent more time watching television than in the classroom.

The following examples of interesting children's programs were taken from the results of a broadcasting questionnaire sent to local stations across the country, both commercial and noncommercial. They are representative of the efforts that many more—though by no means all—stations are undertaking to reach children from preschool to high school.

The theme of children's involvement is emphasized on a show produced for the Post-Newsweek television stations (WPLG Miami and WJXT Jacksonville, both Florida, and WTOP-Tv Washington). The program, Doing/Being, tries to introduce 4-to-7-year-olds to the world around them by looking at different kinds of jobs and professions, at unusual projects people have undertaken in their spare time, and freewheeling talks with young people. The focus, always, is on "people who are making a difference in the world." Featured on the show are Denny Meyers, a former school teacher who is also an actor, director and designer; Ernie Fields, an entertainer and ventriloquist; and "Cockroach," a puppet. The one-hour program is shown every Saturday on the three stations.

Another Post-Newsweek show, this one for the 5- and under set, is called Arthur & Co. It uses a gallery of puppets to act out episodes from a young child's life: questions of sharing toys and friends, making and keeping commitments, and being thoughtful of others. In addition, the magazine-format show features songs, games and explorations in the world of animals. Arthur & Co. is produced at WPLG and taped for use at the other two stations.

WRTV Indianapolis combines its local children's effort, Uncle Uri's Treasure, with three follow-up efforts off the air. The program itself is aimed at the 7-to-12 age group; its plot revolves around a
When a low-priced broadcast camera looks like a good buy, keep right on looking.

Take a good look inside. Check out the design and construction features.
Then think about what they mean in terms of reliability, maintenance, and long-term picture quality after the camera has been put to a lot of hard, daily use.

Look at the RCA TK-630 color camera.
The heart of its optical system is a simple one-piece sealed prism rather than the ordinary arrangement of mirrors.

It's simpler to maintain; stays in perfect alignment; eliminates the secondary reflections that even slight contamination of mirror surfaces can cause.
And for stability, the entire optical system is mounted on a sturdy bedplate for extra rigid support of pickup tubes, lens and prism.

The result? Less shock and vibration. Extra dependability. And pictures that stay sharp and true.
Components are easily accessible so maintenance is fast and simple. The pickup tubes for example, can be replaced in two minutes. Without disturbing the optical alignment and causing deterioration of picture quality.

Circuit modules are easy to get at, too. And they're totally solid state for compactness and long life.

And the TK-630 is made for portability—with a plug-in detachable viewfinder and carrying handle that make it easy for one man to carry.

There are other quality features which set the TK-630 apart: Calibrated test pulse; built-in encoder with color bar generator; automatic pulse timing; deflection failure protection; electronic lens capping, easy setup. And many more.
The new low price is the first thing that looks good about the TK-630.
But by no means the last.
Ask your RCA Representative, or write for new brochure. RCA Broadcast Systems, Bldg. 2-5, Camden, N.J. 08102.

New TK-630 color camera.
Look for versatility in field or studio use. Plug-in viewfinder quickly detaches for easy portability.


Look for optical efficiency. Sealed dichroic prism and rigid optical bedplate produce brilliant color pictures with quality that lasts and lasts.

Look for maintainability. Interior components easily accessible for maintenance. Rear-loaded, lead-oxide pickup tubes for quick change—without disturbing optical alignment.
A TV standard. Romper Room is not quite a national program and not exactly a local one. It is not totally educational and not merely fun and games. But whatever it is, this durable children's program (its 20th anniversary comes up early next year) remains among the most widely viewed children's shows in the country.

The show is presently seen by about three million young viewers on 83 stations in this country (many more watch it in Canada and other foreign countries). It's essentially a loose kindergarten format, assembled in Baltimore by Romper Room Enterprises Inc. for children between the ages of 2 and 6. Five days a week, 52 weeks a year, the company sends to its franchisees a new script, which has been assembled in consultation with educators. At the local station, the "teacher"—who (was as was "Miss Sally" at WMAR-TV Baltimore, pictured) has been selected jointly by representatives of the station and the franchising company—is encouraged to adapt that script in her own words, so that one idea comes out in slightly different ways at various stations.

The show's stories and games and other activities are designed to serve generally educational purposes, but there is no sustained effort to improve the child's ability to deal with concepts or other such learning tasks. In the words of Bert Claster, president of Romper Room Enterprises, the show is organized generally around the idea that "education is fun," and there's a lot of emphasis on the fun.

Each day, six children—ages 4 to 6 years old—join the teacher in the studio. If all goes as planned, their taped visits to school will involve the home audience as they do the studio guests. Mr. Claster's organization has not otherwise been deeply involved in that kind of activity; his other television efforts—both produced by a companion firm, Claster Enterprises—are not educational. Thus, the show is not a "learning" program.

Romper Room is a totally educational program. The show develops one idea that "education is fun," and there's a lot of emphasis on the fun.

The station works with a local public library, children's museum and high school on three follow-up projects. Reading lists on show topics are distributed throughout the city, children are invited to see special exhibits and items featured on "Uncle Uri," and high-school students study children's programming on commercial television in cooperation with WVTW.

KUMY-TV Honolulu broadcasts a two-hour, Monday-through-Friday variety program called Checkers & Pogo. Continuing features include "On the Go," a film/voice-over trip to some interesting, educational location in town, and "Newswatch," the live broadcast of a top news story, directed to children. A variety of live inserts, cartoons and special features round out the show. The programs cost $500-750 each and may carry up to 16 minutes of commercials per hour, but the station says 12 is the usual figure.

WPTO-TV Cincinnati, a Scripps-Howard station, bills its two local children's programs as the nation's longest-running entertainment and public-affairs shows for children. The Uncle Al Show, which as you may have guessed is the entertainment vehicle, is now in its 23rd year on the air. "Uncle" Al Lewis—who is also the station's art director—and his wife Wanda have been the show's hosts since it began in 1949. They feature five major characters, with a special visit from each one day: the scarecrow, Captain Hazy, the pirate, Chief Thunderhoof, Farmer Jones and Ringo Rango the cowboy. In addition, there are three characters on every day: the Dog, Lucky the Clown, and Toby the Elf. The show has also added special features on such subjects as science, geography and history, and a segment on numbers and the alphabet. A studio audience of 40 to 50 children a day joins the festivities.

Play It Safe, a public-affairs show for children, is now in its 22nd year. Produced by WCPG-TV in cooperation with the Cincinnati Police Force, the show teaches children about safety by using a game format. A life-size gameboard charts the
Thousands of kids visit us every year. And they get involved! They learn... play... have fun... tour our station! They join "Professor Kool" (Stu Kerr) on camera and at personal appearances all over town! They enjoy our "Romper Room," "Professor Kool" and other children's programs at home. We've been working with—and for—kids for a long time. Some of our "Romper Room" participants are now second generation! Teaching and entertaining children is part of our long-term commitment to the families of Maryland.

"Romper Room" 9 AM Monday through Friday • "Professor Kool" 9 AM Saturdays

In Maryland Most People Watch

WMAR-TV

TELEVISION PARK, BALTIMORE, MD. 21212
Represented Nationally by KATZ TELEVISION
course from "school" to "home." A computer-like number board determines the number of moves a contestant may make. The action is decided by the squares on which the players land: "short cut" squares, penalty squares and "play it safe" squares on which contestants must answer safety questions correctly or lose their turn. The team with the most players who reach "home" before the end of the show is the winner.

A bit of entertaining education for children even finds its way into what would normally be commercial minutes. On KPLR-TV St. Louis, the station and nearby Webster College developed a series of "spots" to be inserted in 30- or 60-second breaks during afternoon children's programs. They're called "Mind-stretchers," and cover everything from evolution to friendship. At the Kaiser Broadcasting station, they're called "Snippets," and range from 30 seconds to two minutes. Experimental 60-second features called "Look-Alongs" are broadcast on WGN-TV Chicago. The bits have no necessary connection with the quality of afternoon programming—on Kaiser's KBSC-TV Los Angeles, they're likely to appear in The Three Stooges or Speed Racer—but they've won acclaim from teachers and parents. "Excellent discussion starters" that "may lead the kids to do more research."

Opinions still vary as to whether the "test your knowledge" format measures anything substantial, but there's no denying the popularity of the game. At WLVATv Lynchburg, Va., the idea has been adapted for third-graders on Kiddie College. Three youngsters on each of two teams answer questions and try to accumulate the most team points. A team can return up to four consecutive weeks.

Whistle Stop is an example of how the entertainment-education mix can be adapted for the local level. The show, seen on WBTV Charlotte, N.C. is especially assembled for the pre-schoolers of that area. It incorporates places and characters that are familiar to Carolina children. With original music, puppets, clowns (who teach such subjects as phonetics and mathematics), and a special set—designed to represent an old railroad depot in the Piedmont region. The show tries to be educational without seeming to be. The station uses two 90-second commercial breaks and carefully screens the commercials, but station spokesmen go out of their way to emphasize their conviction that commercials belong on the show. "The show was designed with a commercial format," a spokesman says, "because WBTV feels it is a legitimate function of the successful commercial TV system, so long as the special concerns about influence on children are observed by carefully regulating both type and quantity of commercial presentation." The station also offers a quite different kind of children's program, Fred Kirby's Rascals Club, featuring Fred Kirby, the "singing cowboy."

Happy Raine

Makes Children Happy!
(and has for 13 years)

on

WESC-TV 5
Charleston, S.C.
been Cape Kennedy, Colonial Williamsburg and Disneyland.

The Maryland Center for Public Broadcastiong (WMAR Baltimore and WCAU Philadelphia) and the WCAU Lodge, a daily half-hour nature series aimed primarily at the 7-to-10 age group. On each program the hostess, “Miss Jean,” and two young guests examine some aspect of the “world around us.” The shows, which use both indoor and outdoor sets, cost about $350 per half-hour. They are seen on the Eastern Educational Network and on 12 other non-commercial stations across the country.

The Uncle Jay and Packer Jack Show, now in its 20th year, is 60 minutes of varied entertainment for the 4-to-14 set, shown on KTVQ-TV Austin, Tex. Among the numerous features are the appearance of a representative from the Texas Memorial Museum, who brings a wide range of objects from the museum for discussion and display, and visits from a representative from the Natural Science Center of the Austin Parks and Recreation Department. The program opens with a program with a live animal. Considerable time is devoted to many annual events and drives in central Texas. Topics range from bicycle safety to a discussion with a local game warden about gun laws.

Harriersonburg, Va., is now airing a program developed by the Appalachian Educational Laboratory Inc., of Charleston, W. Va. Around the Bend, a half-hour show seen Monday-through-Friday, is especially designed to reach the rural pre-schoolers of Appalachia. The early-education approach consists of three related elements: a mobile classroom, daily television lessons and individual guidance through a weekly visit of a professional who works with the mother and child.

Children’s News is a three-days-a-week show that has been on KXNO-FM/CINN-TV Lincoln, Neb., since 1963. The five-minute segments are written, filmed and produced by the news departments.

The series attempts to help young (7-12) viewers understand world events. It is usually produced on film, taking the viewer behind the scenes of the topics under discussion.

Everything from the lives of animals and birds to proper etiquette and manners in the lives of human beings is fair game for The Flop Mop Family, a weekly show for the 7-and-under set on WKCY-TV Cleveland. Featuring two puppets — Flop, a long-eared bulldog, and Mop, a young reindeer, the half-hour program is aimed at children aged 3 and up.

Beverlee Smith, the 30-minute Sunday morning show includes songs and stories.

A wide variety of young people’s fare may be seen on the CBS-owned television stations. Originating at WCBS-TV New York are The Mother Goose Assembly, a four-part folk rock musical revue based on the classic rhymes, and The Patchwork Family, a magazine-format children’s show with everything from African folk stories to “creative physical exercises.” From WCAU-TV Philadelphia comes The Gene London Show and Cartoon Corner General Store, both starring Gene London. On Cartoon Corners, he plays a part-time reporter who digs out big stories and lets his audience know what he’s learning as he learns it. On the Gene London Show, the atmosphere is more relaxed as he tells stories, demonstrates simple scientific experiments, takes filmed “tours” and enjoys and shares diversions.

Something from KMOV-TV St. Louis is The Young Reporters, in which high-school editors interview newsmakers in six-part series. The station comes St. Louis Zoo, a four-part series whose name speaks for itself. All these are seen on the five CBS-owned stations. All five Corinthian television stations are running How Do You Know, a weekly science series for the first through fifth grades. Produced by KHOU-TV Houston, the show presents basic scientific facts and principles in easy-to-understand fashion. Under the guidance of hostess Sara Simmons, a professional teacher, guest youngsters perform simple science exercises and experiments. The show is seen on KMOV-TV, KTVT, Tulsa, Okla., KTXV Sacramento, Calif., WANE-TV Fort Wayne, Ind., and WISH-TV Indianapolis.

Every child likes to hear stories read— and on The Story Lady, at KDTA-TV Rapid City, S.D., that pastime is given a video twist. Children are invited to step into the story lady read from a book: meanwhile slides, illustrations and sometimes acting-out of the stories by children accompany the readings. The stories are selected in cooperation with the public library and the story lady appears frequently on the station. Station officials say the show is a critical success but is commercially unsuccessful; it often runs unsponsored.

A year ago, KTVU Oakland-San Francisco conducted an extensive survey on the viewing likes and dislikes of children, their teachers and parents. From this survey, the Cox Broadcasting Corp-owned, nonnetwork-aligned station has devised two locally produced programs for its children’s audience.

The Charlie and Humphrey Good Stuff Hour, which started last January, reportedly is the highest-rated children’s show, locally produced, in the San Francisco Bay area. It uses what KTVU Vice President and General Manager Roger Rice calls “the chocolate-covered spinach method” of promoting co-producing and informing children while entertaining them with well-produced cartoons.

Charlie and Humphrey, a horse and a hound, are two puppets. They report the news of the day, introduce the cartoons, talk with people who do interesting things, present nature films. Some of the segments on the program include a wild-life series, two daily newscasts, tips on how to use the library and what books to read and information on how the election process works. On Fridays, Charlie and Humphrey suggest to children where to take their parents for the weekend.

KTVU’s other locally produced program, Mi Casa, Tu Casa, is a bilingual presentation designed to introduce children to the culture of Spanish-speaking people. It’s also designed to be easily understood by either English-speaking or Spanish-speaking children, with cast members who both speak English and Spanish. Children are taught songs, the Spanish alphabet and games that can be played either in English or Spanish. A popular segment is short stories about the history of early California. The hostess-teacher on this program is a fourth-year student in a weekly class offered to send Spanish-alphabet cards to any viewer. To date the station reports sending out some 1,500.

KPIX San Francisco, faced with a challenge to its license last November by a local watchdog organization called the California Citizens Watchdog Association, in March introduced a weekly half-hour prime-time series about children, for children and produced by children. Among other segments, Whatcheennoolatit features films and video tapes produced by children. It discusses problems of concern to children and allows young viewers to visit local groups of interest and interview local personalities. It profiles children who have excelled in some achievement. The hosts and performers on the program are children. The program itself is aimed primarily at 8-to-12-year-olds.

KPIX also has devoted special programs to children in the world of world events. Immediately after President Nixon’s trip to China, the station, a CBS-TV affiliate, made it possible for children from San Francisco area schools to ask questions of network anchor Walter Cronkite and of Robert Winters, executive producer of special events for CBS News. In a half-hour special entitled “What Do People in China Wear, and Pictures and descriptions of noteworthy local children’s TV specials and series appear on the following four pages.

The text continues on page 42.
1. An authentic early 20th century drug store is the scene, and 12-year-old Sean Denahar the young man, in this shot from "This Child of Ours," a special presentation on WCVB-TV Boston. It is part of a series of specials dealing with New England children from birth to 12 years of age.

2. Host Bob McAllister talks to a youngster in his audience during a day in the life of Wonderama, produced at WNEW-TV New York and shown on five of the Metromedia stations.

3. A news program designed especially for children in the primary grades—that’s The News Machine, presented on the Maine Public Broadcasting Network.

4. Songs, games and perhaps the wildest title of any children’s show around: That’s Git Box Tickle, on KRON-TV San Francisco.


6. The old-fashioned matching of wits has never lost its popularity as a television vehicle. This particular show, High-Q, pits teams of high-school students against each other on KGW(TV) Portland, Ore.

7. Two helpful puppets, Charley Horse and Humphrey Hambone, offer daily newscasts and information services and serve as hosts for a cartoon during The Charley and Humphrey Good Stuff Hour, seen on KTVU(TV) Oakland, Calif.

8. Fred Kirby (the "singing cowboy") and Uncle Jim are two frequent visitors on Whistle Stop, a localized education/entertainment mix on WBTV Charlotte.

9. There are no commercials, but plenty of interesting projects and places to see, on Sundown’s Treehouse. And the children do plenty of the showing and telling on this KPRC-TV Houston program, as witness the pictured episode in which children are teaching Sundown how to shave.

10. Mr. Monty and Dohickey (he’s the "dirty old man"), plus cartoons, games and "Little Rascals" films, are on Monty’s Rascals, on WFBC-TV Greenville, S.C.

11. This is the longest-running public-affairs show for children to be seen anywhere in the country, Play It Safe, a production of WCPO-TV Cincinnati, uses a game format and other diversions to get across the message of safety to young children. The policeman shown in this scene is one of many who appear on this show.

12. Danny Meyers, whose experience encompasses both teaching and theater, is a regular part of Doing/Being, the Post-Newsweek stations series for 10-to-17-year-olds. Here he’s involved in a “rap session” with guests on the show.

13. Here’s another news show geared for children. Meet part of the "Elementary News team" of KTTV Los Angeles (r-l): Ben Hunter, KTTV personality and the show’s producer; Alyson Moore, 10, entertainment editor, and Anthony Rodriguez, 11, sports editor.

14. Children’s show personalities come in all varieties. This one, obviously, is a hobo—Hobo Kelly by name, from KCOP-TV Los Angeles.
1. KHOU-TV Houston produces it, and all five Corinthian Television stations run it. It's called How Do You Know, a science series for children in the first through third grades.

2. A learning experience for pre-school children is the daily goal of Our Playmates, a production of WLBT (TV) Jackson, Miss.

3. This show isn't even on the air yet, but you get an idea of what it'll look like—and who'll be in charge—from this scene. The program is called simply Kids, and the ideas are in fact dreamed up and executed by the kids, 12 of them. They were carefully picked by noncommercial WQLN (TV) Erie, Pa., to implement its idea that a program for children could be well put together by children.

4. In the same spirit, For Kids Only on WBZ-TV Boston turns the action over to youngsters in its area. Here a group is shown questioning Roger Fisher, from Harvard University Law School—the author of Dear Israelis, Dear Arabs.

5. Flop, the bulldog, and Beverlee Ann Smith, the hostess, are part of the fun and games on The Flop Mop Family, a production of WKYC-TV Cleveland.


7. WDSU-TV New Orleans has told children a lot of stories over the last 20 years on a program called, appropriately enough, Let's Tell A Story. The show is put together in cooperation with the New Orleans chapter of the Council of Jewish Women, which prepares the scripts and acquires the talent. At the production level, the station gets into the act for original presentations of classic stories like Cinderella.

8. Sheila Thomas, part of the all-black all-female staff of The Magic Door, is shown visiting a day care center during the program on WMAL-TV Washington.

9. Roanoke county (Va.) librarians read stories to an audience of pre-school children on Story Corner, seen weekly on WBRA-TV Roanoke.

10. "Children's Special: The President's Game," provided an acted-out explanation of the political process to young viewers of KPIX Los Angeles. Here "Gallant Gus," a presidential candidate, prepares to lay a little political rhetoric on his audience.

11. The kinds of questions that most concern children 5 and under are acted out by puppets and otherwise brought to life on Arthur & Co., a presentation of WPLG-TV Miami. Shown here is a session with children from Operation Headstart.

12. Serendipity is the word on KNBC Los Angeles, and Jonathan is the name of the orangutan the show is visiting. The scene is from a trip to the Los Angeles Zoo.

13. It's a throbbing, lip-synched rendition of "Your Graduation Means Goodbye," an old rock-n-roll hit. It could be almost anything on any given day as teenagers put together a weekly satirical revue, Beyond Our Control, on WNDU-TV South Bend, Ind.

14. The Everything Show on WNBC-TV New York covers territory as broad as its name. Featured here is Irene Cara (r) a 13-year-old singer.
Text continues from page 37.

Why Are They Sending a Panda Bear?" the station filmed children asking their questions in San Francisco and Mr. Cronkite and Mr. Wussler answering them in New York. The two segments were edited together. More recently, presidential politics was the subject of another KPIX children's special, "The President's Game" attempting to simplify the political process by permitting children to act out their own presidential campaign on a giant game board.

Metromedia's nonnetwork affiliated KTTV Los Angeles also presents a regular program for children produced by children. Saturday afternoon's weekly Elementary News (it's repeated on Sunday mornings) focuses on items of news interest to school children in the Los Angeles area. The program also includes regular feature segments and special events coverage. The "elementary news" reporting team, for the most part, was recruited out of the Los Angeles area school system. They range in age from 9 to 11. A community involvement feature, The Guest Reporter of the Week, invites young viewers to send in stories of their own reporting, with illustrations in crayon, painting or photograph.

KTTV also is the flagship station for The New Zoo Revue, an educational program for children that is carried on the other Metromedia stations as well as in more than 100 markets across the country. The nationally syndicated half-hour show, which made its debut in January, recently was renewed for a second season of 50 programs. It uses a musical-entertainment format to educate young people on how to be more caring, constructive and concerned about the world in which they live. The program is a presentation of Los Angeles-based Funco Corp. and her real name, the same woman has argued against the kind of reforms demanded by groups like Action for Children's Television. With the support of her station, she has prodded the American Women in Radio and Television to affirm its opposition to ACT, and in letters and speeches she has defended commercial television's right to be commercial—to run commercials in children's programs. She has even defended the right of children's personalities to endorse commercial products, in the face of widening opposition to that practice, including its prohibition by the National Association of Broadcasters TV code.

As a personality, "Happy Raine" is a long-time favorite in Charleston. Her show is the only locally originated children's program in eastern South Carolina. During its 15 years on the air, she has made countless personal appearances at schools, hospitals, parades and other functions. Her latest effort: a soon-to-be-released album of Indian legends for children, called "Tales from the Tepee."

W. Clement Stone-David E. Bradshaw productions.

"The series aims at imparting one solid thought, one eternal truth, in each of its daily episodes," notes executive producer Stephen W. Jahn. "It aims to educate by example, to entertain through its characters, music and humor, and to bring about acceptance through simplicity."

WCBS-TV Boston is pouring $500,000 annually into Jabberwocky, but its goal is not to produce an extension of the classroom. The show presents for 6- to 11-year-olds a central theme each day, six days a week, and explores it from many points of view as a child might be exposed to it. Through a series of sequences that average about four minutes in length, and through all forms of audio and video expression from location film to animation to interviews, the child gets a perspective that an electronic medium is uniquely equipped to provide. Some of the themes have included: love, music, brothers and sisters, machines and inventions, dance, trash and junk, being creative, being sick and having fun. Four regular characters, all portrayed by actors with extensive theatrical experience, give continuity to the show.

The Avco Broadcasting Corp. stations are airing a series of five television specials this year. The first, TV/The Child, was shown in September and aimed specifically at parents; featured were Joan Ganz Cooney, president of Children's Television Workshop; Jon Stone, producer of Sesame Street; Andy Ferguson, producer of the Electric Company, and George Heinemann, vice president of children's programming for NBC. Other programs in the series are aimed at a broad range of children, from 6 to 18. "Four Children," aired last month, explored America through the eyes of four young people—a black boy from the ghetto, an Appalachian girl from the mountains, an Indian from the Southwest, and a Mexican-American from a
If you grew up in Cincinnati, your favorite TV show grew up with you.

Twenty-two years ago, Kevin and Connie McBurney appeared on the Uncle Al Lewis show. Live in their own hometown. Now the McBurneys have kids of their own. Recently they took them to visit Uncle Al. Still live from Cincinnati.

Kids have changed a lot in a generation. So has the Uncle Al show. It grew up to keep pace with today's kids. Added science, geography, history to its magic and make-believe.

But one thing never changes. Being part of a live show is exciting for kids. A real learning experience. And fun for parents. And that's what makes Uncle Al run. And run. And run. To become the longest running daytime for the tricycle set in the country.

Scripps-Howard thinks this close-to-home feeling is important in programming. And after all, what's closer to home than kids?

The Scripps-Howard Broadcasting Co., WEWS (TV) Cleveland, WCPO-TV Cincinnati, WMC, WMC-TV Memphis, KTEW (TV) Tulsa, WPTV (TV) West Palm Beach, WNOX Knoxville.

Scripps-Howard hits home.
Although judged unfit for occupancy, this house and others like it were still bringing their landlords monthly rental payments from welfare agencies. Then WREX-TV in Rockford, Illinois, got involved. We told the story in filmed reports that stunned the city's conscience. The city council resolved to move 50 families into public housing. The city housing authority was pressured to build more low-rent, scattered-site homes.

Last February more than 8,000 poor families in Joplin, Missouri, nearly went hungry. KODE-TV and Radio found that money for the Commodity Food Program had been denied because the county was "almost bankrupt." But KODE discovered that enough money remained to keep the food distribution program going. In reversing itself the county court said, "The court took this action because of demands made on it by the news media and welfare recipients."
At the Gilmore stations we'll ruffle some feathers when we have to. Because we know that to make our communities better places to live we have to bring problems into the open. And at times that means stirring things up a bit.

So we do more than merely report the news. We make it happen. Through tough, investigative reporting. Provocative editorials. The Gilmore group. Involvement resulting in community action.

Pigeon Creek in Evansville, Indiana, is dangerously polluted. So WEHT-TV went on the offensive. We took city officials on canoe trips along the channel and presented viewers with filmed reports. Now a clean-up campaign and a $12 million flood control levee are planned. Land has been purchased for a public green belt park. WEHT-TV will continue exposing conditions until Pigeon Creek becomes an asset to the community.

When Hurricane Agnes hit Harrisonburg, Virginia, this summer, travel was out of the question. But WSVA-TV and Radio traveled. Our news correspondents spent the night reporting damage, at times wading through rushing torrents. WSVA-Radio stayed on the air broadcasting emergencies and requests for assistance. For outstanding news coverage WSVA-TV-AM-FM was awarded the UPI Certificate of Merit.

THE GILMORE GROUP
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migrant farm family. Yet to be shown are a two-part presentation of the classic, Little Women, and Pilgrim Voyage, a dramatization of the Mayflower's voyage through the eyes of a young Pilgrim girl. The Avco stations are WLV Cincinnati, WLWD Dayton, WLC Columbus, Ohio, WLWI Indianapolis and WOAI-TV San Antonio, Tex.

Examples of the kinds of shows being developed at WNBC-TV New York are See For Yourself, an experimental children's television series for young adolescents, which features visits to a variety of interesting places, and The Everything Show, a half-hour show whose scope is about as broad as its name. Some of the everything includes WNBC-TV science editor and meteorologist Dr. Frank Field, who explains some basics about science (example: what is a rainbow?); children's stories, read by Marilyn Larocco of the New York Public Library; and drawing lessons for the youngsters.

Brownie-points shows: "Bird," "Diamond," "Whistle" and "Ice." Several segments will use film shot specifically for the program throughout the U.S. and Great Britain, and relating to ecology and the environment, science and scientific experimentation, parapsychology, transportation and U.S. folkways.

ABC Afterschool Special (first Wednesday of the month, 4:30-5:30 p.m.) emphasizes drama and entertainment, with the stated aim to "complement grade-school activities and classroom work by exploring such areas as literature, science, history, current events, the arts and physical fitness." Two shows have already been telecast: the Hannu-Barbera production of "Last of the Curlews," which depicted the loneliness of the last two living species of the Eskimo curlew bird; and "Follow the North Star," a live-action drama with a pre-Civil War background, about a young Northern boy who hooks up with the Underground Railroad and risks his life to free a young slave. Upcoming is a tongue-in-cheek hour introducing children to the life and work of William Shakespeare. Titled "William," it will be produced by Alexander H. Cohen and will star Lynn Redgrave, Sir John Gielgud and Sir Ralph Richardson.

Multiplication Is is ABC's answer, via arithmetic, to Sesame Street's animation of the alphabet. A series of three-minute shorts, they are spotted throughout ABC's Saturday-morning schedule and feature such titles as "Naughty Number Nine," "Zero My Hero" and "Three is a Magic Number."

CBS has three shows that qualify for brownie points: Fat Albert and the Cosby Kids (Saturday, 12:30-12:56 p.m.) is a cartoon series hosted by Bill Cosby that attempts to deal, according to CBS, "with issues of values and view/valu judgments, interpersonal relationships and the solutions of problems faced by children."

An interdisciplinary panel of experts has been assembled to, as CBS puts it, "assist... with the development of central themes for the series, establish objectives for each show and to review the content as it is written."

The CBS Children's Film Festival (Saturday, 1-2 p.m.) has 11 new child-oriented feature films on tap this season from America, Germany, Italy, Japan, Czechoslovakia, Sweden, Ireland and England. The continuing hosts for the series are Burr Tillstrom's Kukla, Fran and Ollie with Fran Allison.

In the News is a series of two-and-a-half-minute features pegged to current headlines and produced by CBS News. They are televised eight times each Saturday, beginning at 8:26 a.m. and continuing until 12:56 p.m., at the conclusion of regularly scheduled series.

NBC's two shows in this category are: Talking with a Giant (Saturday, 12-12:30 p.m.), which is a shortened version of last year's Take a Giant Step. NBC calls the show "a value-judgment series for viewers 10 to 14 years of age." Each week a leading personality is invited to the show to engage youngsters in the studio in discussion of a given topic.

Watch Your Child is a half-hour, five-day-a-week program service offered to NBC affiliates. The series is designed to involve parents with their pre-school

How networks are upgrading weekend shows

No secret in reasons for change: to turn off the heat from government and quiet mothers' uplift group

"Brownie-points shows" are what one network executive calls them, and more and more of them are finding their way onto the children's programing schedules of ABC, CBS and NBC. These shows are designed as "appeasement gestures, and expensive ones at that," in the words of another television executive, "to placate those who don't think we're living up to our responsibilities in the area of children's programing—from the FCC on one hand to ACT on the other."

ABC has five of these brownie-points shows on its schedule this season:

Kid Power (Saturday, 11:30 a.m.-noon, NYT) views the world through the eyes of 11 neighborhood children, each of different origin. One of the show's stated goals is to combat prejudice. It's based on the syndicated comic strip, "Wee Pals" by Morrie Turner.

Curiosity Shop (Sunday, 10:30-11:30 a.m.) uses film, live action and music. Each show is built around a broad theme such as laughter, fright, rules, play and the senses. Ray Bradbury, the novelist and screenwriter, has contributed some scripts, and Henry Mancini is writing the music for the program.

Make a Wish (Sunday, 11:30-noon) also employs a mix of animation, film, graphics, words and music and also deals with broad subjects, under such titles as "Bird," "Diamond," "Whistle" and "Ice." Several segments will use film shot specifically for the program throughout the U.S. and Great Britain, and relating to ecology and the environment, science and scientific experimentation, parapsychology, transportation and U.S. folkways.

ABC Afterschool Special (first Wednesday of the month, 4:30-5:30 p.m.) emphasizes drama and entertainment, with the stated aim to "complement grade-school activities and classroom work by exploring such areas as literature, science, history, current events, the arts and physical fitness." Two shows have already been telecast: the Hannu-Barbera production of "Last of the Curlews," which depicted the loneliness of the last two living species of the Eskimo curlew bird; and "Follow the North Star," a live-action drama with a pre-Civil War background, about a young Northern boy who hooks up with the Underground Railroad and risks his life to free a young slave. Upcoming is a tongue-in-cheek hour introducing children to the life and work of William Shakespeare. Titled "William," it will be produced by Alexander H. Cohen and will star Lynn Redgrave, Sir John Gielgud and Sir Ralph Richardson.

Multiplication Is is ABC's answer, via arithmetic, to Sesame Street's animation of the alphabet. A series of three-minute shorts, they are spotted throughout ABC's Saturday-morning schedule and feature such titles as "Naughty Number Nine," "Zero My Hero" and "Three is a Magic Number."

CBS has three shows that qualify for brownie points: Fat Albert and the Cosby Kids (Saturday, 12:30-12:56 p.m.) is a cartoon series hosted by Bill Cosby that attempts to deal, according to CBS, "with issues of values and view/valu judgments, interpersonal relationships and the solutions of problems faced by children."

An interdisciplinary panel of experts has been assembled to, as CBS puts it, "assist... with the development of central themes for the series, establish objectives for each show and to review the content as it is written."

The CBS Children's Film Festival (Saturday, 1-2 p.m.) has 11 new child-oriented feature films on tap this season from America, Germany, Italy, Japan, Czechoslovakia, Sweden, Ireland and England. The continuing hosts for the series are Burr Tillstrom's Kukla, Fran and Ollie with Fran Allison.

In the News is a series of two-and-a-half-minute features pegged to current headlines and produced by CBS News. They are televised eight times each Saturday, beginning at 8:26 a.m. and continuing until 12:56 p.m., at the conclusion of regularly scheduled series.

NBC's two shows in this category are: Talking with a Giant (Saturday, 12-12:30 p.m.), which is a shortened version of last year's Take a Giant Step. NBC calls the show "a value-judgment series for viewers 10 to 14 years of age." Each week a leading personality is invited to the show to engage youngsters in the studio in discussion of a given topic.

Watch Your Child is a half-hour, five-day-a-week program service offered to NBC affiliates. The series is designed to involve parents with their pre-school
On July 9th we took thousands of kids up in a blimp.

How do you make Saturdays more interesting for thousands of kids in Southern California? You take them someplace. A place where they can learn new things and have fun at the same time. That’s what we do on our Emmy-winning children’s show, Serendipity.

One week we went to Marineland. Another week we toured the Queen Mary. We visited a hospital, the LA Zoo, and a mine where we learned to pan for gold.

We recorded our own voices at Capitol Records. And we took that unforgettable ride in the Goodyear blimp with thousands of kids at home sharing in the fun.

Rudi Medina, a Pasadena school principal, is host-instructor on the trips. He also provides lesson plans for teachers to use in class discussions, vocabulary building and follow-up activities for each program.

At KNBC, we believe there’s room for kids’ shows that are more than cartoons and clowns. They should stimulate a youngster’s interest in learning and broaden his understanding of the world in which he lives. Serendipity is that kind of show.
With the exception of its bow to Charles Dickens, The ABC Superstar Movie is a part of the clangingly competi
tive Saturday-morning no-man's land, where the most popular cartoon shows are those most 
animatingly improbable from which the winner, CBS, cleared a $16.5 million profit (less the figures for public
ity and overhead, which were unavailable at all three networks) in 1970, according to an FCC-sponsored study 
of the economics of children's programming released last July. Winner-first, ABC netted about $7 million, and NBC, third 
place finisher in the ratings, also finished a distant third in profits, with $3.7 million.

The latest Nielsen reports for the 1971-72 season show the same pattern—
CBS first, ABC second and NBC third. George Heinemann, the vice-president for 
children's programming at NBC, is beginning to feel the pressure. "Some-
how I've been saddled with the reputation of being a do-gooder, of trying to up-
lift children's programming," he now says. "But what I keep stressing to everybody 
is that we don't have enough programming, and my main focus is on entertainment.
I want to do good, high-quality pro-
graming for children but that doesn't mean I've gone soft—I never try to 
detract from the dramatic impact or the 
comic values of the shows I put on. For 
many weeks this year—well, perhaps two-thirds 
this season, NBC is running seven straight cartoon half-hours, from 8 to 11:30.

CBS is even heavier on cartoons than 
NBC, with eight consecutive animated shows on Saturday, running a total of five 
hours, from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m., but as Allan Ducovny, the man who is head of children's programming at 
the network, and who seems always to have 
a pipe clamped between his teeth, says: "We gear our Saturday schedule basically 
to an age group of from 3 to about 11, 
and we've found that cartoons are the most appealing type of programming for 
this age range. The 3- to 5-year-olds might 
drop out with live-action programs in 
that Saturday-period. But my main argument is that you can do more with 
amination. In the area of fantasy,
for instance, there's no limit to what you can visualize. And cartoons are so 
graphic—their information is so easy to 
assimilate—that they're used as teaching 
tools everywhere in our society, from the 
armed forces to corporate training pro-
grams."

But CBS's cartoons are not meant as training aids. "I'd rather be an enter-
tainer than a teacher," says Mr. Ducovny.
"Television really isn't the best medium for the teaching of cognitive skills. At its 
best, television for children should be 
concerned with human values, social 
values. You dramatize a problem and then 
suggest alternate ways to handle 
that problem. And you set up clearly 
labeled models for right and wrong be-
havior."

ABC's young, high-octane vice presi-
dent for children's programming, Michael 
Eistner, thinks along the same lines. "If 
there was a consensus among educators 
and psychologists that broadcasters 
should be in the business of educating 
children, I'd probably have to go along 
with it," he says. "But no such consensus exists. And in trying to educate, I'd say broad-
casters should stimulate, encourage, pre-
vent moral lessons, and, in a negative way, 
not do programs that contain things like sadism or excessive violence. I don't 
think it should be our responsibility, for 
extample, to do programming for the deaf, 
or teach Spanish over the air. Specialized 
stuff like that should be done by local stations."

The nonviolence syndrome

All three children's programming execu-
tives are convinced that the networks 
have kept their pledge to cut back on 
violence. "Violence for violence's sake 
—what I call unmotivated violence—has 
been eliminated from the NBC chil-
dren's schedule," says Mr. Heinemann. 
"When we do show violence on one of 
our programs, we include the motiva-
tion behind it. Let's say you provoke me 
into striking you, then it would be my 
job as a children's programmer to show 
not only the blow but also the provocation and later on the conse-
quences of this violent dramatic situa-
tion."

Mr. Heinemann reached behind his 
desk for a large series of stills on a large 
storyboard of an episode from NBC's 
Saturday-morning cartoon adventure 
series, Sealab 2020, which showed three 
aquanauts struggling in an underwater 
scene. "Two of the three men are trying to 
restrain the third, who's suddenly be-
vcome violent because of what's called 
green fever, or anoxia, in which the 
times of his body cause it to get enough 
oxigen," Mr. Heinemann said. "All of 
which is made clear to the viewer, so 
that he'll be able to make the proper 
value judgments about the violent scene. 
And we resolve the violence in this scene 
—whenever the restraining of the guy 
who's getting violent will show 
how his buddies changing the air mix-
ture in his aqua lung to bring him back 
to his senses. In other words, while we're 
speaking out all of the motivations be-
hind the violence, we're not detracting 
from the flow of the action or the dra-
matic impact of the story."

At CBS, "gratuitous violence is out," according to Mr. Ducovny. "I certainly 
have some expertise in this field," he 
continued, "but I've seen some evidence of 
a link between violence on tele-
vision and aggressive behavior in chil-
dren. A particular child may have a 
tendency to violence, which could 
be triggered off by a violent TV show but 
which could also be triggered by any 
number of other things, including an 
interfamily fight. Don't forget that the current generation of pacifists, of young 
people who find war abhorrent, grew up 
-on a diet of TV violence that wasn't 
neartly as controlled as it is now."

ABC's Mind-Eitzer insists that he's 
eliminated all of the straight action-
venture shows from the network's chil-
dren's schedule. "We even knocked off the 
Road Runner cartoons because of the 
heavy emphasis on mayhem in the show," he 
says, "although in my mind it's a hammer show. It's strictly for laughs. 
Right now, there's no action program on 
ABC that's devoid of comedy. In short, we've 
acknowledged the pressure—or maybe 'criticism' is a better word—of groups like ACT, and we're trying to 
change for the better."

Eistner claims that ABC has taken the lead in the behind-the-scenes maneuver-
ing that has resulted in new guidelines 
from the National Association of Broad-
casters that will cut back nonprogramming 
material on Saturday and Sunday from 
16 to 12 minutes per hour. ABC and 
NBC have already moved but they'll stick 
three minutes each off the networks' allo-
cated chunk of commercial time (i.e., 
from 12 to 9 minutes per hour) and CBS 
will chop two minutes off its allocation 
(from 12 to 10 minutes per hour). But, 
in the words of the writer, Christopher 
S. Finch, "So far, as far as we know, the one im-
portant, that is, the NAB was savvy enough to 
 postpone the commercial cutback until 
next January, allowing stations to reap 
the lucrative Christmas profits before 
 honoring the reforms."

ACT in its newsletter boasts that it has 
requested that the Federal Trade Com-
mission eliminate television advertising 
directed to children and that it has 
"spearheaded the campaign which resulted 
 in elimination of vitamin commercials 
from children's programs." At least part-
ly in response to ACT's agitation, the 
NAB has tightened its guidelines on toy 
 advertising, eliminating such things as 
testimonials, specific product compar-
isons and the camera trickery that make 
ordinary products look like the value of 
a lifetime.

ACT has lately been directing its fire 
at the Saturday-morning advertisers of 
breakfast cereals that emphasize artificial 
flavoring and high sugar content. None 
of the network heads of children's pro-
graming was willing to be drawn into a 
discussion of the content of commercials, 
although Mr. Ducovny of CBS said, "It 
could be argued that the cereals them-
 selves are not important, that what should 
be looked at is the whole milk and the 
 fresh fruit that the children add to the 
cereal."
WPIX leads the way

THE MAGIC GARDEN
MONDAYS, 12-12:30 PM
Our latest success story involves more than ratings—and the most important results are a half-generation away. Carole Demas and Paula Janis combine teaching and musical backgrounds to reach pre-schoolers in a setting that's educational and just plain fun.

JOYA'S FUN SCHOOL
FRIDAYS, 12-12:30 PM
A teacher by profession, Joya Sherrill's concern for the pre-schooler comes naturally. With Luther Henderson and artist-cartoonist Brumsic "Luther" Brandon, it's been an entertaining and educational three years—exciting in the ratings, too.
"Big Bird" and some of the other members of the Sesame Street company assemble for the beginning of the series' fourth season.

'Sesame Street': CTW's big act that no one's followed

Probably PTV's greatest success, this children's program has brought both honors to its producers and disputes over its educational effects.

Sesame Street, which began its fourth season last week, is no longer just a television program. It has become a cultural event.

More than any other single program, this production of the Children's Television Workshop has proved that television can be used effectively as an educational tool. The figures that may be amassed in support of that proposition are staggering. Consider:

- Eighty percent of the 12-million preschool children in this country watch an average of 3.6 Sesame Street programs each week, according to A. C. Nielsen.
- The program is telecast in 48 countries and territories; three foreign-language programs are in the works for this year.
- It has won five Emmy awards, a Peabody award, the first award from Action for Children's Television—a group that finds little else to like in current children's fare—and the Japan award. In addition, the show helped win for CTW President Joan Ganz Cooney the first Ralph Lowell award, given for contributions to public television.

Teachers say that frequent viewers of Sesame Street are better prepared for school than are children who watch infrequently or not at all. Elsewhere, the program has fueled many academic battles, stirred condemnation for its "education-as-commercials" style, been praised by the President and shunned by the British Broadcasting Corp. As one journalist put it: "It has ceased to be merely a show. It has become a cause."

The show is now on 222 noncommercial stations and 50 commercial ones, and has reached the saturation point in some cities. In Chicago, researchers found that 95% of the preschool children surveyed watch it regularly. A total of 86% of the children in New York's Spanish area (East Harlem) are regulars too. But the show—designed originally for underprivileged children—has crossed all sociological lines.

Its effectiveness has been documented in an independent study by the Educational Testing Service of Princeton, N.J. A test given to children who watched the program infrequently or never during its second year on the air showed a 6% increase in basic skills. Given the same test, frequent viewers of Sesame Street showed a 43% increase.

The program has made its impact in an environment where highly praised children's shows are not hard to find. It shares the schedule with Misterovery's Neighborhood, produced at WQED(TV) Pittsburgh, on which the gentle Fred Rogers gives young children a living example of how to live in cope with and learn to trust the world around them; with Zoom, a program out of WGBH-TV Boston that is produced by children for the 7-to-12 set; and CTW's The Electric Company, a jazzy reading aid for graduates of Sesame Street. For all the acclaim they have won, not even these shows have matched the impact of Sesame.

An estimated $8 million in seed money for the program went into CTW—which was then a subsidiary of the old National Educational Television—between 1967 and 1969. The funds came from the U.S. Office of Education, the Carnegie Corp. and the Ford Foundation. This year's 130 one-hour programs will cost about $4.5 million to produce (or $31,000 per show).

Of that amount, 60% will come from the Office of Education; 15% from the Corporation for Public Broadcasting; 15% in grants from Ford, Carnegie and Mobil Oil, and 10% from licensing fees and royalties from the sale of nonbroadcast materials (such as books, records, toys, puppets, games, a magazine and a syndicated comic strip).

Officials of CTW see that last category of revenues—nonbroadcast materials—as the hope for establishing a permanent, independent base of income. The Ford Foundation awarded the production company $6 million this summer to be used over a seven-year period to assist CTW in expanding the base of its independent income. "Much of the money will probably go toward establishing some endowment income for the workshop," a spokesman said, "but that will be a long time coming in and won't be an immediate relief."

For now, CTW must depend on the government for most of its money, and that money is awarded on a year-to-year basis. Although the funding for 1972-73 has been set ($9.1 million is the projected budget for Sesame Street and The Electric Company), some concern has been voiced about funding for the following year. The President's two vetoes of the appropriations bill for the Department of Health, Education and Welfare—which also contains CPB's money—are the source of that concern. "But we're not overly worried," the CTW spokesman says.

Over its four years of existence, Sesame Street has added to its curriculum and changed its cast of characters. Its foreign audience has grown and grown and grown. It has been shown more and more on commercial stations (which may not interrupt it for advertising and may put nothing but public-service spots at the beginning and end). It has won grassroots supports from groups such as "Citizens for Sesame Street" in Shreveport, La., which was formed to raise money for the show.

But due to the program's well-publicized success, CTW's fears about future funding remain relatively minor. And although Sesame Street may seem expensive even by commercial network
WPRO has a very unusual kind of children's program. It's only for kids who've run away from home.

It's no: for kids sitting snug in their rooms. It's for kids who thought they had enough of their rooms. Run-Away is a one-of-a-kind program developed by WPRO with the cooperation of the Missing Persons Bureaus of Rhode Island's local police. Its purpose: to broadcast descriptions of runaway children. And give parents a chance to say "Come home. We care." Run-Away is working. Reuniting a lot of scared kids with a lot of scared parents.

And helping them find out that a little running away is maybe what they really needed to put them back together.

WPRO PROVIDENCE

One of the stations of Capital Cities Broadcasting. We talk to people.
used in the public interest end, and its role as big brother begin? The problem is made the more emotional by the knowledge that it is children's minds and psyches that are at stake.

The problem is not new. The issues were drawn at least 11 years ago, when then FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow, in his "vast wasteland" speech, asked broadcasters to consider their responsibilities toward children. "Is there no room on television to teach, to inform, to uplift, to stretch, to enlarge the capacity of our children?" he asked. "Is there no room for a children's news show explaining something about the world to them at their level of understanding? Is there no room for reading the great literature of the past, teaching the great traditions of freedom?"

Even before that, of course, the Kefauver hearings in the Senate (followed by the Dodd hearings) raised questions as to whether televised sex and violence — the filmed cops and robbers and westerns — was to blame. With the increase in what was then called juvenile delinquency. But until the Minow speech, few broadcasters thought their role included any responsibility for educating children.

More of them do now, of course. The accompanying stories on children's programming indicate that.

But new government is considering going beyond exhortation. The FCC has obtained industry comment on a proposal submitted by Action for Children's Television that would ban sponsorship of children's programs, prohibit host selling on such programs, and require each station to provide 14 hours of children's programming each week, with the programs aimed at different age groups through the day.

The commission has not endorsed the proposal, and there is no likelihood it will adopt it in anything like its present form. But the commission has also obtained voluminous data from broadcasters on their children's programming together with their related commercial practices—all of it looking to possible regulatory action. The move on the part of the commission is due only in part to the aggressiveness and articulateness of the militant mothers of ACT. It is due, also, to the sympathy of FCC Chairman Dean Burch for ACT's cause, if not necessarily ACT's proposal, and to the realization that there are many parents throughout the country who, as one commission official, in the privacy of his office, put it, "think that children's television is crapy, what there is of it." (The assessment is substantiated by the 100,000 pieces of mail the commission has received in general support of the ACT proposal.)

Commission officials point out that the concern is not simply with the animated cartoons with which the networks supply their affiliates during most of Saturday morning. For Saturday mornings constitute one of the smaller blocks of time children devote to television-viewing about 12%, for children between the ages of 6 and 11: 14%, for preschoolers. Each group spends a somewhat larger amount of its time before the set in late afternoon and early evening—and most of it, with their parents, in prime time.

In all, they devote some 22 hours each week to television. And while parents and psychologists agree that fun is fun, many feel that children should be exposed to something more than what critics often refer to as the "mindless" cartoons seen on Saturdays and the off-network reruns—the Petticoat Junctions and I Dream of Jeannies that both affiliates and independents strip in late afternoons and that some stations call "children's programming" (and that frequently are in fact watched by as many children as adults). The commercials—particularly those termed "hard sell," are another cause for concern. Joan Ganz Cooney, president of the Children's Television Workshop, producer of Sesame Street was likened television advertising to "shooting fish in a barrel"—"a direct appeal to consumers who are illiterate, unemployed, unemployable and dependent for their welfare on others" (Broadcasting, Oct. 23).

The degree of concern children's television causes some psychologists was indicated in an article in the November issue of Psychology Today. Two clinical psychologists—Robert M. Liebert (he was a principal investigator for the surgeon general's committee on television and violence) and Rita W. Paulson—in an article entitled TV for Kiddies, Truth, Goodness & a Little Brainwash, contend that "any steady diet of television will have a powerful influence on children." Accordingly, they urge that television be "programed to socialize our children" and say this is the "only ethical choice." For, they add, society is "only 20 years" from either savagery or a more civilized world—and "television can help propel us in either direction."

There is little interest in social engineering at the FCC. But the commission's
We're providing a horrible example for thousands of New England children.

Dirty Frank has more bad habits than the most inventive child could cultivate. He chews with his mouth open, interrupts people, washes infrequently, and won't share his toys. But each day on JABBERWOCKY, Dirty Frank learns his lesson... and thousands of New England children learn with him. Six days a week, JABBERWOCKY makes it fun to learn... and that's our idea of what children's programming is all about.

Here at Boston's Channel 5, we try to key our local programming directly to our audience. And we've found that the New England audience is bright, well-informed, highly perceptive and very responsive. Children are a large part of that audience. We wouldn't dare give them less than our best.

WCJB-TV
BOSTON BROADCASTERS, INC.
principal staff aide on children's programing, Elizabeth Roberts, feels that broadcasters, "in general," have been ignoring children's needs—although she does not say that the reason is always simply a matter of neglect or greed. "The money and talent needed to produce local children's shows are not always available," she said last week. "And good syndicated children's programing is not there to buy. So they run Popeye or reruns of network cartoons shows that the networks dropped because they were too violent." The result, she said, is that children do not have the options they should.

But she professes puzzlement at the lack of quality children's programing. She said she has talked to a number of representatives of stations and groups—some 15 to 20—about plans for new children's programing, "which never gets on the air. Either everybody is doing a big con job, hoping the problem will go away, or else the advertisers who say they want quality programing don't talk to producers."

Indeed, there is some feeling within the commission that advertisers could effectively bring about a renaissance in children's programing, if they chose to, since a relative handful constitute the bulk of sponsors for children's programing on the networks. Commission officials say they cannot understand why the advertisers contend they lack the leverage to bring about changes in the Saturday ghetto. "If five major advertisers of kids' shows told CBS they won't sponsor lousy cartoons," one official said, "then CBS wouldn't be making $16 million on children's programing. (The $16 million is believed to be more than the combined children's-programing profits of ABC and NBC.)

The attitude this seems to reflect may stem in part from a wish that the problem was someone else's. For the policy options available to the commission, in its present make-up, seem limited. Not necessarily for lack of authority: the prevailing legal opinion in the commission is that it has the power to do much of what ACT, for instance, has proposed. Rather, commissioners, as well as key staff members, generally seem reluctant to involve the government very deeply in programing. As one commissioner put it last week, "We tread very warily, when programing issues are involved." Besides, he said, "government can't say what is good or bad programing."

Chances of substantive action seemed to have been damaged rather than aided by the three days of panel discussions the commission held on the subject last month (BROADCASTING, Oct. 9). The commissioners were hoping for what they considered workable ideas, but they feel they received none. Even Chairman Burch was said to have been disappointed. "We got more of the panelists' intuitive feeling," one staffer said last week. "The people were talking from the gut; we got nothing scientific." (The commission may find more profitable the oral argument it plans to hold on the same subject; it is tentatively scheduled for early January.)

One idea that has already surfaced involves a rule prohibiting broadcasters from airing programing which is "of a nature to be offensive to children" (or some other restraint and standards). The commission, in the notice of inquiry and rulemaking in which it is reviewing the rule's impact, has proposed an amendment that would require stations to fill all or some of the time the rule frees from the network with specific kinds of programing, including children's programing. It would exempt such programing by exempting it from the rule's restrictions (BROADCASTING, Oct. 30).

There are other ideas in the gestation period: Limit advertising in programing aimed at preschoolers to the institutional kind; include in renewal applications a question, or to encourage such programing by exempting it from the rule's restrictions (BROADCASTING, Oct. 30).

But that last one, at least, seems an unlikely choice. The commission is reluctant to move government into the programing area. (Commercials may be a different matter. There seems to be some sympathy at the commission for taking the "hard sell" out of advertising aimed at children.) Frequently, members and staff alike refer to the value of "jawboning" and voluntarism. They note that the networks have agreed to reduce by some 33% the amount of commercial time in their children's programing—from 12 to eight minutes—and that the National Association of Broadcasters contains banned host selling.

Of course, voluntary and jawboning do not always work. Chairman Burch strode mightily last year to bring the three networks into an agreement under which each would air a quality children's program on an alternate night, but the effort failed when CBS refused to cooperate. And some officials who follow such things say that the peaks and valleys of activity in the children's programing area can be charted by the presence or absence of official heat on the subject.

Furthermore, Chairman Burch, after urging broadcasters on to more and more diversification, children's programing in speeches to the International Radio and Television Society in 1970 and 1971, told the same group months ago that his "jawbone had lost its cutting edge, assuming it ever had one," and that, as a result, he would give this subject of children's television, "rest, Saudi Arabia?"

The commission, by its considerable research effort, has made it clear it considers children's programing a special area of concern, and broadcasters appear to agree that children deserve special attention. But the question remains: How far, and in what direction, can the commission regulate broadcasters in the children's interest without presuming a wisdom the government does not possess? Maybe early next year, this commission's answer will begin emerging.

This "Perspective on the News" was written by Leonard Zeidenberg, senior correspondent in Washington.
and two industry trade associations emphasized that there is no scientific proof that there is a relationship between drug advertising and drug abuse.

Dr. Gerhard J. Hanneman of the University of Connecticut reported his studies show there is no cause-and-effect connection. And, he added, “calling for a ban on drug advertising seems premature, naive and a somewhat hysterical reaction to society's inability to contain drug abuse.” He noted that prescription of cigarette advertising on TV and radio has not reduced consumption.

Dr. Hanneman's principal studies were on the efficacy of anti-drug-abuse public-service announcements. He found, he said, that they do little good because they are presented in a “shotgun” approach and do not reach the target audience. It would be better, he said, to put them on underground FM stations, as well as the alternative programs like <i>Rolling Stone</i>, to reach users. Nonusers, he said, tend to prefer listening to top-40 AM stations and watching <i>All in the Family</i> and TV newscasts.

And, he stressed, most individuals in college learn about marijuana and amphetamines from friends, not from the media. In other drug categories, however, the media do play a part in initial awareness, he said.

A similar finding on the anti-drug-abuse announcements was reported by Dr. Donald L. Kanter of the University of Southern California. Some of the government's anti-drug advertising in mass media has a “boomerang” effect, he said, because the high-school audience he measured registered a high disbelief in the credibility of the announcements. By contrast, he noted, the anticigarette commercials had a low degree of disbelief. An overall higher level of disbelief was registered for those antitobacco commercials using athletes, he said.

Removing drug advertising from TV is inappropriate, he said. The need is for a study of other factors in the total TV environment.

The Proprietary Association, whose members manufacture over-the-counter medicines, emphasized that nonprescription drugs are safe when used according to directions on labels, stressed that companies carefully review their advertising with lawyers and medical advisers, and that broadcasters, print media, and even the advertising industry are involved in policing this type of advertising.

The association spokesmen pointed, as they had last July before the marijuana commission, to drug-abuse problems in Denmark, Norway and Sweden, where there is no TV advertising.

But FCC Commissioner Johnson took a radically different view. “We've got a drug problem in America,” he started out. “It's called television.”

The tone of his attack was exemplified in these words: “In short, television, its advertising agencies and their corporate clients are preying upon both our minds and our

---

(“Broadcast Advertising” continues from page 28.)

---

Here in Chicago, there's a very special new syndicated children's show available. It's a half-hour color film show that gives kids things to think, make, do and talk about. The kinds of things kids really and truly like to think, make, do and talk about.

It's a show written for the six to eleven-year-old market that features such involving segments as Whitney, the Whistling Whiz. (He teaches kids how to whistle.) The Mystery Inspector. (He teaches them to be keen-eyed detectives.) New! Because You Made It Yourself! (Simple homemade toys.) Let Your Mind Wander. (A travel feature.) The Wacky World of Wonderful Weirdos. (Interesting plants and animals.) Amaze Your Friends and Fool Your Family. (Tricks and stunts that do.) Dr. Mighty Mouth. (Dental health tips made palatable.)

003 1/2 Has a Code in his Nose. (Really.) In fact, the format is a pot-pourri of over 35 separate new features that range in length from 20 seconds to 4 minutes. And each half-hour contains from five to eight of these features.

The show is hosted by the veteran children's show star, Mr. Johnny Coons. And "Uncle Johnny" and his wonderful Happy Machine are now available in this fun and involving format—a children's television show that is both appealing and educational.

If you'd like to spend a preview half-hour with the pilot of Johnny Coons and his Happy Machine—let us know. Perhaps your young viewers will soon be saying—"There's A Man Up The Street With A Happy Machine"

Write or call collect:

SHIELD PRODUCTIONS, INC.
161 E. Grand Ave., Chicago, 60611, 312-642-6441

or

L & S PROGRAM PLANNERS
333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 60611, 312-372-7100
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bodies—and those of defenseless children—to promote atheistic corporate greed whatever the social cost."

He also said: "If his first choice would be to ban all drug advertising, particularly analgesic and mood-altering drugs, from the broadcast media. Alternatively, he said, he would require all over-the-counter drug advertisements first to be cleared by the Food and Drug Administration and the Federal Trade Commission. He also said he would require that drug advertising in programs that are viewed significantly by children be limited to institutional copy. If none of these limitations can be accomplished, he said, he would extend the fairness doctrine to drug advertising so it could be rebutted by counteradvertising.

Also sharply attacking the broadcasting industry was Mr. Braren who aimed his criticism at the testimony of Mr. Wasilewski last July. He termed ironic Mr. Wasilewski's claim that advertising helps generate a larger market for a product, thus reducing the economies of mass production. "Consumers Union. Mr. Braren recalled, only last August reported, as it has before, that there is no significant difference among pain killers, that aspirin is best, and that the cheapest aspirin is the same as the most expensive. He noted that the very claims that are the chief element of TV commercials for those products are the ones that CU called on the consumers to distrust.

He urged that some form of counteradvertising be required, referring to a Nov. 20, 1972, proposal last September that suggested that Britain's independent Broadcast Authority be required to institute a weekly discussion program to examine advertising claims, and to the proposal by advertising agency executive Richard K. Manoff that stations and networks be required to set aside 10% of their commercial time for public-service announcements (Broadc. Oct. 30; also see "Open Mike," page 10).

Senator Nelson, charging that drugfirm advertising and promotion to physicians were responsible for much of the problem of the drug culture today, called for prior approval by the FDA of all drug advertising, both prescription and over-the-counter. This is an item in his omnibus drug bill that he promised to reintroduce in the new Congress. He forecast that Senator Edward M. Kennedy's health subcommittee will hold hearings on this bill soon after the new Congress convenes.

Perhaps the harshest criticism of drug advertising was directed at those promoting feminine deodorants. Dr. Lewis Seidenberg, psychiatrist and author of the book "The Abdomen," has been heavily advertised on TV. The critic was psychiatrist Robert Seidenberg of the State University of New York at Syracuse. Speaking of the vaginal deodorant, Dr. Seidenberg commented: "This new abomination is not only medically unsound for use but deleteriously augments feelings of inferiority in women about their bodies. . . ."

Comments from panel members implied a strong interest in TV programs as well as advertising. John B. Macy, former president of the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, wondered whether introduce in the new Congress. He forecast that Senator Edward M. Kennedy's health subcommittee will hold hearings on this bill soon after the new Congress convenes.

Perhaps the harshest criticism of drug advertising was directed at those promoting feminine deodorants. Dr. Lewis Seidenberg, psychiatrist and author of the book "The Abdomen," has been heavily advertised on TV. The critic was psychiatrist Robert Seidenberg of the State University of New York at Syracuse. Speaking of the vaginal deodorant, Dr. Seidenberg commented: "This new abomination is not only medically unsound for use but deleteriously augments feelings of inferiority in women about their bodies. . . ."

Comments from panel members implied a strong interest in TV programs as well as advertising. John B. Macy, former president of the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, wondered whether introduce in the new Congress. He forecast that Senator Edward M. Kennedy's health subcommittee will hold hearings on this bill soon after the new Congress convenes.
Botulism doesn’t always attract national attention. When it’s caused by home-canning (and it usually is), it may make only local headlines as it did in Pendleton, Oregon...Bedford Village, New York...or Topeka, Kansas. It strikes only about 18 Americans each year. But it’s potentially lethal and must be treated immediately.

To meet the extremely small but critical demand, Lederle Laboratories is the country’s sole producer of botulism antitoxin types A and B. Its preparation is a long and costly procedure, taking an entire year. Supplies of the antitoxin are maintained at strategic locations throughout the country, with emergency air shipment to the point of use paid for by Lederle.

Covering emergencies like this can never bring us any real profit. But life is often in the balance on our “beat.”
(and to an extent, television) may be the welcome harbinger of an eventual review and re-evaluation of our entire regulatory process, vis-a-vis the broadcasting industry.

Commissioner Wiley said "the highest priority" must be assigned to the development of "a reasonable, coherent and pragmatic renewal policy." He added that such a policy must insure continued public service and also provide some reasonable assurance of renewal to the licensees who supplied such service. Turning to counteradvertising, Commissioner Wiley said the thrust of many of the demands goes not to the truth or falsity of commercial presentations but to the question of whether the product should be utilized at all. He suggested that the thrust of counteradvertising to the commercial broadcasting system would be "more than just conjecture."

"As promoters of the media," Mr. Wiley told the BPA members, "you have a unique opportunity to get across the all-important message that broadcasting is a great industry and that its economic strength and availability are a concern to every American citizen."

Harold Neal, president of the ABC Radio, said the most effective promotion effort is one that "elevates or advances" a station in a market and can be effected particularly through meaningful community service. He suggested that promotion men keep themselves flexible to new ideas and be open to change, when and if a better alternative presents itself. He voiced the view that promotion managers should be on the top management staff, conversant with and shapers of policy.

Mr. Neal deviated from a discussion of promotion to remark briefly that despite all the criticism it has received, the American way of broadcasting "is the best there is though it may not be the best there can be."

During a panel on trade-paper advertising, Harman, director of marketing services, ABC Radio Network, said such advertising can be effective if used consistently. He urged advertising-promotion directors to "sell" management on the values of such advertising. George Rodman, director of advertising and press information, CBS-Owned Television Stations, reported on a survey that showed that broadcast media executives who were regular readers of trade paper advertising scored high recall in identifying station call letters.

Chuck Blore, president of Chuck Blore Creative Services, Hollywood, discussed some of the commercials his firm has produced and played a group for the BPA. He made a brief presentation, concentrating on the need for the program to be a distinctive, memorable manner.

Robert Alter, vice president of the Radio Advertising Bureau, unveiled a new sight-and-sound presentation titled, " Alliance for Progress." It traces the growth of radio's role since the 1930s and depicts the growth of the medium in terms of sets, listeners and advertising billing. A highlight of the 45-minute program contained detailed case histories of five advertisers who used radio successfully, with the narration provided by an executive of the company. The presentation also accents the resources of the RAB available to advertisers, agencies and stations, including its consultation service, tape library and a wide array of promotional material. Mr. Alter noted the presentation can be adapted to include local success stories.

A session dealing with cable television was enlivened by a discussion between David Foster, president of the National Cable Television Association, and Jack Harris, president of KFRC-TV Houston. Mr. Foster stressed that cable and commercial telecasting could co-exist if both factions made an attempt to cooperate and concentrate on the "real issues" that separated them. Mr. Harris pointed to an issue that poses a serious threat to commercial broadcasters-pay TV on cable.

"When cable TV begins to offer sports and top name entertainment programs," Mr. Harris said, "free television will be gravely endangered." Mr. Foster contended that "free television does not exist." He claimed that the consumer ultimately pays through higher prices for products and services because of advertising. Mr. Harris shot back that this is untrue, claiming that mass production, mass distribution and mass advertising result in prices that actually are lower.

In a panel session on research, Edward Papazian, vice president and media director, BBDO, New York, said that there was not enough information available on brand product shares of nationally distributed items. As a result, he said advertising funds tend to be allocated to larger markets. Mr. Papazian suggested that a research organization begin to supply this information on brand shares, and he urged local stations to help support such service by subscribing to it.

James A. Yergen, vice president of research, Group W, suggested there is also a need for brand product shares data on local accounts. He indicated that rating services should divide additional information on TV viewing by people, covering how often they watch particular programs and whether the viewing is singular, or by two or more members of the family.

Robert L. Owens, vice president, sales and marketing, American Research Bureau, recommended that stations conduct promotion campaigns in a way an advertising agency undertakes one for a product or service. He said that a goal of certain rating point increases be established for a particular TV or radio program and the results be measured at the end of the campaign.

A session on community ascertainment reached the conclusion that a TV or radio station should maintain on a continuous basis its efforts to measure the needs of the locality in which it is licensed. Richard Shiblin, chief of the renewal branch of the FCC's Broadcast Bureau said that stations have an obligation, once they receive a three-year renewal, to continue their community ascertainment procedures to determine if changes in the community indicate a change in programming responsibilities.

BPA cites 20 for promotion efforts

Twenty stations were honored with gold medallions during the Broadcast Promotion Association awards last Tuesday (Nov. 14).

In the community involvement category the winners were WFIL (AM) Philadelphia, WABC-TV New York and WLWC-TV Columbus, Ohio.

In the radio audience class, gold medallions were presented to KNX (AM) Los Angeles (for top-50 markets); WWO (AM) Fort Wayne, Ind. (all other markets); KSL (AM) Salt Lake City (use of other media in the top-50 markets); KSL (AM) Salt Lake City (use of other media in the top-50 markets); WXYZ (AM) Detroit (total campaign in the top-50 mar-
We threw away the 50 kW modulation transformer and reactor... With PDM*, who needs them!

Gates' exclusive Pulse Duration Modulator* System is 90% efficient. That's why Gates' new MW-50, 50 kW medium-wave transmitter operates at greater than 60% overall efficiency. With greater reliability, greater frequency response, and lower power consumption than any other AM broadcast transmitter in the same power range.

There are other reasons why the MW-50 is superior. Like the use of only 5 tubes (in just 3 tube types) in the entire transmitter. And 130% positive modulation capability.

If you'd like to hear the whole story of the MW-50, write Gates Division, Harris-Intertype Corporation, Quincy, Illinois 62301.
Macdonald offers hope on renewals

Swift resolution of license issue could be near-universal cure-all for broadcasters' woes, subcommittee chairman tells NAB

Representative Torbert H. Macdonald (D-Mass.) last week gave broadcasters an indication of some of the license-renewal related problems his House Communications Subcommittee may explore in a hearing planned for early next year (BROADCASTING, Nov 20, 1972).

Addressing the National Association of Broadcasters' regional fall conference in San Antonio, Tex., last Tuesday (Nov. 14), Mr. Macdonald pointed to the importance of the renewal issue to broadcasters: "I gather that if that issue could be resolved expeditiously and everything else would fall in line," he said. "At least until counter commercials or some other major problem in your industry comes into view.

Congress is not going to abolish broadcast licenses, he said, and extending the three-year renewal period "is something we'll have to hear a lot more about."

Another aspect, he said, deals with the FCC's requirement that all radio stations in the same market file identical renewal applications. This puts a paperwork burden on stations and the FCC. Mr. Macdonald said he plans to work on a bill to make meaningful judgments on such a mass of material—assuming they can get around to evaluating all of it in the first place.

In most major markets today, he said, survival seems to be predicated on stations programing to a select audience. They seem to know how to do that, he said, but what they are not sure about is how to serve the public interest.

Mr. Macdonald said he did not know how that could be done, but he mentioned one possible solution: "Why couldn't the quasi-public set aside reserved [for] community leaders every three years, in a station's ascertainment exercise, he asked of the audience? ... Would it make sense to develop a dialogue between each station and the people who listen to that station, and probe their opinions of the community's needs? Could you convince the FCC that you could best serve those needs if you did it on that kind of realistic basis, instead of having to promise programs that you knew weren't suitable for that audience?"

He said he hoped some of the answers would come out of the hearing next year. In the meantime, he urged broadcasters to write the FCC with their suggestions.

Four fight Orlando re-grant

Four competing applicants for channel 9 in Orlando, Fla., have gone to the U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington in an attempt to block the FCC's grant of the facility to Mid-Florida Television Corp. (BROADCASTING, Sept. 25).

The applicants asked the court to re-
Businessmen once felt they were doing a good job if they kept their customers, employees and stockholders happy. Most of the business community today, however—from retailer to corporate executive—feel a special responsibility to improve the quality of our national life. We do too. And we're acting on it.

A ballet from Belgium

For example, a grant from ITT to the Brooklyn Academy of Music in New York helped finance the American debut of Maurice Bejart's Ballet of the 20th Century from Belgium. We felt that this gifted young troupe deserved an opportunity to perform before American audiences. We were certain they would be appreciated. And they were.

A preventive drug program

We're funding a series of seminars in selected communities conducted by the Institute for the Advancement of Criminal Justice. Their aim is to tell educators and parents how to identify symptoms of drug abuse. How to stop the growth of addiction. And how to analyze community conditions that lead to the use of drugs.

Jobs for the disadvantaged

As a member of the National Alliance of Businessmen, we've hired four times the national average of workers from disadvantaged groups. And we're proud to provide financial and manpower support for the Urban Coalition movement.

More problems than solutions

At present, we're conducting a number of social action programs—from a nutritional program for poverty areas to ecologically sound waste disposal systems. But it is all only a start. For the harsh fact of the matter is, this country has more problems than it has solutions. But we're working to help close the gap.

International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, 320 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10022.
view an FCC decision of two months ago affirming a review-board grant of channel nine to Mid-Florida. The case dates back to the 1950's, when Mid-Florida originally won the grant. It was one of several involved in ex-parte proceedings in that decade. Applicants seeking court relief were TV 9 Inc., Comint Corp., Florida Heartland Television Inc. and Central Nine Corp.

GAO criticizes
FCC monitoring

Comptroller general’s study says more attention should be paid to mobile and citizens bands

The FCC has been found by a congressional watchdog agency to be spending too much time on inspecting AM radio stations and not enough time monitoring mobile radio and citizens band radio, where the problems are. The report by Elmer B. Staats, comptroller general of U.S., recommended that the commission ease up on standard broadcast-station inspection and put more effort into other types of monitoring.

The General Accounting Office report noted that the FCC’s Field Engineering Bureau in 1971 found 851 AM broadcasters in violation of commission rules (75% of the stations inspected), but only referred 396 cases to the Broadcast Bureau for enforcement action. But that bureau, it said, found only 43 violations serious enough for fines. The commission, the report said, collected $50,250 in fines in those cases.

The GAO report also criticized the use of fixed monitoring stations, recommended more use of mobile monitoring and proposed that the Communications Act be amended to give responsibility for inspection of ship radios to the Department of Transportation and that responsibility for administering radio operator examinations be turned over to the Civil Service Commission.

The report stressed that the commission “has not taken forceful action against repeated and willful violators. . . . The practice of routinely canceling or reducing assessed fines fails to deter future violations, contributes to the disregard of the rules and regulations by many licensees and undermines the overall effort to obtain compliance with the rules and regulations.”

FCC Chairman Dean Burch, replying to an early version of the report last July, said a study of priorities was under way, with the possible establishment of a general manager to handle that program: that another study is being made on the future role of fixed-station monitoring and of the role and program of the FEB field offices. (These would be in accord with the recommendations of the Office of Management and Budget following its study of the FCC last summer.)

He also said that he would recommend to the commission that a third study be made of the feasibility and practicality of reducing the number of onsite inspections of AM stations and that the commission review its method of assessing fines with the objective of strengthening the program.

Approved
The following transfers of station ownership were approved by the FCC last week (for other FCC activities see “For the Record,” page 88).

* KOKA(AM) Shreveport, La.: Sold by Hepburn Broadcasting Co. to John A. Dykes and others for $775,000. Mr. Dykes holds the largest interest in a partnership of several local businessmen acquiring the station. He owns an independent gas and oil business in Shreveport. KOKA operates on 1550 kHz with 10 kw day and 500 w night.

* KRMG(AM)-KJXJ(FM) Shreveport, La.: Sold by T. B. Lanford to Jim R. Phillips, Charles B. Jordan Jr., Gary R. Ackers and David Robert Hyde for $425,000. With the exception of Mr. Hyde, all buying principals have an interest in KHEY(AM) El Paso. Mr. Phillips also has an interest in KRO(AM) McAllen and KPUS(AM) Amarillo, both Texas. Mr. Jordan has an interest in KPUR. Mr. Ackers owns portions of KRBC(AM) Abilene, Tex., and KENN(AM) Portales, N.M., and is sales manager of KRO. Mr. Hyde is sales manager of KHEY. KRMG(AM) operates on 1340 kHz with 1 kw day and 250 w night. KJXJ(FM) is on 101.1 mh with 25 kw and an antenna 185 feet above average terrain.

* WHMS(FM) Hialeah, Fla.: Sold by Agnes Marie Bookout, H. P. Boone Jr. and Lloyd G. Price to Joseph S. Field Jr., John T. Rutledge and others for $300,000. Messrs. Field and Rutledge have interests in WQXM(AM) Clearwater, Fla. Mr. Field is also president and majority stockholder of WRBJ-AM-FM West Palm Beach, Fla. WHMS operates on 92.1 mhz with 3 kw and an antenna 110 feet above average terrain.

* WRDN(AM) and construction permit for a new FM, Durand, Wis.: Sold by Melvin Pulley to Steven Noetzel, Leroy Achter, Russell Kent and R. H. Darby for $100,000. Mr. Darby is a Winona, Minn., attorney. Mr. Achter is operations and program director, Mr. Kent, station manager, and Mr. Noetzel, salesmen-an- nouncer at KOWO(AM) Waseca, Minn. WRDN is a daytimer on 1430 kHz with 1 kw.

Cable

* Utica, N.Y.: Several systems in Utica area sold by Antenna-Vision Inc. to Telepromter Corp. for $3.5 million (see page 79).
KMOD sale opposition dismissed by the FCC

But the commission orders a hearing to scrutinize the qualifications of the Tulsa FM's proposed buyer

A challenge to the sale of KMOD(FM) Tulsa, Okla., has been dismissed by the FCC, which nevertheless designated the sale application for hearing.

Opposition to the sale had been filed by the licensee of KRAV-FM Tulsa, which claimed that the present licensee of KMOD, Turnpike Broadcasting Corp., had allowed the station to emit excessive radiation patterns that caused interference to KRAV-FM's signal. In denying the challenge, the commission noted that the proposed buyer, KMOD Broadcasting Corp., had taken steps to correct the interference problem. It also rejected KRAV-FM's contention that the buyer is financially unqualified to be a licensee.

However, the commission determined that "other serious questions" regarding KMOD Broadcasting's qualifications require that a hearing be held on the sale. Those questions, it said, relate to the conduct of the buying firm's 100% owner, who was president and director of Titanic Corp., licensee of WGGG(Duluth, Minn.).

The commission noted that when Titanic proposed to acquire WGGG, Mr. Gross—who is no longer president but retains a one-third interest in the station—made certain representations regarding the amount of public-affairs programming the station would carry. Those representations, it noted, were not fulfilled when Titanic took over, and the station's 1971 renewal application made no provisions for any public-affairs or other non-entertainment programming. No affirmative representation came from the firm for years until Mr. Gross was relieved of his day-to-day responsibilities at WGGG, the FCC said.

The commission said a hearing on the KMOD sale is necessary to determine whether Mr. Gross had been guilty of past misrepresentations and, if so, if he is qualified to acquire the station. He also owns KFLD-FM Litchfield, Minn.

KMOD has been off the air since July 15, 1971.

FCC accepts buyer's reassurance on KUTE

Sale okayed after added filing erases doubts about plans for FM

The FCC has approved the transfer of KUTE(FM) Glendale, Calif., over the objections of a neighboring black-oriented facility that charged the buyer with trying to "monopolize" the Los Angeles black audience. The challenging station has sought court review of the FCC action.

In approving the $1-million sale by Robert P. Adams to Progress Radio Network Inc., the commission reversed an earlier finding that it was unable to determine whether the transfer is in the public interest without a hearing. A petition to deny the transaction had been filed by the licensee of KBCA(FM) Los Angeles. KBCA complained that Progress, licensee of black-programmed KGFJ(AM) Los Angeles, planned to convert KUTE (now programing semi-classics) into a black facility and, in effect, combine KGFJ and KUTE into a single operation with the same studio location. KBCA said this move would pose such a competitive threat that its survival would be in jeopardy.

KBCA stuck to that argument in asking the commission to stay its Nov. 8 grant of the KUTE sale pending its court appeal. It simultaneously filed a petition for review with the U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington, asking that the commission be reversed on a precedent set by the same court in a ruling last year. That decision sent back to the FCC the transfer case of WGKA-FM Atlanta, classical-music facilities that the buyer intended to change to middle-of-the-road.

In granting the KUTE sale, the commission concluded "that there are no remaining substantial and material questions of fact requiring that the [sale] application be designated for hearing." It said it reached this decision on the basis of Progress's submission—subsequent to the initial hearing order—that it does not intend to turn KUTE into a black-programmed station (but rather a "jazz and rhythm and blues" outlet reflecting the desires of Glendale residents surveyed in its community-needs ascertainment) and that it will not move KUTE's studio location to the KGFJ facilities if that action concerns the FCC.

Bay Area group seeks to stop KFOG(FM) sale

A citizens' coalition has asked the FCC to deny the $1.4-million sale of KFOG(FM) San Francisco by Kaiser Broadcasting Co. to General Electric Broadcast. In the group's objections are allegations that the buyer plans to do nothing to improve the station's news and public-affairs programing, has disregarded the area's substantial Asian and Chicano populations, has promulgated a policy of employment discrimination at its other broadcast stations, and has "feloniously" deceived consumers through its parent company, General Electric Corp.

General Electric contracted to buy KFOG last May (Broadcasting, June 5). At the same time, it agreed to purchase Kaiser's WJTN(FM) Boston for $3.6 million. The selling firm entered the two transactions as part of its plan to divest itself of radio properties.

In a petition to deny the KFOG sale filed at the FCC last week, the Community Coalition for Media Change, an um-

---

**MIDWEST**

FM only single station market with city zone population in excess of 12,000.

City and trading area population of 90,000. Real estate included in sale.

**Price $150,000. Terms available.**

Contact Richard A. Shaheen in our Chicago office

**Hamilton-Landis & Associates INC.**

America's most dynamic and experienced media brokers.

**WASHINGTON, D.C.: 1100 Connecticut Ave., N.W., 20036 (202) 393-3456**

**CHICAGO:** 1429 Tribune Tower, 60611 (312) 337-2754

**DALLAS:** 1511 Bryan Street, 75201 (214) 748-0345

**SAN FRANCISCO:** 111 Sutter Street, 94104 (415) 392-5671

**Brokers of Newspaper, Radio, CATV & TV Properties**

---
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brella coalition of several minority organizations in the San Francisco-Oakland area, criticized Kaiser's operation of the station and contended that KFOG, under General Electric ownership, would take no steps to improve its service to the area's minorities.

The petitioners also asserted that General Electric Broadcasting's character qualifications are in doubt in light of the fact that in 1962 the parent company was forced to rebate some $50 million in overcharges on consumer products. This, it said, amounted to a "multi-million dollar theft from trusting citizens who bought its products."

FCC backed in choice for upstate New York AM

The U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington has affirmed a grant by the FCC to John B. Weeks for a new AM station in Warsaw, N.Y., and the commission's dismissal of two competing applications.

In a brief, unsigned opinion, the court found the commission's rejection of an application of What the Bible Says Inc. for facilities mutually exclusive with Mr. Weeks's to be in order. It noted that the losing applicant had proposed a station in a small suburb of Rochester, N.Y., but planned no programming to meet the specific needs of the city of license itself. The court rejected What the Bible Says's claim that it should not be required to take into account the ordinary program needs of its proposed licensed city because it is a nonprofit, religious organization.

The commission also found reasonable the FCC's dismissal of an AM application by Oxbow Broadcasting Corp. Oxbow had proposed a new station at Geneseo, N.Y., in the county adjacent to Warsaw. While the commission found the proposed station inferior to Oxbow and Mr. Weeks to be essentially the same, it chose the latter's application because Oxbow is owned by a number of individuals, only one of whom would be in direct control of the new station, while Mr. Weeks proposed to run his station himself.

Lee deprecates excessive reliance on ratings

FCC commissioner urges stations to revise their criteria

FCC Commissioner Robert E. Lee has urged broadcasters to undertake the difficult if not the impossible—avoid slavishness to ratings.

The commissioner, speaking at the National Association of Broadcasters regional fall conference in St. Louis, said that "public-interest programming is people programming—not numbers programing," and added: "Broadcasters should pay attention to the people, whether they speak through little numbers or letters or whatever, and use that information, remembering the sum of the minorities is frequently greater than the majority."

The commissioner said there was an "overreliance on numbers" caused by "an inability to find other objective factors by which to make buying and programming decisions." But he also suggested that other ratings could be used, passing along a tip from WHB(AM) Harrisburg, Pa.

The station is using its American Research Bureau books to determine the areas of the city and times of day in which it is weakest. When the study is completed, the station will initiate promotion campaigns to increase its listenership in those areas at those times.

Commissioner Lee also had a suggestion of his own. He said that while in every city there will be a "number-one station" which will "praise the ratings services and their results," there are also "number-two cities" and in these, he said, "should try harder—not necessarily to get better ratings, but to remind advertisers that there are still plenty of people who prefer to listen to their stations—maybe, simply, because they try harder."

Johnson knocks harder on FCC's EEO policy

Commissioner criticizes trimming latest list of stations being queried

FCC Commissioner Nicholas Johnson who previously described the FCC's method of implementing its equal-employment opportunity policy as "a joke" (BROADCASTING, Nov. 6), now says it is "a mess."

The commissioner expressed his new, and lower, opinion of the policy in a dissenting opinion issued last week in connection with the commission's action on Nov. 10 deferring the renewals of 49 stations while it inquired into their employment practices (BROADCASTING, Nov. 13). They are located in Washington, Maryland, Virginia and West Virginia.

He said the program became "a farce," even "a mess," when the commission instructed the staff to trim "to manageable" length a list of 77 stations it had suggested for letters of inquiry. The stations had been selected on the basis of the same criteria used to query 30 stations in Pennsylvania and Delaware—they had shown no blacks or women on their payrolls or a decline in those categories of employees from 1971 to 1972.

Commissioner Johnson said the staff "dutifully compiled" and the majority accepted every entry, even though "no good reason" was offered in a number of cases. He said letters should be sent to every station which failed to meet the standards, "meager as they are."

The letters were sent to:


* denotes noncommercial station.

Fowl play questioned

FCC asked about turkey-shoot game in which losers can be predetermined

FCC officials are concerned that a contest that has caused them, and broadcasters, trouble in the past at this time of year may be getting some play again this year.

It is the "turkey shoot." A station has a tape of a series of gun-shot sounds, each followed by a turkey gobble or the sound of another animal—a dog's bark, perhaps. Listeners are invited to participate by calling the station for an opportunity to "shoot the turkey." After the first caller identifies himself, the tape is run, and if the sound that follows the gun shot is the turkey gobble, the listener wins a prize, such as a frozen turkey. The "turkey shoot" is usually broadcast several times a week.

Commission officials say there is probably nothing illegal about the contest as long as the station does not know when the turkey gobble will come up on the tape. But they say the contest is easy to control; if there is only one gobble on the tape, it is the sound that follows the gun shot, and the station can broadcast the "shoot" several times, confident that it will not be giving away any more turkeys—even though listeners believe they have a chance to "shoot the turkey."

Commission officials said they have been getting inquiries from broadcasters about the propriety of the contest.

FM application inserted in Chillicothe AM case

The FCC has added an issue of misrepresentation to the Nov. 20 oral argument on the proposed transfer of WCHT(AM) Chillicothe, Ohio, to a telephone common carrier. The Court House Broadcasting Co. is WCHT's licensee.

The commission last month scheduled the oral argument to determine only whether the transfer of the broadcast station to a common carrier would be in the public interest. But subsequently, the FCC found that Court House, in response to a question on its sale application, had stated that it had no other applications pending before the commission. This is true, but the commission's decision, noting that Court House is a mutually exclusive applicant for a new FM in Chillicothe, Chillicothe Telecom Inc., the proposed buyer of WCHT, has requested the same facilities. The commission noted that part of the WCHT sale agreement calls for the buyer to make an open offer to Court House, even if it should turn for the latter's promise not to compete against WCHT. That agreement, the commission said, would require Court House to drop its FM application if the commission approves the WCHT sale.
S.M.C.

"THE ONLY MAKER OF THE CAROUSEL®"

ANNOUNCES

THE STUDIO CREDIT

NOW S. M. C. IS ABLE TO OFFER BROADCASTERS THE STUDIO CREDIT PLAN!

TEN PERCENT OF THE INVOICED PRICE OF ANY STUDIO CART EQUIPMENT, PURCHASED AFTER JANUARY THE FIRST, 1972, DIRECT FROM SYSTEMS MARKETING CORPORATION, MAY BE USED TO APPLY ON YOUR FUTURE S.M.C. AUTOMATION SYSTEM.

NOW THE BROADCASTER CAN BUY THE FINEST STUDIO CART EQUIPMENT IN THE WORLD AND REALIZE A TEN PERCENT BENEFIT TO APPLY AGAINST THE AUTOMATION SYSTEM HE MAY NEED AT A LATER TIME. IF YOU WOULD LIKE MORE DETAILS, A CARTRIDGE EQUIPMENT CATALOG AND/OR YOUR CERTIFICATE OF CREDIT, CLIP THE FORM BELOW AND RETURN IT TO S.M.C., OR CALL US DIRECT.
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"Everything that has anything to do with saving you money"

PLEASE SEND AUTOMATION INFORMATION:

NAME ____________________________

STATION/COMPANY ____________________________

ADDRESS ____________________________

CITY __________________ STATE ______ ZIP _____

MAIL TO:

SYSTEMS MARKETING CORP.
1011 W. WASHINGTON
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At TV networks, midseason shuffle is now complete

ABC-TV kills two, reschedules four, brings in two situation comedies

ABC-TV last week announced midseason program changes calling for dropping Alias Smith and Jones (Saturday, 8-9 p.m. NYT) and Sixth Sense (Saturday, 10-11), the introduction of two new contemporary comedy half-hours and schedule changes for four current shows.

In addition, King Fu, which has been appearing once a month in the Alias Smith and Jones spot, will become a regular in January, Thursdays at 9-10 p.m. and once again, when the pro football season is over, NFL Monday Night Football (9-11) will be replaced by ABC Monday Night Movies.

The two new contemporary comedies coming in are A Touch of Grace, starring Shirley Booth as a "with-it and worldly wise" widow, which will go into the Saturday 8:30-9 period, and Here We Go Again, starring Larry Hagman and Diane Baker as newlyweds, which will precede A Touch of Grace at 8-8:30 Saturdays.

In schedule changes, Julie Andrews Hour, which ABC feels has suffered in the ratings because of its late-evening slot, will move from Wednesdays at 10-11 to Saturdays at 9-10. Once the show is now on Thursday at 10-11, will move into the Julie Andrews weekday period: Streets of San Francisco, now at 9-10 Saturdays, will go into the Owen Marshall Thursday period, and the rotating trilogy of Assignment: Vienna, The Delphi Bureau and Jigsaw, now on Thursdays at 9-10, will replace Sixth Sense at 10-11 Saturdays.

The Monday Night Movie, which ABC said will include the second part of several Sunday-Monday two-part presentations of motion pictures, will replace football as of Jan. 1. Dates for the other changes had not been set, except that they will occur in January.

In the latest national Nielsen ratings, for the week ended Nov. 5, the two ABC shows being dropped ranked near the bottom: Sixth Sense was 61st of 66 and Alias Smith and Jones was 63rd.

CBS-TV also kills two, moves five, introduces Buddy Ebsen as detective

CBS-TV announced last week it would drop two half-hour programs, bring in a new one-hour series and shift five existing programs at midseason.

Anna and the King (Sunday, 7:30-8 p.m. NYT) and The Sandy Duncan Show (Sunday, 8:30-9) are the shows going out. The new series, a Quinn Martin production starring Buddy Ebsen as a veteran private detective, will go into the Sunday 9:30-10:30 period. It is tentatively titled Barnaby Cobb.

To make room for the new entry, Mannix will move from Sundays at 9:30-10:30 to Sundays at 8:30-9:30, effective Jan. 7. The New Dick Van Dyke Show, now scheduled Sundays at 9-9:30 immediately following Sandy Duncan, will move into the 10-11 time slot and the King's Sunday 7:30-8 p.m. spot, also on Jan. 7.

In other changes, The Carol Burnett Show will move from Wednesdays at 8-9 p.m. to Mission: Impossible's Saturday 10-11 p.m. period on Dec. 16: Mission: Impossible will move to Fridays at 8-9 p.m. on Dec. 22, and Sonny and Cher, now in the Friday 8-9 period, will move into the Carol Burnett Show's current 8-9 p.m. Wednesday period on Dec. 20.

The changes were announced by Robert D. Wood, CBS-TV president, at a meeting of the CBS-TV Affiliates Advisory Board held last week at Mauna Kea, Hawaii.

Neither of the shows being dropped has fared well in the ratings, although the original version of Sandy Duncan Show appeared to be a hit a year ago until the star's illness forced its cancelation. The most recent ratings, for the week ended Nov. 5, ranked the Duncan show 53rd among 66 programs. Anna was pre-empted that week and the week before but in the week ended Oct. 22 it was 55th.

NBC announced two weeks ago its plans to replace four series in January (Broadcasting, Nov. 13).

Prince Street encores with more kiddie specials

Ideal Toys, which picked up four of the musicals last season, is back to mix the new shows with repeats.

Production has started on Cinderella, the first of four one-hour live musical specials sold by Prince Street Productions, Hollywood, for sponsorship in syndication by Ideal Toy Corp., New York. Reportedly, this new package of specials already has been placed in some 100 markets in the U.S. by Mission Argyle Productions, Hollywood.

Last season, Ideal Toys, through Hef- gott and Partners, New York, licensed the first syndication runs of Prince Street's first four television specials—Pinocchio, Jack and the Beanstalk, Aladdin and The Emperor's New Clothes, sponsoring them in a total of 83 markets. This same package of specials also is being backed by Ideal in the current season, so far having sold in 42 markets.

In addition to Cinderella, Prince Street, is producing hour versions of Contriville Ghost and The Midnight Ride of Paul Revere for the upcoming season. Subject for the fourth special has not yet been chosen.

Nearly all of the new presentations are being produced at the studio facilities of KTTV-TV Los Angeles.

Prince Street, which was formed in the early '60's as a theatrical production company in New York Greenich Village, approaches each show as it would a Broadway musical, with musical numbers done in entirety at one continuous session and taped in proper sequence. There are nine in the cast of Cinderella and 11 in The Canterville Ghost. Plans call for stations to receive all four specials in time to present for the Christmas holiday season. Target audience for the shows is first-grade children through junior high-school teens.

"But we must have a doubling of appeal," stresses Martin Tahse, president of Entertainment Media Ltd., of which Prince Street Productions is a division. "We also must be of interest to the parents in the household."

Entertainment Media was formed in 1970, with offices on Sunset Boulevard in Los Angeles, as a television, motion-picture and theatre packager. First order of business was acquiring television rights to Prince Street's first four TV productions from CBS-TV.

The network had played these productions as hour specials during the 1965-66 season with licensee United Artists Corp., Kansas City, Mo., on behalf of Dolly Madison Cakes, through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, as sponsor. Two of the productions were subsequently repeated, with the last network showing coming in September 1968. It was these network presentations that were put into syndication for the first time last season and are coming back for a second run in the new season.

Founders, partners and creative heads of Prince Street Productions—as well as writers of the first four TV productions—are Jim Eiler and Jeanne Bargy. Tahse, who runs the Entertainment Media parent company and who acquired Prince Street from CBS-TV for an undisclosed but reportedly six-figure price, has a theatrical stage-production background and used to specialize in preparing national companies of Broadway productions for tour. His Entertainment Media, among other projects, is developing two series for potential Saturday-morning network presentation and a game show for syndication.

Did Elton Rule send up a trial balloon?

On the surface, speech to Hollywood Radio-TV Society was 'the future is now,' but some saw the talk as groundwork for franker programs

In a speech billed as of "major industry importance"—but with more left between the lines than in them—Elton H. Rule, president of the American Broadcasting Companies, last week told a luncheon meeting of the Hollywood Radio and Television Society that the times are indeed changing and that broadcasting has need to "speak the language of the seventies" if it is to keep up with change.

Addressing a rainy-day crowd of more than 500 media and production executives (the second largest attendance in HRTS history), he delivered what
amounted to a homily concluding that broadcasting stands at the gateway to "a golden age of communications," and if radio and TV are allowed "to explore in every direction of human endeavor" [then] "the turbulence of today can translate into the triumphs of tomorrow."

But there were some in attendance at the meeting who preferred to think that Mr. Rule, in a soft, indirect approach, was proposing for radio and TV a more frankness in television programming. In a telling passage of his speech, Mr. Rule said: "We are not in the business of shocking. We are in the business of recognizing, of reflecting, of enlightening, and of leading the audience to new levels of sophistication when the audience demands it." Justifying this contention with the traditional disclaimer that broadcasting mirrors public desires, he added: "The broadcasters in this country do not force-feed ideas. Nor should we keep ideas in tight boxes of restraint. We do not patronize our public. We react with an awareness of the public desire. We take our cues from the people, and change as they change."

But above all, Mr. Rule sounded two reminders. Foremost, he said, broadcasters "must remain the masters of our own house." And with that privilege goes the responsibility to keep the immediacy of radio and TV to maintain their credibility: "Propagandists," he said, "have no lasting credibility. It is only through independent action and honest presentation that we will keep the public faith.

NAB counters attempt of Justice to shake program-exclusivity tree

FCC told that government agency 'misstated' law, 'misconceived' facts

When the FCC collected comments several months ago on the question of whether time-exclusivity practices in the broadcast industry are reasonable, all but two parties responded affirmatively.

One dissenter was the Department of Justice (the other was the National Cable Television Association), which charged on the commission to establish "firm" rules governing the length of non-network program contracts. Last week, Justice's position came in for some stiff criticism by the National Association of Broadcasters.

In a pleading designed to counter Justice's contentions, NAB told the commission that the department has both "misstated the law and misconceived the facts." Further, it claimed that if the commission were to tamper with the "finely tuned competitive mechanism which now exists in the program-supply market," it would be a disservice to the public interest and its own objectives of diversity in programming.

Justice's comments last August (Broadcasting, Aug. 14) argued that a 1960 New York district court decision, prohibiting Walt Disney Productions from televising any of the 300 films it was offering in a package because three of those films were licensed to ABC, established a precedent whereby the antitrust doctrines could be applied to television programming. But the NAB last week pointed out that while the "doctrine of ancillary restraints" has been applied to program contracts, the case in question made no mention of the legality of exclusive licensing. Careful examination of the case, NAB said, shows that it was the setting of the case itself, and not the thrust of the antitrust provisions, that led the court to its decision.

The association also claimed that the alleged "benchmark" cases cited by Justice as precedents for concluding that exclusivity contracts are subject to the antitrust doctrines are inappropriate. This is so, it said, because all the cases referred to by Justice involved distributors and exhibitors that dealt with each other exclusively in the market. A program supplier, on the other hand, can deal with every station in a specific locality if it so chooses. Application of these cases to the immediate issue, NAB said, is therefore "a gross misapplication of legal precedent."

Justice also argued that it is unreasonable for subsequent runs of a particular

Bridge in the night

Quickly and almost without warning, Agnes visited our area this summer. Her baggage was death and destruction.

From the start it was clear we faced the most lethal emergency since Camille. Calls poured in. Families were evacuated. Every road felt the effects of rising water. Fields were covered, bridges washed out.

Travel was "out of the question," but WSVA-TV and Radio traveled. News correspondents Frank O'Rourke and Diane Ivone with news photographer Dick Getz spent the night with Agnes, at times wading through rushing torrents. Their stamina carried them far into the night to report on the hurricane damage.

WSVA Radio stayed on the air all night, broadcasting latest emergencies, evacuations, requests for assistance — serving as a bridge in the night for the entire area.

For outstanding news coverage during the floods caused by Hurricane Agnes, WSVA-TV AM-FM was awarded the U.P.I. International Certificate of Merit.

Gilmore Broadcasting Corporation — committed to community action

THE GILMORE GROUP

J. James Gilmore, Jr.
President
The race. CBS-TV was on top again by a fraction in the prime-time ratings for the week ended Nov. 5, the eighth week of the 1972-73 season, but NBC-TV remained on top for the season to date. The national Nielsen averages for the seven nights gave CBS a 19.1 to NBC's 19.0 and ABC's 18.8. In the cumulative ratings over the eight-week period there were slight differences in the results as calculated by NBC and CBS, but both agreed NBC was ahead. NBC showed itself with a 20.0, CBS 19.3 and ABC 18.5, while CBS had NBC with 19.9, CBS 19.3 and ABC 18.4.

ABC won three nights to two each for the other networks in the Nov. 5 period. ABC took Monday, Tuesday and Friday, CBS Wednesday and Saturday and NBC Thursday and Sunday. Following are the national rankings for the week ended Nov. 5, with ratings for the top 15 shows in audience popularity:

**FOR THE BEST IN**

**CHILDREN'S PROGRAMMING**
FROM FOUR MINUTES TO FOUR HOURS
CUSTOM TAILORED TO YOUR NEEDS

- FELIX THE CAT
- THE MIGHTY HERCULES
- SPEED RACER
- GIGANTOR
- MACK & MYER FOR HIRE

**CALL—WIRE—WRITE:**

SCHNUR APPEL TELEVISION CORPORATION
87 WOODLAND ROAD
SHORT HILLS, N.J. 07078
(201) 379-5300

**program to be afforded exclusivity for more than one season because first-run shows are licensed for only one season. But, NAB countered that any attempt to equate first and subsequent runs of the same program is "naive and illogical," since it is impossible to determine the value of the program prior to first run, but subsequent runs can be judged by the show's track record.**

EEN says it didn't step on WSKB-TV's toes

Educational network maintains its bid for hockey games was improper

The Eastern Educational Network last week sought to get the record straight on its role in the controversy over a presentation of the Canada-U.S.S.R. hockey series on Boston's noncommercial TV station last September. In a letter to FCC Chairman Dean Burch, the network denied wrongdoing and further claimed that the Boston station's coverage was perfectly proper.

The EEN communication was prompted by a Storer Broadcasting Co. letter last month to Mr. Burch (BROADCASTING, Oct. 9). Storer had claimed that its WSKB-TV Boston was out of the rights for the last four games of the hockey series by EEN and its Boston affiliate, noncommercial WGBH-TV. It asked the commission for a declarative ruling on whether the noncommercial interests' activity in this and other such situations is permitted by the agency's rules.

In its letter last week, EEN emphasized that WGBH-TV was not included in its negotiations with Phil Stein Enterprises, a New York program broker who had secured the U.S. rights to the latter portion of the hockey series. It asserted that it had no idea that wskb-tv or any other commercial station in Boston was interested in televising the games, and that WGBH-TV had made its own arrangements to cover the series. It denied Storer's contenttion that EEN had negotiated with Stein for the rights on a "Boston-or-nothing" basis, and said it had "no knowledge" of WGBH-TV's efforts to secure underwriting for its coverage—which, Storer said, resembled the activities of a commercial station and which violated WGBH-TV's obligation to keep its operations on a nonprofit level.

But on a more general level, EEN defended the actions of WGBH-TV in bidding for the series, contending that public broadcasters "had a perfect right, as a public duty, to compete for such unique program offerings." The fact that WSKB-TV had broadcast the first four games of the series, EEN said, did not establish a requirement that the latter portion of the series also appear on a commercial facility. Advanced as a bid, while WSKB-TV did bid for those rights, it did not succeed, and this lack of success "does not establish impropriety by the successful public broadcast interests."

**Telephone-talk shows top insomniacs’ list of radio preferences**

ARB survey shows that format leads with late-night audiences in eight major markets

An American Research Bureau study of the post-midnight (1 a.m.-5 a.m.) radio listening habits of adults in the eight largest cities shows that the most popular format among women is the talk/telephone-participation format.

ARB surveyed the markets of New
At last! A systems approach to overcome local dealers’ and retail outlets’ resistance to using television commercials in their advertising programs.

CNTV PAKS is an innovative concept which enables any or all of the 745 tv stations in the U.S. to provide commercials custom tailored to the local advertiser’s needs and completely or partially eliminate all production costs.

The PAKS concept goes far beyond simplistic opening and/or closing ID cards. It is based on an “inventory” of film clip modules covering national or regional manufacturers and marketers product lines. With the help of our comprehensive “how-to-do-it” blueprint, you can build commercials to fit the local advertiser’s image and hit his precise merchandising, marketing and promotional calendar targets.

Members of the CNTV PAKS “network” are on the spot to contact and service local retailers. With each PAK, members also get a complete list of dealers in their area, plus continuing incentive ammunition to keep them “fired up.”

To find out more about this unique program, never before available, call collect (214) 651-8983, or write Communications Network Inc., One Main Place, Suite 1000, Dallas 75250 for your FREE CNTV PAKS Fact Kit.
York, Los Angeles, Chicago, Philadelphia, Detroit, Boston, San Francisco and Washington, using special computer reports from the media information department of Campbell-Ewald, Detroit advertising agency and discovered that the talk format had a 24.3 share among adult men and a 41.0 share among women. The chart below shows the rank in order of preference and shares in parentheses, according to demographic breakouts.

### Men 18-49
- Talk/telephone (34.3%)
- Contemporary (20.8%)
- All-news (13.3%)

### Women 18-49
- Talk/telephone (41.0%)
- Contemporary (15.3%)
- All-news (10.4%)

### Men 18-34
- Contemporary (46.5%)
- Black (14.1%)
- Popular standard (13.4%)

### Women 18-34
- Contemporary (35.9%)
- Beautiful music (19.2%)
- Popular standard (12.8%)

### Men 35-49
- All-news (25.6%)
- Beautiful music (10.6%)
- Talk/telephone (12.8%)

### Women 35-49
- Talk/telephone (30.2%)
- Popular standard (16.9%)
- Contemporary (13.2%)

### Men 50-64
- Talk/telephone (47.1%)
- Popular standard (24.0%)
- All-news (16.9%)

### Women 50-64
- Talk/telephone (59.2%)
- Popular standard (12.2%)
- All-news/beautiful music (7.3%)

### ABC Entertainment has a new children's shop
ABC Entertainment last week created a new children's program unit, to be headed by Michael Eisner, vice president for program development and children's programs. Mr. Eisner appointed Lee Polk to the post of director of children's programs, East Coast. Mr. Polk joined ABC several weeks ago from National Educational Television, where he had served as director of children's programs since 1970 (Broadcasting, Oct. 2).

Joseph M. Taritico, ABC's director of children's feature films since September 1971, was named director of children's programs, West Coast.

Pat Nardo continues as manager of children's program, East Coast. Rounding out the new children's program unit is Mona Moore, who becomes manager of children's programs, West Coast.

## Music
### Cable and musicians: new working guidelines
AFM sets standards for members' appearances on CATV systems

The American Federation of Musicians announced last week a set of guidelines relating to wages, working conditions and other union-guaranteed safeguards for musicians who perform for cable-TV systems.

According to Union President Hal Davis, international agreements between AFM and cable companies have not yet been negotiated "because no employer has asked for such collective-bargaining negotiations." Therefore, he said, "live performances for local cable TV are under the jurisdiction of the local union in whose area the performance occurs, and scales and conditions established by the local prevail."

For taped performances, Mr. Davis said, the following conditions must be met: (1) The musicians are to be paid the wage rates established by the local union in whose jurisdiction the program originates; (2) the program will be shown only over the cable system located within the jurisdiction of the local union in whose jurisdiction the program originates; (3) the program will be shown only once without further clearance by the AFM and/or the local; (4) the system will not permit any other CATV operation, educational television or commercial television stations to show the programs: (5) the system will restrict the use of the music to the program for which it is recorded; (6) the program will not permit the music to be dubbed, transcribed or in any way mechanically edited for any purpose; (7) the system will agree to pay prevailing AFM wage rates and other financial benefits to all of the musicians performing on a program, should the music ever be used for the production of phonograph records, commercial announcements, for background music to accompany any other type of video tape or film program.

Mr. Davis said AFM's more than 600 affiliated local unions and 315,000 members were being notified of these requirements in the November issue of the union's official newspaper, International Musician, now in the process of being mailed.

### Breaking In

"Don't Let Me Be Lonely Tonight"—James Taylor (Warner Bros.) * Newly-weds James Taylor and Carly Simon (marriage Nov. 3 in New York) will both have new albums (on Warner Bros. and Elektra, respectively) in the stores by this week. The titles of the new singles from both these artists are of note, Carly Simon's newest offering is "You're So Vain": Mr. Taylor's is "Don't Let Me Be Lonely Tonight." But it's the Taylor single that looks best at the moment.

It was officially released last week and, probably because it's his first recording in more than a year, it is picking up airplay and listener reaction quickly. One Philadelphia programer said, "Even if it were terrible, we'd get a lot of phones on it because it's James Taylor." Mr. Taylor's last single, "You've Got a Friend," the Grammy song of the year, is as good a guarantee as any programer can have on the success of a new record.

The song is made of the stuff that makes most songs popular—an identifiable situation. Though the affair is over in the song/story the singer tries to talk him/her into staying, to no avail. "Do me right or do me right/Tell me lies but hold me tight/Save your good-byes for the morning light/But don't let me be lonely tonight."


"Oh Baby What Would You Say"—Hurricane Smith (Capitol) * This is a sprightly, modern production of what sounds like a 1930's Busby Berkeley vamp show-tune. In reality, it was written in a 49-year-old man who was the engineer on many of the Beatles albums up until Rubber Soul. A spokesman for Capitol Records gives the credit for breaking Hurricane Smith's first big hit—he is the artist as well as the songwriter—to Dean Tyler, program director of WPIT (AM) Philadelphia.

Jay Cook, program director of WPIT (AM) Philadelphia, commented, "We put it on a couple of weeks ago for programing purposes and not because we thought it would be a hit. And this week we're moving it into the top 15."

The record was slow to break out—it took four to six weeks after WPIT first played it to pick up airplay on a national scale. Phone requests at all stations surveyed were heavy and from all demographic categories.

Hurricane Smith's "boop-boop-boo-doo" record was playlisted on the fol-
In this business, cities have sounds. New Orleans and Kansas City got known for Dixieland sounds. Memphis has 'em, and so does Detroit, Nashville, too.

And incredibly, there's The Burbank Sound—- the responsibility of Lenny Waronker. He is leader of Warners' A&R staff, the company's latest supergroup. The Burbank Sound may be his responsibility, but if you were to ask Mr. Waronker what the Burbank Sound is, he'd say he never heard of it.

Other people, of course, have: among them Captain Beefheart, John Cale, Ry Cooder, The Doobie Brothers, Arlo Guthrie, Gordon Lightfoot, Little Feat, Van Morrison, Randy Newman, Van Dyke Parks, Ed Sanders, for sure.

Each of these artists has recorded with a producer from the ranks of Warners' new supergroup—-with Lenny Waronker, Andy Wickham, Ted Templeman, Russ Titelman or John Cale—-the five pictured above.

Good Men.

(Ted Templeman, for instance, has most recently watched his latest Burbank Sound single—"Listen to the Music," by the Doobie Brothers—capture America.)

Sweated Subtleties

The Burbank Sound is, in essence, the result of a drive—-often near interminable—toward perfection.

The drive to get a single or album recorded plumperfect. To redo and redo a record; even to the point where producer and artist spend hours sweating over subtleties that might well go unheared on the final record.

That sweating costs money and spirits, but it earns a Sound with capital S.

Earlier in '76, for example, Lenny's artist Arlo Guthrie had been long overdue for an album. The merchandising guys at the other end of the humble Warner/Reprise building were a-ghast. They bitched about "losing momentum" (as they put it) because "Arlo's been off the market so long."

And Lenny would listen and nod gravely, and he would say yes that certainly is so and what a shame but Arlo just hasn't felt like it 'til recently, fellas.

Miracle dicta, that settled the matter.

When Arlo did, however, feel like recording some more, the Burbank Sound and the Burbank Supergroup were available. Month after month, available, until Mr. Guthrie and Lenny knew it could be no better.

And at that time, only did Lenny Waronker slip the album to Warners by—then rather ranny sales boys.

Out of that album smashed Arlo's "City of New Orleans" Supergroup.

"History should note: the City of New Orleans owes a lot to Burbank, and Burbank's Sound. Thank you Arlo. Thank you Supergroup."

That Supergroup is why the Burbank Sound sounds better and better.

Even if it takes longer.

Even if it costs more.

Supergroups like Waronker, Wickham, Templeman, Titelman, and Cale happen neither cheap nor hasty. But they happen in Burbank, Where they belong.
Steely Dan

Windsor, Ont., James sleeve same age it canerate. Spinach (a Boston group happen.)

It Again

A little looser at KOL

Music Briefs

Rock festival at WLAC. Nashville’s WLAC(AM) is building listener-donated rockpile as part of effort to promote its new contemporary-rock format (Broadcasting, Nov. 13). Listeners who contribute originally decorated rocks including a reference to WLAC’s new sound, receive in return The Isle of Wight and Atlanta Pop Festival, Bib Sur, or The Music People rock album.

Music specials. Merv Griffin Productions, Hollywood, is planning to produce six music specials for television in association with Metromedia Producers Corp. and with considerable record company tie-ins. Six specials, each hour in length, are to be produced as potential pilot for summer-replacement series or regular-season series possibility. First, scheduled for taping Dec. 6 at Caesar’s Palace in Las Vegas, is to feature Isaac Hayes, Staple Singers, The Emotions, Johnny Taylor, Luther Ingram, Carla Thomas and Isaac Hayes Dancers. Plan calls for Stax records to release soundtrack album as spin-off of special. Also it’s planned to simulcast sound track on local radio stations across country in conjunction with TV showing of program. Merv Griffin is to appear in each of specials as presenter of talent.

Cross-promotion. Metromedia - owned KMET(FM) Los Angeles, progressive rock station, devoted entire day, Nov. 11, to re-creating music and personalities of rival station, Westhouse Broadcasting-owned KFWB(AM) Los Angeles. Catch is that KMET is currently all-news, and re-creation covered 1958-61 period when station was forging new rock format under Program Director Chuck Biore, now head of Chuck Biore Creative Services, Hollywood, and program consultant to still another Los Angeles station, KLOS(AM). Special programming at KMET included bringing back disc jockeys who used to work for KFWB; airing of original jingles, station IDs’ and top-40 playlist; and news and sports of that time announced by same staff announcers.

Marathon weekend. KSAN(FM) San Francisco, from Oct. 27 - Oct. 30, broad- cast 60-hour special entitled Fillmore Weekend. Special featured rock entrepreneur Bill Graham, who recreated some of his favorite rock shows through records, live and taped interviews and previously unreleased tapes recorded at shows that he produced over number of years. Coverage, 25th from 6 p.m., virtually nonstop, from 6 p.m., Friday, Oct. 27 until 6 a.m. Monday, Oct. 30.

Merv Griffin

Mr. Barer admitted: “I tried something very similar to this about two years ago and it didn’t do very well. But now I believe that there is a wider audience for (album music). We always knew it could bring in men 18 to 25. But I think it’s spread way beyond that.” He emphasized that the music was kept to familiar artists and songs and that the sound has not gotten “too progres-
vive.”
A call to arms for newsman

NBC's Brinkley, other recipients of USC achievement awards cite need for unified action against government harassment

In accepting a "distinguished achievement award" in broadcasting from the University of Southern California Journalism Association last week, NBC News commentator David Brinkley answered public critics of printed and broadcast journalism by reminding them that without the press to watch over the politicians and bureaucrats in Washington, there is "nobody at all" to do this "right and natural job."

Mr. Brinkley said that, contrary to the general belief of critics, the biggest newspapers and magazines in the country (such as New York Daily News and Reader's Digest) are not "screaming left-wing journals" but conservative. He asserted that the three network television news operations "are generally free of either left-wing or right-wing bias." But conceding that his conclusion about television news is debatable, Mr. Brinkley noted criticism is "a fact of life" that journalists have to learn to live with, as well as the knowledge that "people project their own biases on us."

The veteran NBC newsman contended that the printed and broadcast press do not threaten the rights and freedoms of people. He offered a single fact to back up this argument: "There are numerous countries in the world where the politicians have seized absolute power and muzzled the press. There is no country in the world where the press has seized absolute power and muzzled the politicians."

In addition to Mr. Brinkley, four other nationally known journalists were honored at the USC association's 13th annual awards ceremonies held in Beverly Hills, Calif. Hodding Carter III, editor of the Delta (Miss.) Democrat-Times, called attention not only to "the menacing shade of government" that currently threatens freedom of the press but to those journalists who appear to be more concerned with profits than in maintaining integrity and independence. Specifically, he criticized those who supported the Newspaper Preservation Act in Congress, while forgetting that the special favors government grants with one hand, can be taken away with the other.

Mr. Carter warned that as a result of allegedly discriminatory provisions of the 1971 Federal Election Campaign Act, the press must now face as "the logical next step" a form of the fairness doctrine for political news coverage "in which the inches of space or seconds of news time given one candidate must be balanced exactly by a like amount of space or time for his opponent."

"I see few signs of unease in journalism's board rooms about the assault on the First Amendment," Mr. Carter com-
Radio 1 is new. And we have new approaches to selling time. We think a rep should do more than contact. He should acquaint himself with all the people and facts behind the buy.

That takes a professional salesman. And a lot of time.

Radio 1 has both. Because we represent a limited list of stations, we have time to get totally involved—our stations, the market and advertisers. We have a research department that can break down demographics you never even considered. And the thoughts of Kent Burkhardt and other Pacific and Southern people.

If you'd like to talk to a rep who does more than contact, call our president, Lou Faust. He'd like to get acquainted with your problem.

437 Madison Avenue / New York, New York 10022 / (212) 421-3500
NEW YORK / CHICAGO / DETROIT / LOS ANGELES / SAN FRANCISCO

We mean business.

---

Pacifier. NBC newsman David Brinkley has a suggestion on how to bring Vice President Agnew around to broadcast journalism's side. Speaking to a University of Southern California journalism award banquet, he said: "If I went on the air tomorrow night and said Spiro Agnew was the greatest American statesman since Washington, Jefferson, Madison, Adams and Hamilton... the audience might think I was biased. But he wouldn't!"

He called for the press to mount its powers of communication to protect itself from such assaults. The key, he stressed, "is whether the men who own and run American journalism today give enough of a damn to marshal their forces to "restore the First Amendment to the Bill of Rights."

Merrill Panitt, editor of TV Guide, another recipient, argued that television programing today is topical but not really relevant. He expressed confidence that the television industry has the resources and capabilities "to give us with the relevance we must have to help us understand our society and our role in that society."

---

Top newsman feel the hot breath of administration

Chancellor cite incidents at IRTS luncheon; Reasoner says pressure has come from both parties

CBS News correspondent John Hart said last week that he was told the Internal Revenue Service was looking over his tax returns after he came back from a trip to Hanoi. He added that after his first reports on the Hanoi trip "I received a personal letter from Frank Shakespeare," head of the United States Information Agency, and a former CBS executive, "telling me that I hadn't been critical enough of the enemy. And although the letter was personal, it was framed by the USA—which strictly speaking is probably illegal—and copies were sent to two top administration aides."

Mr. Hart made these remarks at an International Radio and Television Society Newsmakers luncheon in New York last Thursday (Nov. 16) in response to a question from the panel moderator, David Frost. A second panelist, John Chancellor, the anchorman of the NBC Nightly News, answered the question about administration pressure on newsmen by angrily saying: "At 11 o'clock this morning, the Office of Telecommunications Policy in Washington asked our news bureau to supply them with an advance transcript of what I would be saying here at this luncheon." Mr. Chancellor went on: "Reporters are beginning to go to jail because they insist on protecting their sources. I do sense there's a hostility among the general public toward the press, and you can bet the Nixon ad-
We teamed up with black brainpower to put this shopping center on the map

The ground is cleared—113,000 square feet of it—for Progress Plaza, in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.

And it’s a dream come true for the Reverend Leon Sullivan, founder of Opportunities Industrialization Centers of America.

Progress Plaza is a shopping center that was planned by blacks, to be owned and operated by blacks, in the black community.

Frank Smith, Jim Grier, Jim Swann, and Nick Prim above are some of the people who made it happen.

Our contribution was Frank Smith’s of our Marketing Research Department. At OIC’s request he set up an intensive course in the fine points of planning, developing, and operating shopping centers. Nick Prim was selected as one of the management trainees to take the course, and work with architects Jim Grier and Jim Swann. Now, men like these are playing key roles in three more projects.

Our involvement with minorities is a continuing thing—and it’s getting deeper all the time, not only for us but for our subsidiaries. And it ranges from just plain giving money where it’s needed, to hiring people to work for S&H, to helping people learn how to help each other.

Sperry and Hutchinson The Encouragement Company
We like to baby our cars.

Because back when we were just a small car rental company we realized something. That people enjoy driving a really sharp-looking car. So we gave them sharp-looking cars. And they gave us their business.

They gave us so much business that we're now renting more new GM cars than anyone else in the world.

But other than that, we haven't changed. We're still faithful to your reservation as though it were sacred.

We still thank you for your business with more than just a thank you. We give you good old S&H Green Stamps.*

And as always, no matter where in the world you rent one of our cars we're determined to rent you only one kind. The kind you'd be happy to park in your own driveway.

To reserve a car in the U.S. and all over the world call 800-328-4567 toll free.†


The Chevy we rent you in San Francisco is just as nice.
ministration is not interested in making that hostility go away," he added that in the next four years "Nixon will try to keep many of our domestic problems out of the spotlight—problems dealing with the aged, the young, the black, the poor, and the widespread hunger that still exists in America. It's going to be up to newsmen and journalists to examine these problems."

The third panelist, Harry Reasoner, the co-anchorman of the ABC Evening News, said that news coverage by the networks "is a little softer" in general as a result of administration attacks on the press. "There's definitely less news on the air that could be called exacerbating. But it's not only the Nixon administration. All previous administrations—Republican and Democratic—have been S.O.B.'s and have tried to put pressure on newsmen."

Audience, not newsmen, target of censor—Lower

Elmer W. Lower, president of ABC News, called last week for greater openness in government relations with the news media—and for persistence among the media in deflecting their constitutional freedoms.

He cited President Assistant Henry A. Kissinger's Oct. 26 briefing on the Vietnam negotiations as an "outstanding example of open diplomacy" and "an impressive demonstration of the benefits of candor."

Mr. Lower also urged newsmen not only to protect their own freedoms but also to be concerned with efforts to repress the underground press. "If we in the Establishment media countenance the repression of the unconventional press," he said, "it merely takes a redefinition of 'unconventional' before those same . . . repressive measures can be turned on us."

The "censor" and "would-be news manager," he said, make life difficult for newsmen but their real target is the news audience. "And it is that audience—this country, the free American people—that has the greatest stake in the free press," he asserted. "For without a free press, we cannot have a free people."

Mr. Lower spoke Nov. 12 at a New York Metropolitan Council of B'nai B'rith luncheon salute to the free American press.

Three get Blakeslee awards

CBS News, WCCO(AM), Minneapolis and KXNT(TV), Los Angeles, have been designated for 1972 Howard W. Blakeslee Awards for outstanding reporting on diseases of the heart and blood vessels.

The awards, given by the American Heart Association, will be presented today (Nov. 20) at a luncheon in Dallas. The winners will receive citations and an honorarium of $500 each.

CBS News was selected for the "Can You Avoid a Heart Attack" segment on CBS-TV's 60 Minutes program on April 27, 1971; KXNT, for a half-hour program, The Complete Heart, presented on Nov. 6, 1971, and WCCO for a 50-minute show, Heart of the Matter, on July, 1971.

"McCarthyism' hung on CBS and 'Post'

President aide Colson blasts coverage of Watergate affair and alleged GOP 'sabotage' attempts

Five days after President Nixon's landslide re-election, a top White House aide, his wrath at The Washington Post and CBS for their coverage of the Watergate bugging incident and of alleged efforts by Republicans to "sabotage" Democratic presidential primaries.

Charles W. Colson, a special counsel to the President who rarely makes public appearances, told the New England Society of Newspaper Editors, in Kennebunkport, Me., on Nov. 11, that the Post and CBS employed tactics similar to those attributed to "their old arch enemy of the early 1950's"—the late Senator Joseph McCarthy (R-Wis.). He said they engaged "in the identical kind of unproven innuendo they found so shocking 20 years ago."

The Post and CBS "printed, reprinted and eventually reported as fact that which indeed was not fact" in their coverage of the Watergate affair, Mr. Colson said. He also said that after the Post reported that top presidential adviser H. R. Halderman had access to a "secret fund" allegedly used to finance efforts to disrupt
to vote and can prove his act relates to his legislative authority and function.”

Senator Hartke said, “how can you be arrested and jailed for carrying out your function [as journalists] and exercising your authority?”

Senator Hartke, a member of the Communications Subcommittee, contended that there would be “a clear transgression of the First Amendment and authori-

ty in our system of government” if a re-

porter is jailed for failure to make avail-

able his notes, sources and information to inquiring governmental bodies.

“If private sources, off-the-record briefings, tips and clandestine reliable reports are going to be subject to no greater restraints than the public.” He said the policy was “an arbitrary exercise of power” and enjoined the county commissioners from enforcing it.

Democratic primary campaigns, it re-

peated the charge without Democratic primary
testers, freedom of speech.

He based his ground that the Manson family planned
obtained from
murder
imprisoned for contempt.

A U.S. Supreme Court ruling last week indicates that newsmen who refuse to
divulge the source of confidential information when asked by government agencies are running an increasing risk of being imprisoned for contempt.

In its brief ruling, the court, with only Justice William O. Douglas dissenting, re-

fused to review a case in which the Cal-

ifornia courts held a Los Angeles
newsmen can be jailed indefinitely for
contempt for refusing to disclose the
source of a story on the Charles Manson murder trial in 1970.

William Farr, who at the time was

with the Los Angeles Herald-Examiner but is now with the Los Angeles Times, obtained from lawyers at the trial a copy of a statement from a prospective witness that the Manson family planned to
murder other entertainers following the kill-
ing of actress Sharon Tate, for whose
murder they were on trial.

The court allowed unconstructed lawyers and others involved in the case not to
discuss it out of court. And when the trial was over, Presiding Judge William Old

er asked Mr. Farr his source.

The reporter said he had obtained his information from lawyers in the case, but refused to identify the source. He based his
statement on the use of phone shielding newsmen from contempt judgments for
refusing to reveal their sources.

However, Judge Olden cited him for

contempt, and the California Court of
Appeals sustained the sentence—confin-

ement in prison until he revealed his
source. When the judge ruled that the state law violated the state constitution’s guarantee of a fair trial.

The Supreme Court last June, in a deci-
nion involving three separate cases, held that newsmen do not have constitutional immunity against contempt for refusing to tes-
ye before grand juries if they pos-
sess information relevant to a particular investigation.

A new friend for

newsman’s privilege

Hartke tells NAB regional

that freedom of speech
cannot be fragmented

Senator Vance Hartke (D-Ind.) came out

clearly in favor of unrestricted protec-
tion for newsmen’s confidential informa-
tion and sources in a speech last Thurs-
day (Nov. 16) to the Midwest fall re-
gional conference of the National Asso-
ciation of Broadcasters in St. Louis.

“There is no way you can touch any

of it without violating all of it,” said the

senator, referring to the principle of

freedom of speech.

“I do not think any reporter’s source is

in the public domain,” he said. “I do not think any reporter has the duty to

any governmental agency or its repre-
sentatives . . . other than to find out and

report.”

And, the Senator reminded the broad-
casters, journalists report not to news-
papers or to TV-station executives, but “to the record, to the people. And fre-

quently, in time span there is a differ-

ence.”

If a member of the Senate “cannot be

jailed for a crime if he is on his way

OTP cable concerns: funding, monopoly

Whitehead indicates some proposals

likely to be made to White House

Clay T. Whitehead, director of the Office

of Telecommunications Policy, has pro-

vided some broad-brush hints as to the

proposals being studied that the high-level administration committee on
cable-television policy which he heads is preparing for President Nixon. In

brief, they include: regulation to guard

against the abuse of monopoly power by cable systems and to assure access to the

medium; “a balance” among federal, state and local interests in the regulation
cable television, and “a mixed system of funding program costs”—one that would
provide specialized program-
ing for those willing to pay for it.

Mr. Whitehead used his appearance

before the California Community Tele-

vision Agency, Inc. (CCTV) in a

corner of the courtroom to the work of the special committee, which includes

three White House aides and three cabi-
tet secretaries and which is expected to submit its proposals to President Nixon

next month (BROADCASTING, Nov. 13). So far, the matters he discussed had

been the subject of press accounts based on early drafts of the report (BROADCAST-

ING, July 31; Dec. 20, 1971). But the proposal for “a mixed system of funding costs” appears to be new.

Mr. Whitehead, asserting he was not
talking about the old pay-television program problem, said that advertisers are

not likely to be spending much more for television coverage, and asked: What could be a better source of new revenues than the television viewer?

Such a mixed system—a system of advertisers and subscribers who would provide the sort of incentive needed for expansion of out-
commerce program choice,” he said. “Since

mass-appeal program revenues are limited, television [and by that he meant any of the developing technologies capable of

transmitting programing] would have to
turn to the more specialized viewing audi-

cence.”

He sees such programing, “dependent as it would be on its attractiveness to a

specialized audience,” as representing

“a net addition to rather than a replace-

ment of our mass-appeal programming.”

The kind of regulation Mr. Whitehead
discussed as a means for dealing with

cable-monopoly problems and resolving

the access question is one of three op-
tions he said are available to the com-
mitee. In any event, he said, “everyone agrees that no private entity should be

allowed to control all the cable channels in a community.”

As described by Mr. Whitehead, the

regulation would apply only to the trans-
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mission-monopoly aspects of the television business, not to such elements as program creation, origination or supply, which are not so characterized by free and open competition." 

Such an approach places primary reliance "on an effective structuring of the cable-television industry and on our free-market incentives," Mr. Whitehead said. He also said it is more consistent "with the cooperative-enterprise system and our traditional government-business relationships."

One of the other options Mr. Whitehead said was open to the committee was public-utility regulation "from the beginning," but that kind of regulation would achieve neither the purpose or viability of the "dynamic" cable-television business. The other one would be to leave the industry as it is now, under FCC regulation; but that would "only postpone the inevitable transition to public-utility regulation" as a means of controlling cable monopoly power.

The draft report that surfaced in July contained a proposal for regulating cable-television systems as common carriers but not as public utilities. The report said that the presence of "close substitutes" like broadcasting and telephone services "will severally limit the monopoly power that cable systems have," and that this would obviate the need for public-utility type regulation, at least for an initial period of time.

Mr. Whitehead did not specify whether the regulation the committee apparently favors includes rate regulation. In knocking out rate regulation last summer, the draft report said it would be "inappropriate" to regulate rates during the early years of cable development, when systems will be required to take "considerable risks."

Mr. Whitehead, in discussing the apportionment of regulatory responsibility for cable television among federal, state and local governments, said the potential of the medium is so great that effective regulation may be needed at all levels. He said "the goal should be a balance among the three levels."

Mr. Whitehead, as he has before, said that it is important that the policy matters with which the committee is dealing be resolved in legislation. And Congress, he said, should keep two principles in mind in enacting CATV legislation—it should not be cast in a permanent mold but should allow for the evolving status of cable systems and should come in one comprehensive legislative package and not on a "detail-by-detail, as the need arises" basis.

Mr. Whitehead also called again for resolution of the copyright issue. A key element in the settlement of the dispute that cleared the way last year for the FCC's adoption of CATV regulation was agreement among the parties that they would compromise their differences on copyright legislation. That compromise is yet to be reached.

He said the administration is committed to a policy that is "fixed on free and open competition." But the competition must be fair, he said. "And until this copyright issue is resolved, the possibility—and the appearance—of unfair competition by cable operators remains.

A recurrent theme throughout his remarks was the administration's determination to permit cable to develop as free of regulation as possible. But he also said that the administration cannot simply support everything that is good for cable if it has to focus its resources necessarily on the long run and on the checks and balances that should be established for you."

---

**Courts with FCC on cable actions**

FCC regulatory actions involving cable television were upheld last week by two courts—the Supreme Court in one case in which the constitutionality of the non-duplication rule was challenged.

The high court action was a rejection of a petition to review the decision of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit, in Richmond, Va., which upheld the commission's refusal to waive the rule for CATV systems in Flint, Royal and Winchester, both Virginia.

In the other case, the U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington upheld a commission decision that a cable system operating in Wilkes-Barre and Hanover township, both Pennsylvania, had violated a commission rule requiring systems to give notice to local television stations and obtain commission authorization in a hearing before expanding into new areas.

In the Virginia case, Winchester TV Cable Co. and Television Antenna Cable Inc. sought permission to continue carrying the signals of NBC-owned WRC-TV Washington, which they had long been supplying their subscribers, after WHAG-TV (ch. 25) Hagerstown, Md., went on the air, in January 1970 as an NBC bonus affiliate. Since the UHF is closer to the transport point, Mr. Morrell pointed out, than WRC-TV, it is entitled to nonduplication protection.

The systems challenged the validity of the rule on the ground that it violated the equal protection of the laws, as that concept is embodied in the due-process clause of the Fifth Amendment to the Constitution. They compared the rule with a commission policy statement encouraging networks to affiliate with small-market outlets even in cases where the signals of the outlets would overlap those of major-market affiliates.

The commission had argued that the policy statement, adopted in 1971, and the nonduplication rule were not inconsistent, in that both were designed to achieve the same goal—"providing the public with the greatest number of broadcast voices and the greatest possible diversity of sources."

And the court, in rejecting the constitutional argument, noted that the commission has not adopted any rule requiring a network to duplicate its programs in Winchester or Front Royal through multiple affiliations. The court also pointed out that the systems did not allege that the FCC, absent a rule, had coerced duplication in the areas they serve. The appeals court said that had been brought by Teleprompter Inc. and Cable TV Inc., which contended that the rule requiring notice and hearing did not apply to the system's action in expanding into Ashley borough, a small, separately incorporated suburb of Wilkes-Barre, which is completely surrounded by Hanover township.

The cable system argued that Ashley, though a separate jurisdiction, is contiguous to and actually a part of surrounding Hanover; therefore, it said, Ashley is not a separate community under the rule. The commission, however, read the rule literally, it said the system's expansion into Ashley "from a separate community" and was therefore unlawful.

---

**Competitive complication in Frankfort, Ky.**

Private CATV operator claims he's being invaded by city's system

A Frankfort, Ky., cable TV operator who for the past 20 years has run his system relatively free from cable competition is suddenly finding himself surrounded by an expanding, municipally-owned system. The system accused of the invasion is a city-sponsored operation. The two systems initiated service about the same time, two decades ago, but in different parts of the Frankfort area.

There never was any uneasiness, Mr. Morrell said last week, because he was in the northern Community Service, the southern section. But suddenly earlier this year, the city-owned system began expanding and since June has begun to duplicate the Morrell system.

At this point, Mr. Morrell says his system has been overbuilt. His profitable 3,900-subscriber operation is now down to 3,500, and his original $3.50 per month fee has had to be reduced to $2.50 monthly to meet the other system's rates. And what had been Mr. Morrell's first substantial profit last year has now begun to shrink.

As soon as the city-owned system's intentions became clear, Mr. Morrell went to court to try to stem the invasion. He was, he says, unsuccessful in both state and federal courts.

---

**Teleprompter adds more**

Teleprompter Corp., New York, has acquired Antenna-Vision Inc., 8,400-subscriber complex of cable-TV systems in communities near Utica, N.Y., for $3.5 million. Teleprompter President Raymond P. Shafer said it was company's fifth major acquisition this year, increasing Teleprompter subscribers to over 720,000.
A prediction that the emerging common-carrier TV multipoint distribution service (MDS) industry should reach $300 million annually in time sales by 1976 was offered last week by Mark Foster, president of Microband National System Inc., New York.

He said his company has signed affiliation agreements covering more than 150 MDS applications and expects to be able to interconnect MDS operations in some 20 metropolitan markets by the end of 1973. The company is affiliated with Microband Corp. of America, has received FCC grants for MDS stations in Washington, Minneapolis and Pittsburgh and has 33 other applications pending, according to Don Franco, president of Microband Corp.

Mr. Foster said the average MDS station should be able to develop as many as 50 to 100 private local "narrowcast" TV networks serving such fields as medicine and health care, local government, retailing, corporate communications, industry and specialized forms of entertainment. He emphasized, however, that MDS is "not a home medium."

In its ability to transmit simultaneously to many selected points throughout its coverage area of about 25 miles, according to Mr. Franco, MDS means that "live over-the-air TV can be used by anyone at a cost comparable to any form of communications including printed bulletins."

Elaborating on that point, Mr. Foster estimated that for a half-hour program transmitted three times a week to 25 locations, the cost would be $246 per program by MDS as against $2,497 per program if distributed as a TV closed circuit by the telephone company.

Mr. Foster’s company also announced a package of services, including purchasing, construction of turnkey operations, training, national sales representation, marketing services and administrative systems, for prospective MDS affiliates.

Mr. Foster and Mr. Franco spoke Tuesday (Nov. 14) in New York at a news conference preceding a seminar sponsored by the microband companies and attended by MDS applicants, suppliers and FCC personnel. Robert Wells, former FCC commissioner, who is vice chairman of Microband Corp., presided.

---

**Finance**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Revenues</th>
<th>Net income</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Times Mirror Co., Los Angeles, CA</td>
<td>$446,000.00</td>
<td>$26,500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Television &amp; Communications Corp., Denver, CO</td>
<td>$4,503,333.00</td>
<td>$472,521.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sonderling Broadcasting Corp., New York** reported increase in revenues and decline in income for first three quarters of 1972. For nine months ended Sept. 30:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Earnings per share</th>
<th>Revenues</th>
<th>Net income</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>1971</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0.96</td>
<td>$1.22</td>
<td>$933,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Equipment & Engineering**

**What’s ahead for MDS?**

Officials of firms involved in new distribution service see revenues of $300 million a year by the mid-seventies.

A prediction that the emerging common-carrier TV multipoint distribution service (MDS) industry should reach $300 million annually in time sales by 1976 was offered last week by Mark Foster, president of Microband National System Inc., New York.

He said his company has signed affiliation agreements covering more than 150 MDS applications and expects to be able to interconnect MDS operations in some 20 metropolitan markets by the end of 1973. The company is affiliated with Microband Corp. of America, has received FCC grants for MDS stations in Washington, Minneapolis and Pittsburgh and has 33 other applications pending, according to Don Franco, president of Microband Corp.

Mr. Foster said the average MDS station should be able to develop as many as 50 to 100 private local "narrowcast" TV networks serving such fields as medicine and health care, local government, retailing, corporate communications, industry and specialized forms of entertainment. He emphasized, however, that MDS is "not a home medium."

In its ability to transmit simultaneously to many selected points throughout its coverage area of about 25 miles, according to Mr. Franco, MDS means that "live over-the-air TV can be used by anyone at a cost comparable to any form of communications including printed bulletins."

Elaborating on that point, Mr. Foster estimated that for a half-hour program transmitted three times a week to 25 locations, the cost would be $246 per program by MDS as against $2,497 per program if distributed as a TV closed circuit by the telephone company.

Mr. Foster's company also announced a package of services, including purchasing, construction of turnkey operations, training, national sales representation, marketing services and administrative systems, for prospective MDS affiliates.

Mr. Foster and Mr. Franco spoke Tuesday (Nov. 14) in New York at a news conference preceding a seminar sponsored by the microband companies and attended by MDS applicants, suppliers and FCC personnel. Robert Wells, former FCC commissioner, who is vice chairman of Microband Corp., presided.

---

**More than a decade of Constructive Service to Broadcasters and the Broadcasting Industry**

**HOWARD E. STARK**

Brokers—Consultants

445 PARK AVENUE  NEW YORK, N. Y. 10022  (212) 355-0405

---

**Services still slip.** Companies performing broadcast-related services have been showing consistent declines in the price of their stock. For the third consecutive week, there was a higher percentage of losses in the service category than in any other on Broadcasting's index of 136 stocks. And last week, the trend was especially pronounced: 14 companies showed declines, five showed gains and one was unchanged from the preceding week.

Many of the losses were minor, but not all. A. C. Nielsen, which in the preceding week had hit its high for the year (62%), dropped back 3% points to 58%. Needham, Harper & Steers declined 2% points to 24; Ogilvy & Mather was down 2% to 31. One company—Wells, Rich, Greene—was at its low for the year, 18%.
The only organization to buck the trend significantly was Comsat, which was up 4% points to 63%.

Comsat is not typical of the companies in this category. Most of them (10) are advertising agencies; of that group, eight were down last week.

The service category was not alone in showing a decline last week, however. Across the board, 55 companies were up, 70 were down and 11 stayed the same. Losses outsized gains in the categories of broadcasting with other major interests (17 up, 22 down, two the same), cable (seven up, 13 down, four the same), and manufacturing (eight up, 11 down and two the same). The best performance by category was in programming, where nine were up, four down and one the same. In broadcasting, the gains outsized the losses by nine to six, with one unchanged.

Among the significant individual gains: Taft Broadcasting was up four points to 57%; San Juan Racing was up four points to 23; MGM was up 5% (23.6%), from 22% to 27.4%. Notable losses were registered by Dun & Bradstreet, down 3% to 75%; Schering-Plough, down 3% to 13.1%; Telecommunications Inc., down 4% to 23; and Tektronix, down 3 to 48.

**Weekly market summary of 136 stocks allied with broadcasting**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock Symbol</th>
<th>Exch.</th>
<th>Closing Nov. 15</th>
<th>Closing Nov. 8</th>
<th>Net change in week</th>
<th>% change in week</th>
<th>1972 High</th>
<th>1972 Low</th>
<th>Approx. shares (000)</th>
<th>Total market capitalization (000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Broadcasting**

**With other major interests**

TOTAL 69,839 3,314,670

**Broadcasting with other major interests**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock Symbol</th>
<th>Exch.</th>
<th>Closing Nov. 15</th>
<th>Closing Nov. 8</th>
<th>Net change in week</th>
<th>% change in week</th>
<th>1972 High</th>
<th>1972 Low</th>
<th>Approx. shares (000)</th>
<th>Total market capitalization (000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Cable**

TOTAL 247,395 8,928,128
The First has provided term loans and revolving credits to both production companies and film distributors.

We've helped the television industry with term loans, revolving credits and lease financing.

We've helped radio broadcasters arrange term financing for expansion of facilities, and mergers and acquisitions.
THE FIRST LENDERS FROM CHICAGO.

James Douglass and Charles Calderini. They come up with the money that keeps people entertained.

The entertainment industry is a lot of things and a lot of people. Sound stages. Cable TV. Cameras. Locations. Broadcasters. Film producers. Sports complexes. And they all require a lot of money.

That's where we come in. Our specialists can offer full financing for everything from equipment to production to distribution. They can help you with term loans for facility expansion, revolving lines of credit for production financing. They can arrange lease financing. They can help you decide when a merger or an acquisition is a good idea. And when it isn't.

It's our business to keep up to date with your industry's problems and credit needs. When you need financial help, talk to the First Lenders from Chicago.

The First National Bank of Chicago

Benjamin Lenhardt and Louis Kuppenheimer are deeply involved in CATV. Currently The First provides financing to several MSOs, plus a number of unit systems.
Broadcast Advertising

Daniel Berg, director of media and media research, James P. Foley, director of account services, and Marilyn S. Watts, director of marketing and research, Ketchum, MacLeod & Grovo, New York, named senior VP's. Herb Gordon, associate media director, KM&G, Pittsburgh, named media director in Houston office.

Gerald Kessler and Stanley J. Haspel, VP's, Wells, Rich, Greenc, New York, named to additional posts of assistant secretaries. In addition, 21 new VP's named: John Bailey, Donald Chaliss, Edward Jewett, Matthew Mansfield, Martin Mitchell, Gary Roberts, Arnold Weinirh and Robert Wolf, account supervisors; Howard Cohen, Jeffrey Frey, Paul Margulies and Bert Neufeld, copy or group copy supervisors; Katherine Durham, assistant to chairman; Richard E. Freedman, comptroller; Charles Fryer, group head in account services; Robert Igeli, manager of network operations; David Ottey, director of TV productions; Robert Pasqualina, group supervsor, art; Alex Tsao, art supervisor; Michael Ulick, art director, and Hans Zucker, senior associate media director.

Victor H. Alcott and John M. Boyd, account supervisors, Lucy Rittenberg, story editor of Guiding Light, and Charles Sample, ad director, all with Compton Advertising, New York, elected VP's.


Winslow E. Uebel, manager, Katz Radio, Los Angeles, named divisional VP. He is succeeded by Larry Adams, salesman, Katz Radio, Los Angeles. Richard W. Epp, manager, Katz Television, St. Louis, named divisional VP.

Leo A. Hillebrand Jr., media director, D'Arcy-MacManus & Masius, Bloomfield Hills (Detroit), Mich., named VP.


Phil Parker, partner, Project Group, New York, joins Needham, Harper & Steers there as executive art director. David S. Tracy, media supervisor, Clinton E. BPA's leaders. Calo A. Mahlock of WKJG-TV Fort Wayne, Ind., was elected president of the Broadcasters Promotion Association last Wednesday (Nov. 15) succeeding E. Boyd Seghers, Jr. of WGN Continental Broadcasting, Chicago. Other newly elected officers of BPA, who assume their posts next Jan. 1, are C. C. Strange of WRTV(TV) Indianapolis, president-elect; L. C. (Babs) Pitt, CFFC-TV Montreal, vice president; Tom Cousins, WCCO-TV Minneapolis, secretary, and Ken Mills, Katz Television, New York, treasurer. Elected to the board of directors were John Furman, Cox Broadcasting Corporation, Atlanta; Richard Cox, Group W, New York; Marge Injasoulian, KOOL-AM-TV Phoenix; Keith Nicholson, KGTV(TV) San Diego; A. H. Christensen, PSA Broadcasting, San Jose, Calif.; Roger Ottenbach, WEEK-TV/WTVQ-TV Peoria, Ill., and Robert T. Sutton, ABC-owned TV stations, New York.


Gary B. Smart, national sales representative, WAVY-TV Portsmouth, Va., appointed national sales manager. Frank R. Drake, account executive, appointed local sales manager.

Tom McDougal, with WTMJ(AM) Milwaukee, joins Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co. there as account executive, broadcast division.


Uniroyal, New York, realigned its advertising department: Gordon F. Poirier, advertising manager, tires, appointed manager, advertising services; John R. Eble, ad manager, consumer and sports products, appointed ad manager, tires; Edward J. Sexton, research and sales development, industrial products, appointed ad manager, consumer products; Thomas R. Salmon, ad supervisor, passenger tires, appointed ad manager, farm and industrial products.

Susan Alder Sydney, Paul T. Hartnett and Al Roswig, copy group heads, and Neil Costa, art supervisor, all with McCaffrey & McCall, New York, elected VP's.

Philip B. Schulman, VP-creative director. N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia, joins Sonder, Levitt & Sagorsky there as creative supervisor.

Robert H. Dibb, manager, Vollrath Co., Sheboygan, Wis., agency, joins Frontier Airlines, Denver, as director of advertising. He succeeds Donald E. Grover, who joins Frye-Sills, Denver agency, as account executive on Frontier.


John Heston, account supervisor, R.S. Taplinger Associates, New York, joins Bozell, Jacobs & Wallrapp, New York, as senior counselor.

Samuel Kay, with financial services staff, Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, joins Allerton, Berman & Dean, New York marketing, advertising, and PR firm, as controller.

Jacquie Grudman, assistant research director, WABC(AM) New York, appointed director, research and sales development.

Thomas C. Coleman, with advertising and sales promotion department, General Electric Co., La Grange, Ill., joins...
Sperry-Boom Inc., Rosemont, Ill., agency, as copywriter.

Boaz Rauchwerger, PR director, Tulsa Urban Renewal Authority, Tulsa, Okla., joins Benton Ferguson and Associates, Tulsa advertising and PR firm, as account executive.

**Media**


Jack G. Thayer, VP-general manager, WQAR(AM) Cleveland, elected VP - general manager; Nationwide Communications Inc., Columbus, Ohio, group owner.

Joseph T. Meier, program director, KSJ(AM) Salt Lake City, named to new post of midwestern manager, affiliate relations, CBS Radio, New York.

Donald Laufer, executive VP, broadcast division, Hall Communications, New York, elected president, broadcast division.

Michael S. Artis, promotion manager, and Teddy Reynolds, research director, WTOP-AM-TV Washington, appointed group creative services director and group research director, respectively, Post-Newsweek stations. Other Post-Newsweek stations: WJXT(TV) Jacksonville, Fla., WPLG-TV Miami, and WCKY(AM) Cincinnati.

Marcel Ouiimet, VP-programming, Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Ottawa, named VP-special services, heading newly combined external services and northern and armed forces broadcasting services. William T. Armstrong, director, Ottawa area, CBC, named VP-public relations. He is succeeded by Gordon Bruce, program manager, CBOT(TV) Ottawa.

William S. Ritchie, VP and general manager, KTEW(TV) Tulsa, Okla., elected to board of directors, Scripps-Howard Broadcasting Co., group owner.

Dave Eberhardt, with WISH-TV Indianapolis, joins WXLW(AM) there as general manager.

Morton Teisch, director, financial services, CBS, New York, appointed manager, billing and compensation, ABC, New York. Howard Buckman, supervisor, local radio and TV billing, ABC, New York, appointed assistant manager of billing and compensation there.

**Court sanctions Obell move.** Earl Obell began work last week as news director of WNBC-TV New York following a court decision denying a motion by CBS to restrain him from taking his new post (Broadcasting, Nov. 6). Mr. Obell has been science editor of WCBS-TV New York for six years and CBS claimed it had a verbal agreement bidding for him to remain with the company until next Aug. 9. New York State Supreme Court Justice Edward T. McCaffrey ruled (Nov. 9) that the claims about an oral agreement were “in dispute,” and said Mr. Obell’s work beyond the expiration of his old contract could not be held as a binding acceptance of new agreement.

Bruce Johnson, after five months as VP, RKO Radio Division, and president of RKO Radio Representatives, elected president of RKO Radio Division and chief executive officer, RKO Radio Representatives. John Brady, VP and general manager, RKO Radio Representatives, named president of rep firm, succeeding Mr. Johnson. Art Mandelbaum, Mr. Johnson’s executive assistant, named VP, advertising and promotion, RKO Radio.


**Armstrong Medalist.** Renville H. McMann Jr., president of CBS Laboratories Inc., Stamford, Conn., named recipient of Radio Club of America’s 27th Armstrong Medal, presented for outstanding contributions to the application of communication techniques to television systems. Among other things, Mr. McMann is responsible for the development of Minicam Mark VI portable color TV camera system, color scan converter which allowed TV viewing of moonwalks, and the application of colored lasers to TV film recording. Presentation was scheduled Friday night (Nov. 17) at club’s 63rd anniversary banquet in New York.


Jayne Ross, awards manager, ABC, New York, named editor, publications, in ABC public relations department to develop and edit new newsletter on company activities for distribution to ABC employees.

Lucille Chazzanoff, senior auditor, Arthur Young & Co., public accounting firm, joins NBC, New York, as manager, contract accounting. Douglas A. Skene, manager of unit managers, NBC, appointed manager, sports administration, NBC.

Irvin M. Kipnes, former agency and station executive, joins Randall/Sharom, Hollywood broadcast station and CATV management consultants, as VP.

Walter T. Carter, retired Air Force colonel, joins KYIE(TV) Sacramento, Calif., as director of development.


**Programing**


Fred Cutts, general manager, Atlantic division, Trans-Worl Communications, closed-circuit TV division of Columbia Pictures Industries, New York, named VP-European operations.

Matt J. Poulis, Eastern sales manager, Screen Gems syndication division, joins Tomorrow Entertainment Inc., New York as VP and general sales manager in charge of domestic syndication. TEI is program production and distribution company.

Hal Cranton, director of advertising, sales promotion and publicity; Robert F. Davis, director of research and sales development, and Emily Klepper, manager of domestic and foreign records control, named VP’s MCA TV.

Allison B. Eicher, telecommunications director, Teletape Corp., Detroit, joins
Magnetic Video Corp., Farmington, Mich., as general manager, video-tape operations. Mr. Eicher will be responsible for production and marketing operations for videocassette programs and duplicating services.

Bill Shirks, general manager, WERK(AM) Muncie, Ind., joins WXLF(AM) Indianapolis as program director and program consultant.

Jack Lawyer, program manager, WTMR-AM Camden, N.J., joins WSPD(AM) Toledo, Ohio, in same capacity.

Mark Lewis, with WBBW(AM) Somerville, N.J., appointed program director.

Bob Reed, with WMTN-AM-AM-FM Morristown, Tenn., appointed program manager.


David Detlie, formerly with Walt Disney and other major animation studios, joins AFC as associate producer and senior director.

John Hood, New York freelance radio and TV producer, joins Jack Byrne Advertising, New York, as producer.

Wheeler Coberly, director of program development, Viacom Enterprises, Los Angeles, appointed director of business affairs, MGM TV, Culver City, Calif.

Dennis Hunt, voice-over commercial spokesman for Las Vegas Hilton hotel, appointed production manager, Watermark Inc., Los Angeles, radio production and syndication firm.

Charles Burnell, art director, WPTZ(TV) North Pole, N.Y., joins WAST(TV) Albany, N.Y., as production manager.

Broadcast Journalism

Louis F. Prato, news and assignment editor, WWJ-TV Detroit, appointed news director, WWJ-AM-FM-TV.

Fred Anthony, news director, WAKR-TV Akron, Ohio, appointed to additional post, news director, WAKR-AM-FM. Kenny Haltermann, with news staff, WAKR-AM-FM-TV, appointed assistant news director.


Walker Merriman, news reporter and anchorman, KTIV(TV) Sioux City, Iowa, joins Nebraska Television Network. Kearney, Neb., as news director. NTN stations: KHOL-TV Kearney, KHPL-TV Hayes Center, KIIT-LV Superior, and KHOL-LV Alhion.


Bob Collins, with CHLO(AM) St. Thomas, Ont., appointed news director there.

Neil Bogg, former anchorman, WRC-TV Washington, joins WHAS-TV Louisville, Ky., to head on-air team.

Pamela Taylor, with news staff, NBC New York, joins Metromedia Radio News, Washington, as correspondent.

Alice L. Neff, reporter, NBC-affiliate WBAL-TV Baltimore, joins NBC News, Cleveland, as general assignment reporter.

Jim Uebelhart, news writer and newscaster, WSPD(AM) Toledo, Ohio, retires Dec. 31.

Carl Nichols, assistant weather service director, WTVY(TV) Tampa-St. Petersburg, Fla., joins WGLY-TV Louisville, Ky., as meteorologist.


Equipment & Engineering

Keith Leech, engineer, Hall Communications, Norwich, Conn., division, elected VP-engineering, broadcast division.

Robert B. Wehrman, chief engineer, Cox-owned WICC-TV Pittsburgh, assumes additional post, assistant director of engineering, broadcast division, Cox Broadcasting Corp., Atlanta.

Warren L. Anderson, product advertising manager, Ampex Corp., Redwood City, Calif., named merchandising manager, video products, Sony Corp. of America, New York.

George Endres, chief engineer, RKO's WAGM-AM-FM Washington, appointed assistant to the VP, broadcast engineer.

Washington veteran. Frank M. (Scoop) Russell, NBC's Washington vice president from 1929 to 1958, died of emphysema Nov. 11 in a nursing home in Chevy Chase, Md. He was 77.

Mr. Russell, baptized Francis Marion, was known as the dean of broadcast lobbyists and considered one of the most astute. His mode of operation, as he told it, was to stay out of public view.

At the time of his retirement, he was described as "the capital's most experienced broadcast observer." And it was said of him: "He knows more about national politics and politicians than anyone identified with radio." Always pragmatic and often caustic in his observations, he once told an interviewer who asked him what he did: "None of your business. I lobby like hell for the things I think are good for the industry and I oppose things I think are bad."

Mr. Russell was born in Lohrville, Iowa, in 1895. He was graduated from Iowa State College with majors in agriculture and journalism. His first job was with a livestock daily in Omaha. He later was with the Omaha Bee and the Ames Times. It was in that period—early in World War I—that he received the nickname, "Scoop," when, with an eye toward the local angle, he reported a German plot to blow up an Iowa bridge. He served as a sergeant in the U.S. Army during that war. In World War II he was a member of the broadcast committee of the Board of War Communications. During his early days, Mr. Russell also acted as a publicist for several farm organizations. This brought him to the attention of Charles W. Pugsley, editor of the Nebraska Farm Journal. When Mr. Pugsley became assistant secretary of agriculture in 1921, he took Mr. Russell with him to Washington. In his nine years with Agriculture, Mr. Russell organized and ran the department's press service and established its radio service, the first at any federal government agency. He was also closely involved in the founding and production of the National Farm and Home Hour on NBC Radio. That led M. H. (Deac) Aylesworth, then president of NBC, to hire him. When Mr. Russell took over the capital job, it entailed, in addition to government affairs, supervision of WRC(AM), the network's Washington outlet, as well as all network programs originating in the national capital. He was the first broadcast representative to register under the lobbying act that went into effect just before World War II. Mr. Russell served on the board of the National Association of Broadcasters for 28 years.

Following his retirement, he became a consultant in Washington. NBC was and remained one of his clients. He also invested in CATV; at his death he and his family owned cable systems in Appalachian, Big Stone Gap and Norton, all in Virginia. He also owned 5% of a CATV system in Waterbury, Conn. He is survived by his wife, Phoebe Gaile Russell; three children, Jean, Morgan and Mrs. Gale Hoberton, and three grandchildren.

Allied Fields

Lou Friedland, VP and director of MCA TV, New York, TV syndication division of MCA Inc., re-elected chairman of National Hemophilia Foundation, New York.

Angelo Coulis, producer and director, WNAC-TV Boston, appointed producer, Office of Radio-TV Information, Kent State University, Kent, Ohio.

Jon M. Hannan, manager of Bethesda, Md., data center of Control Data Corp., named manager, American Research Bureau's computer services department in Beltsville, Md. ARB is subsidiary of Control Data Corp.
Deaths

Representative Frank T. Bow (R-Ohio), 71, died Nov. 13 at Bethesda (Md.) Naval Hospital, of apparent heart attack. Mr. Bow was elected to House from Ohio’s 16 district in 1950 and served until his retirement this year. He was formerly newscaster for WHIC (AM) Canton, Ohio, and in 1948 was general counsel to House Select Committee to Investigate the FCC. He is survived by his wife, Caroline, and two sons.

Jean T. Curry, 57, first woman officer of Cunningham & Walsh, New York, died there Nov. 8. Miss Curry joined agency in 1955 as personnel director and became corporate assistant in 1957. She is survived by her mother and one sister.

Samuel R. Rosenbaum, 84, who as trustee administered Music Performance Trust Funds from its inception in 1948 to 1970, died of heart attack in Philadelphia Nov. 9. Mr. Rosenbaum, attorney and musician, served until his death as consultant to MTPF, which disburse money to provide employment for musicians through free concerts. From 1932 to 1955 he was president of WFIL (AM) Philadelphia and was chairman of Independent Radio Network Affiliates from 1937 to 1940. He served in both World Wars, in the second as colonel in Army headquarters, Radio Luxembourg, earning Legion of Merit, French Legion of Honor and decorations from six other countries. Mr. Rosenbaum is survived by his wife, Edna, one son and three daughters.

M. Duane Holman, 50, national sales manager, KOLN-TV Lincoln, Neb., and KGUN-TV Grand Island, Neb., died Nov. 7 in Lincoln after extended illness. Mr. Holman, with sales staff since 1957, is survived by one son and one daughter.

Tod Andrews, 51, actor, best known for his leading role in 1957 TV series, The Green Hornet, died Nov. 6 in Beverly Hills of heart attack. More recently he had guest roles in Ghost Story and Banacek series. He is survived by his wife, Karolyne, and two sons.

For the Record

As compiled by Broadcasting Nov. 8 through Nov. 14, and on filings, authorizations and other FCC actions.


New TV stations

Call letter actions

Panhandle Broadcasting Co., Panama City, Fla.—Granted WDFT (TV).

Television Fredericksburg Inc., Fredericksburg, Va.—Granted WHFY TV (TV).

Existing TV stations

Application

KAMU-TV College Station, Tex.—Seeks CP to change ERP to 1342 kw, 92.22 kw; change location to Hensel Park, College Station; type trans to RCA-TTU-2A; make changes in ant. structure; HAAT 389 ft. Ann. Nov. 9.

Final actions

FCC denied fairness complaint by People’s Party against ABC, NBC and CBS television networks on grounds that party did not present sufficient facts to establish violation of fairness doctrine. Action Nov. 6.


FCC informed California Coastal Alliance that organization misrepresented fairness, ruling involving identical T.V. stations, KTVU-T.V. Oakland and KRQN-T.V. (San Francisco), in telegrams organization sent to television stations in state, Telegrams contended that FCC had ruled that KTVU and KRQN were in violation of fairness doctrine because they accepted paid spot advertising by opposing Proposition 20, action on California ballot proposing state control of coast property. Commission pointed out that in oral ruling on Nov. 3, it had ruled that KTVU and KRQN would be required to provide opportunity for contrasting views on Proposition 20, Commission said that it didn’t specify manner in which this should be done. Action Nov. 9.


WBII-AM-TV Chicago and KMOX-TV St. Louis.—FCC ruled that Paula Winfield, independent Workers Party candidate for governor of Illinois, is entitled to equal opportunities under Communications Act for appearances on stations. Commission concluded that Mrs. Grogan was legally qualified candidate for governor, Action Nov. 1.

WKBW-AM-FM-TV Youngstown, Ohio.—FCC denied petition by Black Broadcasting Coalition of Youngstown asking for reconsideration of FCC action on license renewal applications of WKBW Broadcasting Co. for stations. Action Nov. 5. Commission grant of renewal applications for WKBW-FM and WKBW-TV, previously opposed by Coalition, will be continued in deferred status for reasons other than Coalition’s opposition. Action Nov. 8.

Actions on motions

Administrative Law Judge Byron E. Harrison in J1FJU, granted Nov. 12, to Station KFOZ of Puerto Rico (Telesanjuan Inc. (WTSJ-T.V.), WMGZ (T.V.) and WNAG (T.V.).) Action Nov. 12, granted. Motion for pending matters, previously scheduled for Nov. 13, in New York (Docs. 19535-56). Action Nov. 3.

Administrative Law Judge Forrest L. McClenning in Boston (RKO General Inc. (WNAC-TV; et al.), TV proceeding, pursuant to ruling made at oral argument, granted petition by Community Broadcasting of Boston Inc, to leave to show substitution of new letter of credit and revised estimated costs of construction (Docs. 18759-61). Action Nov. 3.

Administrative Law Judge Forest L. McClenning in Fort Smith and Jonesboro, both Arkansas (KFPW Broadcasting Co. (KFPW-T.V.) and George T. Hernerheit (KAIT-T.V.), TV proceeding, granted request by Broadcast Bureau for extension of time and continued to Nov. 30 for filing proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law. Motion for extension of time for reply findings, previously scheduled for Nov. 11 for reply findings (Docs. 1929-21). Action Nov. 9.

Administrative Law Judge Chester F. Naumowitz in Las Vegas (Western Communications Inc., (KORK-T.V.) and Las Vegas Television Broadcasting Co. (KSLN-T.V. and KLNW-T.V.), Petition for reconsideration of ex parte order of rehearing. All parties agreed to the order of rehearing and in particular the order with respect to the denial of the motion. Motion for rehearing of order of rehearing is denied. Action Nov. 12.


Administrative Law Judge James T. Tierney in New York (WPIX Inc. (WPIX-TV) and Forum Communications Inc., TV proceeding, due to agreement of counsel with approval of proposed order that proceeding will resume on Jan. 9, 1973, to dispose of remaining issues without further hearing, scheduled further hearing for Dec. 13 to dispose of other pending issues with prejudice. Opponent’s joint principal counsel (Docs. 18711-2) Action Nov. 8.

Other actions

Review board in Las Vegas, TV proceeding, granted Las Vegas Valley Broadcasting Co. and Communications Inc., extension of time to Nov. 27 to file opposition to motion by Valley and
petition by Western to enlarge issues. Proceeding involves application by Western Communications Inc., for renewal of license for KTKX-TV Las Vegas and competing application by Las Vegas Valley Communications, Inc., for new television facility (Docs. 19519, 19518). Action Nov. 9.

- Review board in Texarkana, Tex., TV proceeding, scheduled for Nov. 24, for review board an application of Tex-Ark TV Co. for extension of time to complete construction of KTKX-TV Texarkana (Doc. 19612). Action Nov. 8.

Designated for hearing

- WLTY-TV, Largo, Fla.— FCC designated for hearing application of Thomas Slaten for reconsideration of April 19 commission action granting application of CBS Inc. for review of Broadcast Bureau ruling that its KNX-AM-FM had failed to comply with fairness doctrine. Action Nov. 8.

Other actions

- Review board in Statesboro, Ga., AM proceeding, in which WGSW Inc., dismissed with prejudice for failure to prosecute application of Community Radio System for new AM in States-

- Review board in Iowa City, AM proceeding, granted petition by Braverman Broadcasting Co. for extension of time through Nov. 27 to file request to parcel out issues filed by Burns, Rieke and Voss Associates. Proceeding involves applications of Braverman and Burns, Rieke and Voss Associates for new AM on 1560 kHz with 1 kw DA-2, at Iowa City (Docs. 19596-7). Action Nov. 8.

New AM stations

Applications

- WKVI Knox, Ind.—Seeks CP to remove series resistor in ant., system. Nov. 8.

- WOLO-WTOK, S.C.—Seeks CP to change trans. site to south side of County Road 18, 5 miles west of U.S. Highway 45, Mattison, Tenn.

- WALE Fall River, Mass.—Seeks CP to change ant.-trans. site to off Augustus Street, Fall River, and place specified in subpoenas issued this date to be interrogated (Docs. 19503, 19506). Action Nov. 6.

Existing AM stations

Applications

- WKVI Knox, Ind.—Seeks CP to remove series resistor in ant., system. Nov. 8.

- WLDO, Columbia, S.C.—Seeks CP to change trans. site to mobile home camp, in all areas of directional ant., system. Nov. 8.

- WSLT Ocean City-Somers Point, N.J.—Seeks CP to relocate ant. Existing ant. is on top of hill, in all areas of directional ant., system. Nov. 8.

- WMBA Urbanna, Va.—Seeks CP to move ant. in ant., system to specify maximum radiation tolerance along roadsides. Nov. 8.

Final actions

- KIAK Fairbanks, Alaska.—Broadcast Bureau granted license covering new AM, Action Nov. 6.

- KNX-AM-FM Los Angeles.—FCC denied petition by Thomas Slaten for reconsideration of April 19 commission action granting application of CBS Inc. for review of Broadcast Bureau ruling that its KNX-AM-FM had failed to comply with fairness doctrine. Action Nov. 8.

- KGB San Diego.—Broadcast Bureau granted licenses covering change of use and of former main trans. for aux. trans. Action Nov. 15.

- WLUX Baton Rouge, La.— FCC denied petition by receiver in bankruptcy for Capital City Com- munications, Inc., for reconsideration of proceeding denying renewal of license for station WLSX, Baton Rouge, also refused request for oral argument. Action Nov. 8.

- WMBB West Branch, Mich.—Broadcast Bureau granted license to the City of West Branch, for new AM; station to be located 1245 Gray Road, West Branch; studio location—remote control 206 West Houghton. Action Nov. 6.

- WGBI Wilbraham, Mass.—Broadcast Bureau granted license to Wilbraham Educational Radio Co., for new AM; station to be located at 550 Chestnut St., Wilbraham, Mass., for aux. purposes only. Action Nov. 3.

- Chief, Office of Opinions and Review, in Green-

- Chief, Office of Opinions and Review, in Green-


- Call letter action

- KFLW Klamath Falls, Ore.—Granted KFLS.

- New FM stations

Applications


- Farmington, Me.—Franklinton Broadcasting Corp. to change ant. site to 500 feet, HAAT 400 ft., P.A. Station Box 590, Farmington 04948. Estimated construction cost $44,900; first-year operating cost $4,808; revenue $5,500. Franklinton Broadcasting Corp. is licensee of WKTQ(M) Farmington. Principals: Elden H. Shute, Shute Shute was formerly minority stockholder in WKTQ(M) South Paris, Me., and principal, et al. Nov. 6.


- KCRF(FM) Cordele, Tex.—Approved program on 107.9, ERP 25 kw, HAAT 520 km, Action Oct. 27.

- KCMA (FM) Santa Rosa, Calif.—Broadcast Bureau granted 99.3, W4QY, 135 watts, HAAT 1,012 ft., P.O. address Box 1712, Santa Rosa 95403. Estimated construction cost $8,856; first-year operating cost $1,100; revenue none. Principal: William H. Colclough, president, W4QY owns KCMA (FM) Santa Rosa, Action Nov. 1.

- KMPL, Pleasant, Mich.—Board of Trustees Central Michigan University, Broadcast Bureau granted 99.5, W4QY, 135 watts; 8.2 watts, HAAT 100 ft., P.O. address North Hill, Central Michigan University, Mt. Pleasant 48858. Estimated construction cost $496; first-year operating cost $1,500; revenue none. Principals: Dr. William C. Boyd, president of university, et al. Action Nov. 2.

- KTM, Dayton, Tenn.—Review board members Berke- mower, Nelson and Pincock denied mutually exclus- ive applications of Erwin O'Conner Broadcasting Co., and Norman A. Thomas for new FM at Dayton (Docs. 19618). Board concluded that neither applicant had proved it was financially qualified. Action Nov. 2.

Applications


- Administrative Law Judge Chester F. Naumowicz, Jr., in West Palm Beach, Fla. (Guy S. Erway, et al.), FM proceeding, scheduled hearing for Feb. 5, 1973, to be governed by procedures mutually exclusive existing law. Board concluded that neither applicant had proved it was financially qualified. Action Nov. 2.

- Administrative Law Judge James F. Tierney in cases (Horace Industries Inc., and Tellun Broadcasting Co. of Searcy Inc.), FM proceeding, granted motion by Tellun for leave to amend application to reflect newly executed promissory notes of $40,000 and $42,000; FCC failed to consider exhibits; closed record; set certain procedural dates; ordered that Tellun's application shall remain in hearing status pending disposition and resolution of any issues affecting it; by separate action, denied motion by Horne to appeal adverse decision for inclusion in record (Docs. 19899-90). Action Oct. 27.

- Review board in boarding house, Calif., FM proceeding, granted motion by radio station Co. for extension of time through Nov. 20 to file reply opposition to application to enlarge issues filed by Broadcast Bureau and Korus Corp. Proceeding involves mutually exclusive applications of Broadcast Bureau for new noncommercial FM on ch. 255, in Dinuba (Docs. 19566-7). Action Nov. 10.

- Review board in Pikeove, Mass., FM proceeding, Board concluded that neither applicant had proved it was financially qualified. Action Nov. 2.
granted application of Tung Broadcasting Co. for new FM on ch. 292 (106.3 mhz.), as Picayune (Doc. 1934). Board dismissed competing application of Atlantic City Broadcasting Co. and suspended Sullivan's first-degreeادةم (Doc. 1934). It also dismissed exceptions to initial decision filed by Broadcast Bureau, Ben O. Bryant and Tump. and terminated proceeding. Action Nov. 8.

Review board in Ogallala, Neb., FM proceeding, pending granted by Industrial Business Corp. for extension of time through Nov. 20 to file opposition to continuation applications. Action Nov. 8.

[...]

Rulemaking

Union Springs and Tallasse, both Alabama—FCC proposed. In rulemaking of amendment of FSC table of assignments to assign ch. 237A to Adrian as second class A FM. Action Nov. 8.

[...]

Call letter actions


Existing FM stations

[...]

Renewal of licenses, all stations

[...]

Broadcast Bureau granted renewal of licenses for following translating; K2JCY Lewiston, Idaho; WMOA Bozeman, Mont.; WMVW Litani, N.J.; WKDN Rich, Mont.; and KXML-FM Arlington, Va.—Broadcast Bureau granted license covering aux., trans., and ERP 100 kw; height 275 ft.; antenna height 1070 ft. Action Nov. 3.

[...]

Action on motion

[...]

Call letter actions

## Professional Cards

### JANSKY & BAILEY
Atlantic Research Corporation
Shirley Hwy. at Edsall Rd.
Alexandria, Va. 22314
(703) 354-2400
Member AFCCE

### A. D. Ring & Associates
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1771 N St., N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20036
Member AFCCE

### DISTRIBUTED RÉSUMÉS OF PROFESSIONAL CREDENTIALS
- JOHN B. HOFFELFINGER
  9208 Wyoming Pl., Hiland 4-7010
  Kansas City, Missouri 64114
- ROBERT E. L. KENNEDY
  1302 18th St., N.W., 785-2200
  Washington, D. C. 20036
- A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
  CONSULTING ENGINEERS
  INWOOD POST OFFICE
  BOX 7004
  DALLAS, TEXAS 75209
  (214) 631-8360
  Member AFCCE

### foldover cards:
- G. WILLIAM VERDAHL
  CONSULTING ENGINEERS
  BOX 220
  Coldwater, Michigan 49036
  Phone: 517-278-7339
- JUDE COHEN
  CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
  9616 Pinkey Court
  Potomac, Maryland 20854
  (301) 299-9272
  Member AFCCE
- STEEL, ANDRUS & ADAIR
  CONSULTING ENGINEERS
  1242 Munsey Building
  Washington, D. C. 20004
  (202) 347-8215
  Member AFCCE

### Service Directory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Directory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COMMERCIAL RADIO</td>
<td>MONITORING CO.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRECISION FREQUENCY</td>
<td>MEASUREMENTS, AM-FM-TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONITORS</td>
<td>REPAIRED &amp; CERTIFIED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103 S. Market St.</td>
<td>(301) 524-3777</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| COMMERCIAL RADIO | PRECISION FREQUENCY | MEASUREMENTS, AM-FM-TV |
| MONITORS | REPAIRED & CERTIFIED |
| 103 S. Market St. | (301) 524-3777 |

| SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE | TO BE SEEN BY 120,000* READERS—AMONG THEM, THE DECISION MAKING STATION OWNERS AND MANAGERS, CHIEF ENGINEERS AND MANAGERS, APPLICATIONS FOR FM TV AND FACSIMILE FACILITIES. |
| 1970 Readership Survey Showing 3.2 | READERS PER COPY. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>contact</th>
<th>BROADCASTING MAGAZINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1735 DeSales St., N.W.</td>
<td>Washington, D. C. 20036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for availability</td>
<td>(202) 638-1022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Estimated readings.
petition by Columbus Broadcasting Coalition to deny applications by Great Trails Broadcasting Co. for licenses to serve COL-AM-FM, and granted renewals. Action Nov. 8.

WOAI-TV San Antonio. Tex.-- FCC granted appointment of new owner and manager for renewal of license of WOAI-TV. Opposition by Bilingual Bicultural Coalition on mass media, community group, was denied. Action, Nov. 8.

**Modification of CP's, all stations**


**WFLM(FM)** Clarksburg, Ind.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change type of trans.; change anti.; makes change in transmission line change freq.; increase in output power to 17 kW. Action Nov. 2.

**WFMF(SFM)** Indianapolis--Broadcast grant mod. of CP to extend completion date to Jan. 31, 1973. Action Nov. 3.


**WJTD(FM)** Alfred, N.Y.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to extend completion date; change anti.; change feedline. Action Nov. 3.

**WWIC(FM)** Hinesville, Ga.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to extend completion date to April 27, 1973. Action Nov. 3.


**WXEN(FM)** Cleveland--Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of CP to extend completion date to May 11, 1973. Action Nov. 3.

**WRCF(FM)** Cleveland--Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of CP to extend completion date to Jan. 12, 1973. Action Nov. 3.

**WWIS(FM)** Fredericksburg, Va.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change type of trans.; in transmission line; change freq.; increase in output power to 10 kW. Action Nov. 3.

**KI9ET** Vail, Colo.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change type of trans.; in transmission line; change freq.; increase in output power to 10 kW. Action Nov. 6.

**KI9ET** Vail, Colo.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change type of trans.; in transmission line; change freq.; increase in output power to 10 kW. Action Nov. 3.

**KCI9ET** Vail, Colo.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change type of trans.; in transmission line; change freq.; increase in output power to 10 kW. Action Nov. 6.

**KCI9ET** Vail, Colo.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change type of trans.; in transmission line; change freq.; increase in output power to 10 kW. Action Nov. 6.

**KWIT** Forth Wayne, Ind.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change type of trans.; in transmission line; change freq.; increase in output power to 10 kW. Action Nov. 6.

**KCI9ET** Vail, Colo.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change type of trans.; in transmission line; change freq.; increase in output power to 10 kW. Action Nov. 6.

**KCI9ET** Vail, Colo.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change type of trans.; in transmission line; change freq.; increase in output power to 10 kW. Action Nov. 6.

**KCI9ET** Vail, Colo.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change type of trans.; in transmission line; change freq.; increase in output power to 10 kW. Action Nov. 6.

**KCI9ET** Vail, Colo.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change type of trans.; in transmission line; change freq.; increase in output power to 10 kW. Action Nov. 6.

**KCI9ET** Vail, Colo.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change type of trans.; in transmission line; change freq.; increase in output power to 10 kW. Action Nov. 6.

**KCI9ET** Vail, Colo.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change type of trans.; in transmission line; change freq.; increase in output power to 10 kW. Action Nov. 6.

**KCI9ET** Vail, Colo.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change type of trans.; in transmission line; change freq.; increase in output power to 10 kW. Action Nov. 6.

**KCI9ET** Vail, Colo.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change type of trans.; in transmission line; change freq.; increase in output power to 10 kW. Action Nov. 6.

**KCI9ET** Vail, Colo.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change type of trans.; in transmission line; change freq.; increase in output power to 10 kW. Action Nov. 6.

**KCI9ET** Vail, Colo.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change type of trans.; in transmission line; change freq.; increase in output power to 10 kW. Action Nov. 6.

**KWIT** Forth Wayne, Ind.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change type of trans.; in transmission line; change freq.; increase in output power to 10 kW. Action Nov. 6.

**KWIT** Forth Wayne, Ind.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change type of trans.; in transmission line; change freq.; increase in output power to 10 kW. Action Nov. 6.

**KWIT** Forth Wayne, Ind.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change type of trans.; in transmission line; change freq.; increase in output power to 10 kW. Action Nov. 6.

**KWIT** Forth Wayne, Ind.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change type of trans.; in transmission line; change freq.; increase in output power to 10 kW. Action Nov. 6.

**KWIT** Forth Wayne, Ind.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change type of trans.; in transmission line; change freq.; increase in output power to 10 kW. Action Nov. 6.

**KWIT** Forth Wayne, Ind.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change type of trans.; in transmission line; change freq.; increase in output power to 10 kW. Action Nov. 6.

**KWIT** Forth Wayne, Ind.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change type of trans.; in transmission line; change freq.; increase in output power to 10 kW. Action Nov. 6.

**KWIT** Forth Wayne, Ind.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change type of trans.; in transmission line; change freq.; increase in output power to 10 kW. Action Nov. 6.

**KWIT** Forth Wayne, Ind.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change type of trans.; in transmission line; change freq.; increase in output power to 10 kW. Action Nov. 6.

**KWIT** Forth Wayne, Ind.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change type of trans.; in transmission line; change freq.; increase in output power to 10 kW. Action Nov. 6.

**KWIT** Forth Wayne, Ind.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change type of trans.; in transmission line; change freq.; increase in output power to 10 kW. Action Nov. 6.

**KWIT** Forth Wayne, Ind.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change type of trans.; in transmission line; change freq.; increase in output power to 10 kW. Action Nov. 6.

**KWIT** Forth Wayne, Ind.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change type of trans.; in transmission line; change freq.; increase in output power to 10 kW. Action Nov. 6.

**KWIT** Forth Wayne, Ind.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change type of trans.; in transmission line; change freq.; increase in output power to 10 kW. Action Nov. 6.

**KWIT** Forth Wayne, Ind.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change type of trans.; in transmission line; change freq.; increase in output power to 10 kW. Action Nov. 6.

**KWIT** Forth Wayne, Ind.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change type of trans.; in transmission line; change freq.; increase in output power to 10 kW. Action Nov. 6.

**KWIT** Forth Wayne, Ind.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change type of trans.; in transmission line; change freq.; increase in output power to 10 kW. Action Nov. 6.

**KWIT** Forth Wayne, Ind.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change type of trans.; in transmission line; change freq.; increase in output power to 10 kW. Action Nov. 6.

**KWIT** Forth Wayne, Ind.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change type of trans.; in transmission line; change freq.; increase in output power to 10 kW. Action Nov. 6.

**KWIT** Forth Wayne, Ind.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change type of trans.; in transmission line; change freq.; increase in output power to 10 kW. Action Nov. 6.

**KWIT** Forth Wayne, Ind.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change type of trans.; in transmission line; change freq.; increase in output power to 10 kW. Action Nov. 6.

**KWIT** Forth Wayne, Ind.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change type of trans.; in transmission line; change freq.; increase in output power to 10 kW. Action Nov. 6.

**KWIT** Forth Wayne, Ind.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change type of trans.; in transmission line; change freq.; increase in output power to 10 kW. Action Nov. 6.

**KWIT** Forth Wayne, Ind.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change type of trans.; in transmission line; change freq.; increase in output power to 10 kW. Action Nov. 6.

**KWIT** Forth Wayne, Ind.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change type of trans.; in transmission line; change freq.; increase in output power to 10 kW. Action Nov. 6.

**KWIT** Forth Wayne, Ind.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change type of trans.; in transmission line; change freq.; increase in output power to 10 kW. Action Nov. 6.

**KWIT** Forth Wayne, Ind.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change type of trans.; in transmission line; change freq.; increase in output power to 10 kW. Action Nov. 6.

**KWIT** Forth Wayne, Ind.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change type of trans.; in transmission line; change freq.; increase in output power to 10 kW. Action Nov. 6.

**KWIT** Forth Wayne, Ind.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change type of trans.; in transmission line; change freq.; increase in output power to 10 kW. Action Nov. 6.

**KWIT** Forth Wayne, Ind.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change type of trans.; in transmission line; change freq.; increase in output power to 10 kW. Action Nov. 6.

**KWIT** Forth Wayne, Ind.--Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change type of trans.; in transmission line; change freq.; increase in output power to 10 kW. Action Nov. 6.
Wanted: Two middle of road announcers. Bright, mature, must have previous experience. Willing to follow orders and grow with a young corp. Send tape and resume to Box L-165, BROADCASTING.

Top 40 talent with FM leanings for AM/FM metro NYC area. Right pay for right talent. Some production. Send tape and resume to Box L-164, BROADCASTING.

Wanted: Contemporary MOR announcer for small Eastern station. Previous experience in di and work. Send tape and resume to Box L-165, BROADCASTING.

Pennsylvania sports minded radio station wants an announcer who lives and loves sports, with basketball and college football experience. Must be able to provide a good di performance on afternoon record show and do daily sports show with interviews. Send resume and references, tape to immediate requirements immediately to Box L-168, BROADCASTING.

Morning man and production supervisor. Country show, but no twanging. Send resume and resume to Box 579, Hot Springs, Ark. 71901. No collect calls please.


Full and part time announcers for newscasts and automation operation at top rated Philadelphia FM. Intelligent, mature applicants send tape, resume to Program Director, WBSB, alma Cwzdy, Pa. 19004.

Chief announcer for NW Indiana MOR station. Have you plateaued in your smaller market? Move up to us. Send resume and references, tape to WKOY, Radio, Box 579, Hot Springs, Ark. 71901. No collect calls please.

Wanted, experienced announcer to work Midnight-6 a.m. for Country station. Send resume and tape to Mr. Veiser, WSSB Radio, N.C. Minority members encouraged to apply.

This may be the break you are waiting for. Just show above average potential. Submit resume and tape to General Manager, WITWA, Box 591, Thomson, Ga.

We need an experienced announcer, good voice/production. Bright warm sound and can communicate. Finish Air,Equal Opportunity. Send resume and references to Box K-69, BROADCASTING.


General Manager: Experienced sales man and sales manager. Familiar with FM stereo. Must be able to prove it. No floater. Send tape and resume to Box L-169, BROADCASTING.

Opportunity for experienced newsman rent- er to staff five at Midwestern Contem- porary. Looking for solid, no scream at delivery, interested in responsible reporting. Contact Don Wilson, News Director, KSTT, Davenport, Iowa. 319-326-2541.

Good money for good newsman for hourly newscasts, using UPI wire and audio plus local news material. Must keep up with current affairs. Rush tape, resumes to Montana's most respected radio news operation in area. KVAM, Pueblo, Colo. 81305.


Newman wanted immediately for Contemporary news oriented New Jersey station. Must be able to dig for the real story. Write Rod Fritz, WCRX, Box 150, Washington, N.J. 07882.

Opportunity for experienced play-by-play announcer for High School and College. Send off the air tape, WKRK, Box 113, Columbus, Tenn. 38924.

Opportunity for experienced play-by-play announcer for nation's first television station. 50,000 watt clear channel radio station, for joint radio-TV newsmast at WGTW-RGB, Schenectady, New York, member of General Electric Broadcasting Company group, equal opportunity em- ployer. Contact and send video tapes to Donald Decker, New Manager, 1400 Balltown Rd., Schenec- tady, New York 12309.

Opportunity for experienced production man who can handle one day weekend air shift. Send tape to Brian Carr, KOY, 840 N. Central Ave., Phoenix, Ariz. 85004.

Complete responsibility for on-air tourn. Last best PD in small market to majors. Can you fill his shoes? Send resume and references to Box L-164, BROADCASTING.

Wanted PD: 12 years FM experience, top producer. Willing to go anywhere, Box L-165, BROADCASTING.

Wanted: Radio station. Director and copro- hos. Minimum three years experience in management. Tape to immediate requirements immediately to Box L-168, BROADCASTING.

Chief Engineer: Chief Engineer for Central Market 5,000 watt AM and direction and a automated FM. Chief allowed to assume full engi- neering responsibilities for station in modern facility. Must be near, familiar with direc- tions, able to teach, train and supervise engineering staff, be innovative, demonstrate initiative and possess a pleasing personality. Send resume to Box L-164, BROADCASTING.

Chief Engineer for five KW (directional) and SM in West Virginia. Experience with direction operator a plus. Must have previous experience for opportunity in advance in station. Send resume and salary requirements, EOE, to Box L-127, BROADCASTING.

Program Director needed by Texas medium market station. Move up from smaller market, en- joy independent, musical advantage and delightful climate. Excellent benefits and advancement plus stability. Send resume, tape and snapshot if you feel qualified for this excellent position. Box L-176, BROADCASTING.

KOY, Phoenix is looking for production man who can handle one day weekend air shift. Send tape to Brian Carr, KOY, 840 N. Central Ave., Phoenix, Ariz. 85004.

Complete responsibility for on-air tourn. Last best PD in small market to majors. Can you fill his shoes? Send resume and references to Box L-164, BROADCASTING.

Chief Engineer: Chief Engineer for Central Market 5,000 watt AM and direction and a automated FM. Chief allowed to assume full engi- neering responsibilities for station in modern facility. Must be near, familiar with direc- tions, able to teach, train and supervise engineering staff, be innovative, demonstrate initiative and possess a pleasing personality. Send resume to Box L-164, BROADCASTING.

Chief Engineer for five KW (directional) and SM in West Virginia. Experience with direction operator a plus. Must have previous experience for opportunity in advance in station. Send resume and salary requirements, EOE, to Box L-127, BROADCASTING.

Copywriter for New England medium market: AM-FM. We are looking for creative selling copy in quantity and quality. Send samples, salary desired, resume to Broadcasting Company, 40 State St., Boston 10, Mass. Send resume and references to Box L-164, BROADCASTING.

Wanted: Program Director needed by Texas medium market station. Move up from smaller market, en- joy independent, musical advantage and delightful climate. Excellent benefits and advancement plus stability. Send resume, tape and snapshot if you feel qualified for this excellent position. Box L-176, BROADCASTING.

KOY, Phoenix is looking for production man who can handle one day weekend air shift. Send tape to Brian Carr, KOY, 840 N. Central Ave., Phoenix, Ariz. 85004.

Complete responsibility for on-air tourn. Last best PD in small market to majors. Can you fill his shoes? Send resume and references to Box L-164, BROADCASTING.
Disc Jockey, newscaster, creative experienced aggress- 
ive, dependable, right board. Third endorsed. Box L-178, BROADCASTING.

Experienced first phone announcer desires air shift 
with personality rocker (small medium market) or 
Program-Director-jock with small Top 40 station. 
Distinctive voice. I do not scream! Box L-179, BROADCASTING.

I want that first position! Good tape, very enthusiastic 
worker! Call Bob at 808-372-9234 or write Box L-184, BROADCASTING.

Expertise desired air work. Small market 5000 
want experience. Presently employed. References, 
some sals, etc. No drink or smoke. Box L-186, BROADCASTING.

3rd endorses wants back in radio. Prefer medium 
market MOR. Single, 22½$, $600/month, Mike Fenymer, 162-9009.

Give me a chance! Talented third, professional-
ly trained lock with broad musical tastes and know-
how. Sits job with Progressive Rock station. Jeff 
Fischer, 133 W. 18th St., Deer Park, N.Y. 11729. 516-
667-2072.

I've done music, continuity, production, and air work. 
Aggressive, ready to move up, any shifts, draft 
exempt, thirtieth. Call Michael, 616-422-1364.

Need a break. Ambitious, young di; Recent graduate 
from Career Academy. Full training in Record Shows, 
newscasting, and commercials. 3rd phone with real 
critical experience. Will relocate. Richard McDonald, 492 
West Hubbard St., Chicago, Ill. 60610. 312-254-3768.

First phone, Top 40, MOR, announcer looking for a 
permanent job. Love broadcasting but also like to 
learn the engineering field. Greatly interested in 
television and the ins and outs of instructions, and 
have the desire to learn. Not married, I-I years 
experience. Towne, 750 Baywood Rd., Davis, Calif. 95616.

Professional trained, experience limited, middle age, 
hard worker, will relocate. Looking for a permanent 
job. 3rd endorsement. Give me that break! Fred Brown, 733 Chandler Dr., Dayton, Ohio 45426.

See, thanks for your attention. Michigan, DJ, copy 
production. Experienced, sportsminded. GES 
TV, Denver, Colorado.

Married vet., FM appeal, 3rd, NYSSA training. 
Interest in gathering writing local news, will sell 4:00 hr. 
Calling hours, J. Lawes, 212-771-6702.

Experienced first phone announcer. Sales oriented. 
Professional sound. Conscious, dependable. Bill Han-
nen, Prier Lake, Minn. 55372. 612-447-2835.

Full maintenance Chief Engineer with impressive back-
ground. Also interested in computer and satellite 
seeks quality station. Box L-140, BROADCASTING

Chief Engineer. Highly creative and competent. Works 
exceedingly well with station personnel, willing to 
all kinds of assignments. Box L-157, BROADCASTING.

Technical Director. Turns ideas into facts. Built cur-
cent employed major market chain. Need new 
challenge. Hobbies: fishing, hunting, and video 
photography. A high school graduate. Box L-164, BROAD-
CASTING.

Chief Engr. AM-FM-DA. 20 years radio experience. 16 years chief. Prefer Eastern states. George E. Dona-
hue, RD 21+, Granville, Pa. 16838.

Reliable, ambitious, award winning, hard working 
radio newsmen looking for new challenge. Three 
years experience in medium market, good on public 
affairs. Box L-177, BROADCASTING.

Radio newsmen, network big city experience. Tried 
small town life; didn't like it. Ready to come back. 
Contact at 4 years experience. Box L-177, BROADCASTING.

Sports Director, three years experience, all play-by-
play news, disc jockey will relocate, immediately available. 516-621-3583.

Experienced LA field reporter, news editor in major 
market: Young willing to work and relocate. Tim Harrell, 9540 Beverly, Bellflower, Calif. 213-867-1643.

Fully qualified program director small or medium 
markets. Box C-179, BROADCASTING.

California major market PD will make your station a 
winner with管理制度. Well-known, successful operation but ready for new 
challenges. Amenities: Personnel, equipment, administra-
tive, best references. All replies confidential. Box L-66, BROAD-
CASTING.

Sales oriented major market (lock, experienced all 
areas, 4 years, willing move). Reasonable autonomy required. Box L-150, BROADCASTING.

Program Manager: Excellent track record. Looking 
for medium to large market with reasonable growth. 
Excellent personality. All replies confidential. Box L-150, BROADCASTING.

If you own a medium market station and it isn't suc-
cessful we should talk. I know programming, sales, 
personnel, management. Box L-100, BROADCASTING.

Music Director with first ticket, who loves music and 
does sales work, wants to move up. Holden build 
and operate Top 40 student FM in St. Paul. Worked 
part time at number one Country in Minneapolis. Currently 
doing mid-morning progressive MOR. Rick Burnett, c/o Lake Hayward Motel, Room 3, Hayward, 
Wis. 54843. 715-634-4683. B.S.A.M. 1:30 P.M.

Operation problems solver, medium market. Know 
FCU rules, programming, production, copy, automation. 
Born to lead, carry along and build up. Wife: 

Imaginative and creative television analyst age 26 
to 35, typewriter, tape machine, makes tele-
vision news successful and is willing to learn more. 
Requirements: Master's Degree, skill to communicate 
effectively and have a true understanding of addictive 
personality. Offered: growth, financial and profes-
sional exposure, autonomy, excellent personality. Offered:

Salesman-Saginaw, Flint, Bay City, Michigan market. 
Experience in local TV sales. Sold track record. Base 
plus commission. Management opportunity. Resume, 
picture, references, Phillip A. Opportunity Employer, Box 
L-174, BROADCASTING.

Sales

Salesman-Saginaw, Flint, Bay City, Michigan market. 
Experience in local TV sales. Sold track record. Base 
plus commission. Management opportunity. Resume, 
picture, references, Phillip A. Opportunity Employer, Box 
L-174, BROADCASTING.

Technical

Engineering Opportunities. One of the nation's lead-
ing Public Television and Radio production centers 
desires energetic, ambitious, professional engineer. Can-
dates must be technically qualified and fully capable 
of meeting the needs of today's television engineering 
techniques. Send resume to: Bonnie Wells, WGBH-TV, 125 West-
ern Ave., Boston, Mass. 02134.

First class studio engineer needed for expanding 
UHF, Resume, salary first letter, WXOT-TV, Box 38, Dania, 
Fla. 33004.

Tired of snowstorms? Come to sunny Atlanta, Ga. 
Looking for qualified maintenance and operating engi-
neers also technicians. Contact Chief Engineer, WIGC-TV, Atlanta, Ga. 30307-3242.

PCP-90/VR3000 engineer wanted to live with this 
equipment. Ideally with some experience in mainte-
nance and operation. Equipment will be used in the 
Chicago area as well as other parts of the country. 
If you are qualified and have had digital experience 
contact: Charles Abney, Director of Engineering—Na-
nal Teleproductions Corporation—22 West Hubbard 
Street—Chicago, Illinois 60610.

Maine: Chief Engineer: Jackson based National Tele-
productions Corporation. Should be thoroughly fami-
liar with high quality television production. Time 
Valley terminal gear. We are looking for a qualified 
maintenance engineer, has had maintenance on the 
above equipment. This is an in-studio position and 
will allow him to travel on development projects. 
This is a brand new facility in Chicago supplying 
high quality commercial productions and is a part of 
our construction program. Contact: Charles Abney, 
Director of Engineering—National Teleproductions 
Corporation—22 West Hubbard Street—Chicago, Illinois 60610.

Technical

Staff Engineer: Experienced in design and construction 
of television broadcast systems, including studio 
and transmitter equipment. Send resume to Chief Engineer, 

Television Engineer, Michigan State University, Instruc-
tional Television Services. Must have at least three 
years experience in it including design and install- 
ation of broadcast level equipment. Color experience 
preferred. Michigan State University is an Equal Opportunity 
Employer. Reply to: Fred Henderson, 230

Situations Wanted, Management

Staff Engineer: Experienced in design and construction 
of television broadcast systems, including studio 
and transmitter equipment. Send resume to Chief Engineer, 

Television Engineer, Michigan State University, Instruc-
tional Television Services. Must have at least three 
years experience in it including design and install- 
ation of broadcast level equipment. Color experience 
preferred. Michigan State University is an Equal Opportunity 
Employer. Reply to: Fred Henderson, 230

Situations Wanted, Management

MBA, has experience in small to medium market 
stations. I am a problem solver. I would be a 
very good candidate for any production or ops 
management position. I would be willing to relocate 
and can be为您 alleged. I am a hard worker, self-starter. 
Contact Joe at 341-732-3455, Box L-145, BROADCASTING.

Managerial expertise all broadcast phases. Eighteen 
years experience. Sells, sales, sells. Believes profit is 
a clean word. Current 4A Association. Will negotiate for top 1% or radio assignment. Reply in confidence to Box L-11.

Selling GM available. Good GM seeking good, hon-
est operation. Professional, cost-conscious administra-
tion. Recently retired, community active. Box L-144, BROADCASTING.

Sales

Successful pro (records, references) seeks money mak-
ing top list, good station. Mid-30's. Creative, honest 
self-starter. Box L-143, BROADCASTING.

Sales manager available immediately. 16 years execu-
tive experience, considerable knowledge of TV. Familiar 
with management of TV stations. Ava- 
sion manager for TV and 2 AM. Constant increases, even 
without national averages (+19%), Average increase up 

Need a chief engineer or a maintenance or 
operations man? Design and construction experience too. 
Prereq: Colorado or Arizona license. Please call 
film director, 20 years Top Texas market, excellent 
references, family man. Box L-64, BROADCASTING.
WANTED TO BUY EQUIPMENT

Amplex 1200 VTR from owner. Reply to D. Zulli, 213-466-7757.

We need used 250, 500, 1 KW, 5 KW & 10 KW AM and FM Radio Transmitters. For SALE: Two General Electric TWR-400, 1314 Hibburt Blvd., Chicago, Ill. 60606.

One used studio color camera and one 1 KW TV transmitter for operating Channel 12. Send proposals to XHAW Channel 12, Box 397, Monterey, N. M. 87534.

For sale: 2 P2-75 complete color camera chains, 3 years old. Brand new. Write Box L-145, BROADCASTING.

One (1) AMPEX 3200 Tape Duplicator System—including one master and two (2) slaves with Mono- and Stacked Stereo Heads. Just three (3) months old, with a full year guarantee. Price $8,000. For more information call Broadcast Automation Associates, 563-3166 or 563-3476, at 3101 North Federal Hwy, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.

Gates, Vanguard II, 1 KW AM transmitter. Like new. 1490 KHz. Will return. Box L-134, BROADCASTING.

For Sale: Cathedral, 2 KW VHF TV station. $1,500. Two machines, $1,500.

For Sale: (1) JAPES Model 1100B TV color camera, in mint condition. $1,000.

For Sale: (1) APEX Model 100B TV color camera, in perfect working order. $550.00. For Sale: (1) 2-Channel Video Monitor, in perfect working order. $1,000.

For Sale: 12-Channel video switcher. $1,200.00. In excellent condition. For Sale: (1) 2-Channel Video Monitor, in perfect working order. $550.00. For Sale: (1) APEX Model 100B TV color camera, in perfect working order. $1,000.

For Sale: (1) 2-Channel Video Monitor, in perfect working order. $1,000.

For Sale: (1) 2-Channel Video Monitor, in perfect working order. $1,000.

For Sale: (1) 2-Channel Video Monitor, in perfect working order. $1,000.

For Sale: (1) 2-Channel Video Monitor, in perfect working order. $1,000.

For Sale: (1) 2-Channel Video Monitor, in perfect working order. $1,000.

For Sale: (1) 2-Channel Video Monitor, in perfect working order. $1,000.

For Sale: (1) 2-Channel Video Monitor, in perfect working order. $1,000.

For Sale: (1) 2-Channel Video Monitor, in perfect working order. $1,000.

For Sale: (1) 2-Channel Video Monitor, in perfect working order. $1,000.

For Sale: (1) 2-Channel Video Monitor, in perfect working order. $1,000.

For Sale: (1) 2-Channel Video Monitor, in perfect working order. $1,000.

For Sale: (1) 2-Channel Video Monitor, in perfect working order. $1,000.

For Sale: (1) 2-Channel Video Monitor, in perfect working order. $1,000.

For Sale: (1) 2-Channel Video Monitor, in perfect working order. $1,000.

For Sale: (1) 2-Channel Video Monitor, in perfect working order. $1,000.

For Sale: (1) 2-Channel Video Monitor, in perfect working order. $1,000.

For Sale: (1) 2-Channel Video Monitor, in perfect working order. $1,000.

For Sale: (1) 2-Channel Video Monitor, in perfect working order. $1,000.

For Sale: (1) 2-Channel Video Monitor, in perfect working order. $1,000.

For Sale: (1) 2-Channel Video Monitor, in perfect working order. $1,000.

For Sale: (1) 2-Channel Video Monitor, in perfect working order. $1,000.

For Sale: (1) 2-Channel Video Monitor, in perfect working order. $1,000.

For Sale: (1) 2-Channel Video Monitor, in perfect working order. $1,000.

For Sale: (1) 2-Channel Video Monitor, in perfect working order. $1,000.

For Sale: (1) 2-Channel Video Monitor, in perfect working order. $1,000.

For Sale: (1) 2-Channel Video Monitor, in perfect working order. $1,000.

For Sale: (1) 2-Channel Video Monitor, in perfect working order. $1,000.

For Sale: (1) 2-Channel Video Monitor, in perfect working order. $1,000.

For Sale: (1) 2-Channel Video Monitor, in perfect working order. $1,000.

For Sale: (1) 2-Channel Video Monitor, in perfect working order. $1,000.

For Sale: (1) 2-Channel Video Monitor, in perfect working order. $1,000.

For Sale: (1) 2-Channel Video Monitor, in perfect working order. $1,000.

For Sale: (1) 2-Channel Video Monitor, in perfect working order. $1,000.

For Sale: (1) 2-Channel Video Monitor, in perfect working order. $1,000.

For Sale: (1) 2-Channel Video Monitor, in perfect working order. $1,000.

For Sale: (1) 2-Channel Video Monitor, in perfect working order. $1,000.
**TELEVISION NEWS DIRECTOR**

News Director for major Midwest market television network affiliated station. We have a most challenging opportunity for a dedicated, aggressive, mature newswoman. Full responsibility for News Department. Requirements include leadership ability, responsible news judgment, strongly motivated. Minimum five years experience in broadcast journalism. Resume and references desired. Send to:

**Box L-152, Broadcasting**

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

---

**HELP WANTED**

**PRODUCER**

Brought major market news to challenging position in one year, now seeks more testing role as News Director for new year.

**Box L-181, BROADCASTING**

---

**FOR SALE**

**GATES BC-50-C**

50,000 Watt AM Transmitter

Installed new in August 1967. It has very few actual 50KW operating hours and can be purchased for approximately 3/4 new cost, as is, where is. Presently needs repairs.


(813) 251-1861

Transmitter presently available for inspection at WQIK-Jacksonville, Florida

---

**HELP WANTED**

**TELEVISION ANCHORMAN**

For 6 & 11. Large Florida market. Must have TV experience. Prefer 28 to 40 age bracket. Must be good writer with clear, fast delivery for conversational news format. Send tape and resume to

**Box L-156, BROADCASTING**

---

**PROMOTION/PUBLICITY DIRECTOR**

Avco Broadcasting Corporation has immediate opening for a TV Promotion/Publicity Director.

Candidates must have station experience preferably at the department head level and should be qualified to effectively handle sales promotion, audience promotion, advertising, and public relations.

For the qualified candidate, Company is prepared to offer a good starting salary and benefit program. Please send resume, including present and past earnings, to:

Mary Bates

Vice President-Communications

Avco Broadcasting Corporation

1600 Provident Tower

Cincinnati, Ohio 45202

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

---

**HELP WANTED**

**SALES MANAGER**

Channel 6 in Miami, Florida, is on the move and growing. Under new ownership with new plans we are expecting dramatic audience gains and looking for a results-oriented Sales Manager to help in our growth. The individual we envision is energetic, knowledgeable, enthusiastic and aggressive with solid national, local sales and sales management experience.

A good compensation and benefit package will go to the right person.

Please write with complete background information to Ted Adams, Vice-President and General Manager, WCIX-TV, 1111 Brickell Avenue, Miami, Florida 33131. Please do not telephone.

**AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER**

---

**HELP WANTED**

**TV SALES COORDINATOR**

A person who can work with sales and traffic to assure maximum use of availabilities, efficient scheduling, accurate billing with minimum of discrepancies. This is a supervisory position with responsibility, requiring prior TV station experience in these functions. For the right person, a good job in a fine station in sunny Florida.

**Box L-154, BROADCASTING**

---

**HELP WANTED**

**SALES MANAGER**

Medium Markets

I can point with pride...16 successful years in Radio Management...stint based on heavy Sales, Imaginative Programming and innovative administration. Full "Take Charge" responsibility with integrity, References. Experience and Preference: AM/FM Stereo, Florida and Southeast. Your confidence protected. 904-746-2705.
**Business Opportunity**

Wanted persons with license, know-how and some cash to form partnership to start new radio station. We have the building, location, land, a life-time opportunity.

Garden of Eden Theatre
Lecanto, Fla. 32661

**Miscellaneous**

**SPECIAL CHRISTMAS PROGRAM**

"The Story of the First Christmas."

Four commercial positions. 1 Hour

RDB Productions

4516 Hines Road East

Muncie, Indiana 47303

**WANTED**

Successful broadcasters interested in increased profitability through broadcast automation.

Your radio station will be a showcase installation for a new broadcast automation system designed by the industry's leading manufacturer.

Your station will be used in national advertising and you will have the responsibility for demonstrating this new system to broadcasters in your geographical area.

This is a brand new marketing program. There will be a maximum of 40 stations participating in the United States. Only serious success minded broadcasters need apply. For more information write or call:

Andrew P. McClure, Sales Manager
Schafer Electronics Corporation
75 Castilian Drive
Santa Barbara Research Park
Goleta, Calif. 93017
(805) 966-0755

**FOR SALE Stations**

Undeveloped Small Market VHF Television Station in Midwest. 2,000 ft. tower would put station into several Medium size Cities. Priced for Quick Sale. CASH ONLY.

Box L-139, BROADCASTING

**RADIO STATION**

MAJOR GROWTH MARKET: Fulltime AM, Class C FM; top ratings, good management and facilities. Excellent growth potential—priced at 3 times gross revenues—$4,000,000 cash.

Box L-147, BROADCASTING

**STATIONS FOR SALE**

Arkansas

500 W. Daytimer, Small Mkt., $95,000.

Kansas

5 KW AM, Class "C" FM, $300,000.

Missouri

1 KW Daytime, Class "A" FM, $250,000.

Excellent Terms on All 3 Stations

Ralph E. Meador
Media Broker
P.O. Box 36
Lexington, Missouri 64067
816-259-2544

**FOR SALE Stations**

1. **CALIFORNIA.** Grossing $9,000 monthly. Growing coastal market. $165,000, 25% down.

2. **SOUTHEAST.** Profitable small market daytime. $185,000, Terms.

3. **WEST COAST.** FM serving market of 500,000. $225,000, $50,000 down.

Jack L. Stoll
and ASSOCIATES
6430 Sunset Blvd., Suite 1113
P.O. Box 939
Los Angeles, California 90028
Area Code 213-464-7279

**KTRB**

Unusual Opportunity. AM/FM best facility in growth West Coast market—FM Class B—36 acres of valuable land included—Grossing approximately $300,000 yearly. We believe offer of $350,000 cash could deliver. Sale due to death of owner.

Please contact:
Daren McGavren
West Coast Office!

LaRue & McGavren
Media Brokers, Inc.
341 Bayshore Dr.
Newport Beach, Ca.
(714) 675-4585

116 Central Park South
New York, N.Y.
(312) 265-3430

**LARSON/WALKER & COMPANY**

Brokers, Consultants, & Appraisers

Los Angeles, Calif. 90067

Wash., D.C. 20058

1961 Ave. of the Stars

1725 De Sales St., N.W.

Century City, Suite 501

Suite 508

213/777-1567

202/723-1553

**GUESS WHO’S COMING BACK?**

To find out, call, write or wire

**CHICKENMAN CENTRAL**

The Chicago Radio Syndicate, Inc.

25 East Chestnut Street

Chicago, Illinois 60611

(312) 944-7724

**FOR SALE Stations**

AM or FM

Interested in purchasing radio station AM or FM, in a top 100 market, Can and will pay cash. No broker involved.

Box L-145, BROADCASTING

**GUESSTLY DEANDER**

3 MAJOR MARKETS
DAYTIME REGIONALS
CASH FLOW TO PRICE — 7X
TOTAL PRICE FOR THREE: $1,650,000

Please Write: 5 Dunwoody Park, Atlanta, Ga. 30341

An NRR radio audience survey can help you:

- INCREASE SALES REVENUE
- ACHIEVE GREATER RESPECT AT THE AGENCY LEVEL
- GAIN KNOWLEDGE OF PROGRAMMING ACCOMPLISHMENTS
- INCREASE STATION PRESTIGE AMONG EMPLOYEES.

National Radio Research
P.O. BOX 1071
CASA GRANDE, ARIZONA 85222
602-836-7769 COLLECT

**WANTED TO BUY—Stations**

EXPERIENCED FINANCIALLY QUALIFIED BROADCASTERS

Interested in purchasing AM, FM or C.P. in college, metro or major market. Principals only.

Box L-136, BROADCASTING

**FOR SALE Stations**

1. **CALIFORNIA.** Grossing $9,000 monthly. Growing coastal market. $165,000, 25% down.

2. **SOUTHEAST.** Profitable small market daytime. $185,000, Terms.

3. **WEST COAST.** FM serving market of 500,000. $225,000, $50,000 down.

Jack L. Stoll
and ASSOCIATES
6430 Sunset Blvd., Suite 1113
P.O. Box 939
Los Angeles, California 90028
Area Code 213-464-7279

**KTRB**

Unusual Opportunity. AM/FM best facility in growth West Coast market—FM Class B—36 acres of valuable land included—Grossing approximately $300,000 yearly. We believe offer of $350,000 cash could deliver. Sale due to death of owner.

Please contact:
Daren McGavren
West Coast Office!

LaRue & McGavren
Media Brokers, Inc.
341 Bayshore Dr.
Newport Beach, Ca.
(714) 675-4585

116 Central Park South
New York, N.Y.
(312) 265-3430

**LARSON/WALKER & COMPANY**

Brokers, Consultants, & Appraisers

Los Angeles, Calif. 90067

Wash., D.C. 20058

1961 Ave. of the Stars

1725 De Sales St., N.W.

Century City, Suite 501

Suite 508

213/777-1567

202/723-1553

**GUESS WHO’S COMING BACK?**

To find out, call, write or wire

**CHICKENMAN CENTRAL**

The Chicago Radio Syndicate, Inc.

25 East Chestnut Street

Chicago, Illinois 60611

(312) 944-7724

**FOR SALE Stations**

AM or FM

Interested in purchasing radio station AM or FM, in a top 100 market, Can and will pay cash. No broker involved.

Box L-145, BROADCASTING

**GUESSTLY DEANDER**

3 MAJOR MARKETS
DAYTIME REGIONALS
CASH FLOW TO PRICE — 7X
TOTAL PRICE FOR THREE: $1,650,000

Please Write: 5 Dunwoody Park, Atlanta, Ga. 30341

An NRR radio audience survey can help you:

- INCREASE SALES REVENUE
- ACHIEVE GREATER RESPECT AT THE AGENCY LEVEL
- GAIN KNOWLEDGE OF PROGRAMMING ACCOMPLISHMENTS
- INCREASE STATION PRESTIGE AMONG EMPLOYEES.

National Radio Research
P.O. BOX 1071
CASA GRANDE, ARIZONA 85222
602-836-7769 COLLECT

**WANTED TO BUY—Stations**

EXPERIENCED FINANCIALLY QUALIFIED BROADCASTERS

Interested in purchasing AM, FM or C.P. in college, metro or major market. Principals only.

Box L-136, BROADCASTING
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How Charles Moss dumped a dummy and went on to be president of WRG

There just aren't many people in the advertising business who have gone or will go from copy trainee to agency president in 10 years. Which makes Charles Moss unusual: Last year, at the age of 33, he became president of Wells, Rich, Greene Inc.

Is he sensitive about his age? "It only bothers me when I'm judged in terms of my age," he says. "It's just that when clients look at me and think, 'He's so young. What could he possibly know?' Maybe they're right, but I don't think so. You suffer a disadvantage in terms of authority. You have to work twice as hard to make up for it. But it's fun being a young president because you do get a certain notoriety."

"Actually, I realize that, at 34, I'm no longer a protege and it's very scary. I'm not so unusual any more. Look at all those rock-and-roll stars who are 19 or 20, making millions every year."

Charles Moss started out not so long ago at the age of 11, as Charles Moskowitz, acting on live television shows and commercials. At 13, he changed the surname to Moss ("Moskowitz was too long; it had everything but my birthdate in it," he says) and took up ventriloquism, playing lodges and small clubs. He and his dummy, Algie, hit the big time, doing shows in the toy department at Macy's. But the team split up. "I was very shy as a kid," Mr. Moss says. "I still am, but I can take it better now. Talking through the dummy was easy for me. In fact, the dummy had a great personality and I was a wallflower." As Algie's popularity grew, so did the wall flower's hostility: "I started getting quite jealous of him. Girls started inviting the dummy to parties. He ended up in a box."

But the heart of a copywriter beat behind the ventriloquist's stiff-lipped smile: "When I was in college, I decided I wanted a steady job and I wanted to make money (I didn't have any) and I decided advertising might be a nice thing," he says. "Most people who are in advertising just fall into it. Or they were walking along the street one day and someone stuck out his hand, pulled them into his shop and they became copywriters. Now, most people don't say that when they were 6 they wanted to grow up to be a copywriter. But for some reason, I always had this in the back of my head when I was fairly young. I guess it was a combination of talentlessness which I got from my father, and theater which is what I was interested in."

But he never planned on becoming the whiz kid of Madison Avenue: in fact, he remembers: "When I started out in advertising I thought $20,000 was an incredible amount of money and if I ever got to that point, it would be the sign that I'd really made it." He pauses and a wry smile appears—"But I think your values change as you go along."

A founder and now chairman of WRG, Mary Wells, discovered "Charlie" Moss, an obscure, neophyte copywriter at Doyle Dane Bernbach. When Miss Wells went from that agency to Jack Tinker & Partners, she suggested to another future WRG principal, Dick Rich, then a vice president at Tinker, that he take a look at Mr. Moss's work. Mr. Rich saw a never-used Moss campaign for DDB, and as Mr. Moss tells it, "called me over and asked me to write for this new airlines account we had just got called Braniff at a ridiculous increase in pay. So I went."

At Tinker, he says, "I was very lucky to come under Mary's tutelage. She's taught me just about everything I know."

When she formed Wells, Rich, Greene in 1966, he was the first writer hired. And by 1968 he was a senior vice president and member of the board of directors.

He characterizes WRG as a "tough" agency: "We're very tough on ourselves. We continually run scared. We don't take anything for granted, in terms of success. It's more like a city room of a newspaper than an ad agency—it moves all the time. There's always something to worry about or laugh about. It's never dull!"

Mr. Moss's interests go in other directions than advertising, however. A subsidiary of Wells, Rich, Greene, WRG/ Dragoti Productions, recently premiered its first feature film, "Dirty Little Billy," starring Michael J. Pollard. Mr. Moss co-authored the screenplay with Stan Dragoti, director of the film and at one time a director at WRG. The film received mixed notices. Taking the bad reviews was something new for Charlie Moss: "In a film, the statement you make is taken seriously by people and that's the surprise—that they take a look at the film and equate it with you. So when they say they don't like something, or this was bad or that was bad, or why did you say that, it's a very specific criticism directed at you personally and it's much harder to take," he says.

Mr. Moss would also get bad reviews for another of his outside interests—skiing. He still walks with a cane, the result of a skiing accident last winter. ("I zigged when I should have zagged.") He even has a reputation for being accident prone. He was a great horseback-riding fan until he broke his arm in a fall; before that, he took skiing lessons and almost crashed on his maiden solo flight. "I might take up golf, if I ever learn to walk again," he says.

Since his latest sports accident has kept him out of athletics, he has taken up guitar lessons. Asked if he'd suffered any disasters with his latest activity he noted, "You can callosum your fingers pretty bad." He usually is involved in some sport or hobby at any given time, and explains: "What happens to me—and I think this is one of my tragic flaws—is I tend to get into something and make it exclusive and it becomes business, not pleasure. So after a point I become discouraged if I haven't become a genius. If I started chess I'd have to beat Bobby Fisher and since that's unrealistic, I give it up. I don't know how long the guitar's going to last."

How would Charlie Moss describe himself?

"Gee, that's a horrible question," he says. "Humble but brilliant. I think I am a nice guy, maybe overly conscientious at times. To talk about yourself for print is scary. I like 'humble but brilliant.' It keeps it away from the real me."
Big world

Several conclusions may be drawn from the special report on children's television appearing in this issue: There is more programing being presented for the young than critics have admitted: it is probably of higher quality and certain of purer motivation than have generally been attributed to this program type and to the managerial interests behind it. If there is an indicated need for more experimentation and larger budgets in the creation of programs exclusively intended for the young, there is a demonstrated exposure of children to all kinds of programs not presented for their exclusive use but contributing in one way or another to their development.

Those statements may not be as sensational as the charges that have been made against television offerings for children. They are, however, based on facts turned up in our reporting. On those grounds alone they are entitled to notice in a dialogue that has been more characterized by bombast than reason. We do not expect these findings to impress the little band of Boston mothers who call themselves Action for Children's Television. We would, however, wish them to be read by the officials who must decide whether the television system will be regulated by the wholly unrealistic standards ACT has proposed.

The more that is said about children's television, the more evident it becomes that the subject is being treated in an absurdly narrow focus. The real world of children's television is as wide as the total television world.

The television children watch extends to all the hours they are awake and allowed to watch. It may range from cartoons to moon shots to situation comedies. It is an incomparably larger world than pre-television generations were exposed to.

It is also a world containing noncommercial as well as commercial television systems—a point that has not been emphasized. If there is only one Sesame Street, and it happens to be a production of the noncommercial system, commercial broadcasters ought not to be berated for not imitating it. Noncommercial television, from its very origin, was intended to perform an educational service that the commercial system was ill suited to supply. Indeed that was explicitly given as a reason to reserve all those exclusive, noncommercial channels.

This is not to suggest that commercial broadcasters have no responsibilities in children's programing. At the very least they must avoid the exploitation of the immature. At best they ought to invest time and money in programs that provide helpful guidance while engaging the attention of the young. And that, precisely, is what is being done, all over the country.

The confidence gap

Two public-opinion surveys emerging last week from respected research firms have adduced contrary readings on television. A Louis Harris survey found a general lack of confidence in television management. An R. H. Bruskin survey found a high degree of confidence in television news.

The Harris survey asked respondents whether they had a great deal of confidence, some confidence or hardly any confidence in the people running various private and public institutions. The leaders in medicine drew the most favorable vote—a 48% expression of a great deal of confidence. At the bottom of the list were leaders of advertising, with a 12% vote of great confidence. Labor leaders were next lowest, with 15%, television leaders one notch higher, with 17%, and the press a point ahead of television, with 18%. Those ranked in these inferior positions will be little cheered by the knowledge that they were all outscored by the leadership of an institution that is often criticized for irresoluteness and disarray. Congress got a confidence rating of 21%.

The Bruskin survey, another in a series undertaken by the Television Information Office, asked people to rate the reliability of various news media. As explained in detail elsewhere in this issue, 76% found all or a good part of television news reliable, as compared with 69% for newspapers, 59% for magazines and 71% for radio.

In other parts of the Bruskin survey, television's primacy as a journalistic force was once again confirmed. In this poll, as in each of six others conducted in the past nine years, most people said "television" when asked where they get most of their news. And, answering another test of television's credibility, the vast majority said television was the medium to be believed if conflicting reports appeared in other media.

It is hard to know what to make of this. Is it possible for television news to have a life of its own, independent of the men at the top? Does the public perceive one set of standards in the actualities, the film clips, the reporters and anchors— in the images observed—and another in the unseen heads of networks and managers of stations? Is it to be inferred that the criticism of the nonnews functions of television, as reported widely in the print media and sometimes on television itself, has created an impression of irresponsibility in television management?

For that matter, how is it to be explained that television journalism, which has also been the target of repeated attacks, especially from high officials in the Nixon administration, still retains more credibility than any other medium? Perhaps there is an answer in the public's appraisal of the source: only 27% of the Harris respondents place a great deal of confidence in the federal government's executive branch.

These are questions that television management will ignore at its own peril. But one answer is clearly at hand. Television journalists must be given the means and encouragement to go on practicing and improving their craft. News just could be television's most important asset.
Key 73 is making religious history.

On January 6th, it will make television history.

With your help, the broadest cooperative activity in the history of North American Christendom will begin with a simultaneous telecast spanning Canada and the United States.

Key 73 is a year-long series of events and evangelism programs involving the membership of 150 denominations and Christian groups. Focused on the year 1973, the movement involves both Catholics and Protestants, 300,000 local congregations, and 100,000,000 individual Christians.

Nearly every active church member in your viewing audience will be involved in Key 73.

On Saturday Night, January 6th, Key 73 is to be officially launched. Plans hope for these 100 million Christians to be gathered in neighborhood clusters to watch the launch television special, Faith In Action. Nearly all denominations are attempting to see that every member is supplied with a specially prepared study guide (illustrated above) to encourage participation and to guide discussion of the telecast.

Faith In Action is a 1½-hour color documentary focused on the lives of nine relatively new Christians. They come from widely different backgrounds and are living out widely different life styles but share a common faith in Jesus Christ. Backed up with heavy local and national promotion, the Faith In Action special will attract a substantial audience beyond the church members in your viewing area who are Key 73 participants.

For more information and to schedule the Faith In Action special on behalf of the churches in your viewing area, write, wire or call:

Take 73 Mass Media Office
2 Green Village Road
Madison, New Jersey 07940
Phone (201) 377-4400
Baltimore's WITH Jumps from 6th to 3rd in Market in Three Weeks

Bill Ballance going to no.1 again

The Bill Ballance radio revolution started with LOS ANGELES' KGBS. What happened is broadcast history. In the hard-to-break L.A. market...
KGBS rocketed from 16th to 3rd in 6 months...
to 1st in 9 months.*

NOW IN SYNDICATION...
Bill Ballance is getting ratings all over the country.
An independent survey company reports DALLAS' KIXL moving from 16th to 4th in the market in 5 weeks.

FACT
The Bill Ballance Show gets ratings and revenue...
It will work for you!

Contact: Bill Cochran, V.P., Sales —
dick clark
radioshows inc.
9125 sunset blvd.
los angeles, california
(213) 278-0311